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Mild mannered by day...
they blend into the Uni community watching and
providing a feeling of security
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Student
It was another memorable year at Uni High. The year kicked off
with the traditional Opening Day Assembly, where Uni welcomed many
new faces to its community. Along with more than 70 new students were
five new teachers: Ms. Bolesta, Mr. Drevlow, Ms. Plisch, Ms. Prats, and
Ms. Yi. This year also marked the beginning for Uni's exchange program
with Konan High School in Japan. Our own Brian Berry spent the year in
Japan in exchange for Nobuyuki Fukushima.
Uni High soon fell into a regular routine of interesting class after
interesting class. During free periods, students found various ways to pass
the time. Some chose to get a head start on homework in the kitchen or the
halls, while others spent their time in the
computer labs surfing the web. However the
most popular place to hang out was the
lounge. Although there were never enough
couches, and the smell still took some getting used to, the lounge was in much better
shape than it had been in years past (Thanks
Mr. B and Lounge Committee). Mrs.
Kovac's office, with its endless supply of
candy canes and pretzels, became a gathering place for many freshmen and sophomores, where they could do homework, play
cards, or just hang out. On the third floor,
the subbies could be found gathered around
the television, watching their favorite episode of the Simpsons.
Knitting became a very popular way to spend free periods this year.
Everywhere you went, it seemed like someone was there, making anything from scarves to a hats.
Dances were a welcome diversion from the everyday insanity. From
the Shamrock Shakedown to the Winter formal , there were dances to suit
anyone's fancy. Dressed in anything from street clothes to tuxedos, (mouth
guards optional but recommended), students from subbies to seniors flocked
to the North Attic, Uni Gym, or the Levis Center to blissfully dance the
night away.
Now finally the year is done. No more homework, no more tests,
no more papers. It's time to kick back, relax, trade sneakers for sandals,
calculators for video games, and take a well deserved and much needed
break.
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Celebrating another year of goodtimes
with friends at Uni High ...

Opposite Page (1-r, t-b): Althea relaxes outside on a sunny day; Emily starts her good
studying habits early; Mickey relaxes in the
lounge; Jack just loves to knit. This Page (1-r,
t-b ): Roveiza and crew share a happy moment
together during lunch; Matt, Al, and Austin
chug milk during Punkk Rockk Kklub; Andres
shows off his hat while showing everyone his
award-winning smile; The junior ladies pose
for the photographer.
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(Right) Guidance Counselor Sam Smith and junior Dan Pleck go toe-to-toe in Introduction to
Shaolin Kung Fu taught by Smith. (Below) Cabbage-slicing protege David Grayson demonstrates his awesome skill.

(Above) It is evident from the whimsical expression on Ray's face that he treasures his role as
an Agora sponsor. (Far right) The ladies ofDeshi
Dress-up strut their best. (Near right) Rachel
Kaplan's balloon animal belies her prodigy in
Balloon Twisting class.

A Golden Week Concludes
a Golden Gal's Career
Agora Days
Despite a period of uncertainty caused by a
lack of class ubmissions, Agora Day 2003
went off without a hitch. Old favorites like Medieval Combat
and Cooking with Chocolate
were out in force while swarthy
new classes like Intro to Economic and A Hand of Henna
complemented their flanks. Due
to her retirement at the end of
thi year, thi was the last year
that Dr. Laughlin acted as the
Agora Sponsor. But what a final year! All of the Agora clas
categories were well represented. Much was gleaned from
academic courses like Comic
Books: Evolution of Contemporary Culture and Pipe Organ 101. Seniors
got a taste of the college diet in Dorm Cook-

ing class. Fine Arts classes like Elizabethan Corset Making, Balloon Twisting, and Interpreting
Pointless Songs became instant favorites. A strong backbone of game
courses like Magic: The Gathering,
Traditional Xbox, Intro to Shaolin
KungFu, and Dodgeball provided
students with relaxing break from the
academic rigors of third quarter. Students did not forget to teach movie
courses. The Adventures of Mr.
Bean, Pan Tadeusz: A Polish Masterpiece, and The Godfather: The
Class You Can't Refuse delivered the
audio/visual goods. And fmally, lovable eccentrics like Mmmassage and
"Girl, Take a Chill Pill!" wooed us
as Agora Days always has. Dr.
Laughlin has left her Golden Apple Stamp, and
we look forward to many future Agora Days.
(Above) Bob cringes at the
accumulation ofmoistness on
his shirt. (Far left) Rivkah
knits like the wind in her knitting class. (Near left) The
Kindergarten class relives
those brighter days.

(l-r, t-b ): Ben is decked out in orange for
class colors day, wearing a lovely orange
jersey as well as a lei of orange and blue
flowers; On twin day, the basketball ladies
Natalie, Erin, Veronica, Traci, Sangita and
Maddie flex their bulging muscles. These
sextuplets are a force to be reckoned with!;
Kimmy, Stolarsky, Mrs. Kovacs, Anita and
Jackie show off their pajamas; Kangway becomes oh-so ladylike on drag day, sporting
some freshly painted.fingernails; It looks like
Liz, Nicole, Devika and Bianca forgot to
change into their regular clothes when they
rolled out of bed this morning.

If You've Got It,
You've Gotta Flaunt It!
Spirit Week
This year's Spirit Week was one
to remember. Kicking it off was
the annual assembly with a little
extra pizazz. After the class
cheers, Uni High saw, for the
first time, a food eating contest
where Sue Kovacs (assisted by
Rick Murphy), Senior Rivkah
Cooke (assisted by Erin Bazar),
Junior Alisa Modica (assisted
by Gerry Shih), Sophomore Ben
LeRoy (assisted by Alex
Ivanova), Freshman Austin
Berger (assisted by Robbie
Robinson), and Subfreshman
Henry Bebermen (assisted by
Luke Y un Chiang) duked it out
on the lunch tables. When the
dust settled, the seniors emerged
victorious. The rest of the day
was given up to the class colors
with faculty in tie dye, seniors
in blue, juniorS in red, sopho- Subfreshman Benjamin Fu displays his school spirit as well as his snazzy
·
fr hm .
plaid shirt. Plaid was the clas color of the subfreshmen, an interesting
mores ill orange, es en Ill choice for sure.
black and subbies in plaid. The
following day, twins walked the halls and on Wednesday, the students arrived adorned
in clothes of their cultural heritage. Cultural Heritage Day was a new addition to Spirit
Week, replacing Beach Day. Thursday was Drag Day and Uni was filled with some
ugly looking women and some weirdly feminine men. Friday, the final day of Spirit
Week, was Pajama Day.

Closer

Sasha Steinberg and
Kelly Schwenk show us
that true love can continue even after death.
"It was great representing one of the happy
couples of Spoon River, "
said Sasha Steinberg.

Frances Sun and Jacob
Hertzog provided live
music throughout the
play. " It was fun and
challenging," said Jacob
Hertzog.

Ma'ayan Weinberg plays
Zilpha Marsh, a woman
haunted by spirits from
the past.
" ... the spirits
swarmed--Chaucer,
Caear,
Po e,
and
Marlowe, Cleopatra and
Mrs. Surat--wherever I
went, with messages,"
from the Spoon River
Anthology.

Alisa Modica choreographed all the dance
rountines in the play, including the square-dance
pictured above.
"Shes as good as a
professional
choregrapher,"
said
Kelly Schwenk.

Spoon River Anthology

As this year's fall play, Edgar Lee Master's 'Spoon River Anthology," came to a close, both the cast and audience knew they had
witnessed something special. Featuring a total of 72 different vignettes,
"Spoon River'' po ed a unique challenge to the cast, crew, and director:
how to successfully stage a kind of play Uni had never tackled before.As
Mrs. Ridenour explains, ''because of the type of play it i , a series of
poems or monologues, it was much different than working scenes when
we rehearse other plays. All the pieces are separate until the play ends,
and the separate pieces come nicely together. Also, there were no "stars"
in this play. Everyone, from Subbie to Senior had an equal part." The
result: success, on all ends. As senior Rivkah Cooke remarks, ''It was a
really good cast and we really bonded a lot... we were all learning how to
do a different kind of production and we all really fell in love with it."

(l-r, t-b): The caroler trio sing about a soldier and his chatty lady; the guys
propose to the ladies only to reject them moments later. "We're not interested in trophy wives!"
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Student Productions

Closer

In "Don'tComeHome
A1ax Schnuer
and
Hannah
A1cConnaughayshow
us that persistence is
important in matters
of love.

In "They Say There's a
Sunset Out There ,"
Karen
Hughes '
struggle with blindness
inspires her family.
She proves that a positive attitude can defeat
any trial.

In the "Liver, " Rivkah
Cooke learns that one
person 's gain is another persons loss: By
coming out of her
coma she prevented
her friend, Sasha
Steinberg, from getting
his life saving operation.

In " The Qui zz ical
Story of a Girl in the
Woods, " Sara Smith
struggles with the
meaning of life.
Through her adventure she learns that
some questions can't
be explained.

Earl~ "

By the time this December rolled around, Uni students were
looking forward to a few things, among them a much deserved winter
break, and the always enjoyable Student Productions. This year's Student
Productions did not disappoint. The four plays, ''Don't Come Home
Early" by Valerie Ross; "They Say There's a Sunset Out There," by Sara
Sligar ''The Liver," by Pamela Machala, and ''The Quizzical Story of a
Girl in the Woods" by Tera Levin and Melinda Fricke, not only ranged
from heartbreaking drama to surreal comedy but, as Mrs. Ridenour comments, showcased a range ofUni talent: ''the writers and directors spanned
the range from a fre hman who had no prior experience to a junior who
had written and directed for Stud. Prod. in the past, to seniors who have
been involved in theatre over the years." According to cast members, that
combination, plus fantastic casts, made this year the ''be t Stud Prod ever"

(l-r, t-b ): Hannah and Kelly say goodbye to their parents, while Stephen and
Stevie mumble under their breaths, "It's about time!"; The Seven Sisters (not
to be mistaken for the Six Sisters) attentively wait for Sara's questions.
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Subbie history teacher Ms. Jenny Yi and the
guys pose for the camera.
(l-r, t-b): David Marshak, Anthony Philipp.
Andrew Ito, Lawrence Han, Jacob Hertzog,
David Slichter, Matt Sutton, Ashwin Kumar,
Bob Monahan , Bo Li, Eugene AshtonGonzalez, Ms. Yi, Varun Chalivendra, Noah
Isserman, Muneaki Nakamura, Tobin Bettivia,
Yi Ding, Sebastian Wraight.

2003Seniorclass Tr·

Destination: CIIICAGO
After showing support by
attending the Boys' basketball
game, the senior class embarked on
a three-day trip of fun bonding with
old friends and making new ones.
"I feel a lot closer to my classmates," remarked Andrew Ito.
On Saturday, the majority of the
seniors went to Shedd Aquarium.
Other activities included shopping,
trips to Chinatown, boat rides, and
ice skating. A group of seniors were
planning on seeing the Big Tymers,
but settled for a photo when they saw
the expensive ticket price.

The girls and former student teacher Pat
Maher take a happy group picture.
(l-r, t-b ): Laura Book, Maddy Brechin,
Hannah Me Connaughay, Sara Smith,
Madeline Sylvia, Pat Maher, Rivkah
Cooke, Kelly Schwenk, Roxanne Chow,
Sarh Klein, Molly Goldwasser, Anna
Abrams, Nicole Betenia, Maria Boca,
Emily Bruce, Suraiya Rashid, Kate
Causeman, Nafisah Sheikh, Sarah
Walczewski, Ellen Martinsek, Laura
Eckstein, Melanie Carter, Erin LynchKlarup, Karen Hughes, Althea Loschky.
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On Sunday, the seniors met to the team had not gone on tlie trip,
share dinner a an entire class. Af- choosing instead to stay for practice
terwards they went to Second City, before their upcoming game. Dea skit comedy club.
pite the cold weather and the close
"It was really fun and a good proximity of Chicago to
bonding experience," shared Champaign, the seniors had only
Maddy Brechin upon her return.
good thing to say about the trip.
On their last night there, many
When a ked how he felt about
of the seniors stayed up talking, the way things went, Jacob Hertzog
playing games, and reminiscing commented, "It reaffirmed my faith
about the highlights of their past that everybody here is a good perfive years at Uni. On the way back on."
from the trip, everybody stopped
jn Watseka to cheer on the Girls'
basketball team. The eniors on

(l-r, t-b ): Bob displays his grace on the ice; Maddie,
Sarah, Sara, and Anna get close to the belugas at
SheddAquarium; Bo, Kate, Matt, and Lawrence visit
Chinatown; Sarah Erin, Althea and Melinda take
a break on the bus for some laughs; Suraiya, Leslie,
Roxanne, and Rivkah pose with the coast line of
Chicago in the background; Are these models at a
downtown shoot or Uni High girls?; wwrence and
Bo fill in as window washers; A lack offunds forces
these seniors to settle for a cute photo instead of a
show; Laura and Kelly rest after dinner at Foodlife;
Melanie, Maddy, and Sarah visit the cute penguins
at Shedd Aquarium
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Japa----- Trip 2002

"It was great," said junior Eli
Otto Shenk, "like nothing I could
have imagined." This year's trip
to Japan was served it purpo e
of opening the student's eyes to
a new culture. Fifteen students
and two teachers flew to Japan
where they did some work and
experienced some new cultural
ideas, but mostly had a lot of fun.
The trip began in Tokyo, where
the students slept at the Olympic Center and went to Kobokan,
the daycare. Then they took the
train to Iwate, where they spent
nights and weekends with host
families and days with the group.
Highlights included visiting high
schools and nursery schools,
going to museums and hot
springs, and making their own
Godzilla movie. Then they traveled back to Tokyo where they
immediately went to spend a
weekend with new host families
and then slept at the day care center where they volunteered. The
group visited the Buddha, saw
Kabuki, and shopped for cheap
electronics equipment. "I hope
to go back again soon," said
Madeline Sylvia.
(l-r, t-b ): Ashwin and Andrew hang in

the street by the daycare; the group
poses in front of Buddha at
Kamakura; the kids attack Kyle; Sarah, her host mom and Totoro;
Veronica really loves Japanese food;
Eli found some groupies; Kelly's has
a new friend; group dinner at the hotel; everyone flashes peace; A lisa and
Val play dress-up.
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In February, seventeen students,
three faculty chaperones, and several Uni alums traveled to Mississippi to work with Habitat. Unlike the weather in Champaign,
Mississippi was warm and beautiful. The students worked on roofing one house in Clarksdale, and
several students painted a house in
Farrell-Sherard. Additionally, several students volunteered at an elementary school, and the Care Station, where they put together
lunches. Uni students met up with
Uni grad Ariel Zodhiates, who is
volunteering in Clarksdale during
her year off school. Although they
worked very hard, there was plenty
of time to have fun. There was a
potluck at the elementary school,
a mud fight in the rain, a blues concert, and basketball with kids from
Farrell. Some of them even took
a trip up to Memphis where they
saw NBA players on the street and
ate a lot. "The trip was amazing,
and I really loved spending time
with the kids," said senior Nafisah
Sheikh.
(l-r, t-b): Melinda just loooves to paint!;
Habitaters are ready for some good
Southern cooking; Maddie and Will take
a break with Mr. Sutton; Bo and Slichter
are no match for the local talent; Will
says thank you to "Thing"; Doug shows
off his home state; Roxanne can roof
with the big boys; Everyones favorite
class is recess; Know what time it is?
Tool Time!
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Teamwork is the key to success as
Team Garvey found during their
three-legged race.

I the subbies displayed Uni spirit all day and returned ready to take on whatever is
thrown at them over the next five years.
August 30, 2002: The small, peaceful town of Mahomet suddenly found itself invaded by the subbies. The
sun shined brightly as subbies boarded the vans to Lake of the Woods for a day of fun and bonding. Due to
the careful planning of the subbie buddies and faculty advisors, this year's retreat was again a defmite
success. Subbies enjoyed many games, activities, food, and, as always, the Subbie Olympics. The teams
were very close during the games and events which included "Name That Tune," the egg race, volleyball,
the obstacle course, and the always memorable final event: the tug-of-war. Team Beesley was in the lead
entering the tug-of-war, but was eventually overtaken by Team Russell for the title. There was always
something exciting happening throughout the day, including the record-breaking number of Retreat injuries. By the time the day was over, Emma Anslin found herself with a broken wrist, Robert Croisant with a
nasty bee sting, Spencer Pokorski with an aching foot, and Bianca Zaharescu with a new tooth for the tooth
fairy. Despite all this, the 2002 Retreat left the members of the Class of 2007 full of spirit and looking
forward to an incredible next five years at Uni.
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(l-r, t-b) : Bianca shows us the gaping hole that once held her tooth; Andrew Ian
gives it all he 's got in the tug of war--with a little attitude from those shades; Hugh
gets a little too attached to his water balloons; Nicole relaxes after an exhausting
morning offun, games, and food,· Emma and Maddy are excited and HAPPY TO BE
AT UN! (for the next five years .. .),· Robert utilizes his massive vertical to leap the
foam hurdle,· the always exciting and dangerous "innertube game" has corralled
the boys; the ladies try to follow Hugh's strange rules for the new game.
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(1-r, t-b): Ike shows off his ice; Amanda watches out for Kovacs; Don't worry
Austin, its only Mr. Stone; Robert Ratcliffe looking puzzled as usual; Eric Loui
tplans his world domination effort; Justin Park eats his apple; Alex shows offher
Shakespearian side,· Maddie wonders why someone is taking her picture; Simsy
displays some big love to little Daniel.
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(l-r, t-b): Sara and Hannah express their love; Beitel smiles so that the photographer will/eave him alone; Sangita says "Mmm Mmm good;" Sarah and Hannah
give each other high fives while Annie watches; Kelly completes the Tower of
Power; Tobin enjoys eating some pie out ofLawrence s hand; Gerry is bigpimpin'
with Priya and Ann; Jeremiah, is he Satan or a bullfrog???
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UNI HIGH
PUBLICATIONS

Yearbook
(1-r, t-b): Clarabelle DeVries, Teresa Sonka,
Natalie Prochaska, Nafisah Sheikh, Maddy
Brechin, Laura Eckstein, Eugene AshtonGonzalez, Robert Ratcliffe, Andy Renner, Lauri
Feldman, Ravi Solter, David Stolarsky, Tianyu
Qi, Hannah Imlay, Triet Vuong, Anna Abrams,
Kate Causeman, Sara Smith, Ashwin Kumar,
Althea Loschky. (Not Pictured: Mr. Beesley,
advisor)

Unique
(1-r, t-b ): Sara Sligar, Rose Kearns, Valerie Ross,
Emily Bruce, Max Schnuer, Erin Bazar, Ms.
Linder (advisor), Agatha Kim, Katerina
Polychronopoulos, Sasha Steinberg, Elizabeth
Ford, Pamela Machala, Jack Liebersohn.

Gargoyle
(l-r, t-b ): Kathleen Reutter, Valerie Ross, Karen
Hughes, Zoe Ginsburg, Chris Breault, Hillary
Proctor, Skye Isard, Mark White, Gerry Shih,
Noah Isserman, Andres Black, Ashwin Kumar,
Varon Chalivendra, David Marshak, Leslie Van
Buren, Roxanne Chow, Erin Bazar, Maggie
Quirk, Catherine Wah, Elaine Wah, Mukta
Vaidya, Sarah Walczewski, Sarah Klein. (Not
Pictured: Mr. Porrecca, advisor)

World Wide Web Development
(l-r, t-b): Sangita Sudharshan, Michael Socie,
Maddy Brechin, John Li, Terence Crofts. (Not
Pictured: Mr. Beesley, advisor)
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UNI HIGH CLUBS
AND
ORGANIZATIONS
German Club
(1-r, t-b ): Dan Hedin, Michael Green, Mr.
Weilmuenster (sponsor) Nick Smith, Nicole
Betenia, Sara Smith, Traci Ito, Erin Bazar, Andres
Black, Jonath~n Kuck, Dan Pleck, Lauren Wingo,
David Grayson, Casey Roth.

Latin Club
(1-r, t-b): Colette Dejong, Hugh Monahan, David
Martinsek, Bradley Goerne, Victoria Wang,
Jimmy Hugget, Bob Monahan, Frances Sun,
Drew Coverdill, Shang Jiang, Roxanne Chow,
Kate Peisker, Emily Bruce, Henry Beberman,
Elizabeth Ford, Rohun Palekar, Yun Luke Chiang,
Farid Zaghloul, Nicole Gong, Aria Collopy, Lydia
Ansermet, Mukta Vaidya. (Not Pictured: Mr.
Drevlow, sponsor)

Japan Club
(1-r, t-b): Ito Sensei (sponsor), Daniel Zuo,
Maciek Swiech, Allison Darmody, Antoine
Dejong, Tiffany Cox, Nobuyuki Fukushima, Sarah Bial, Ariel Cascio, Michelle Johnson, Yuzuko
Nakamura, Eric Barr, Kris Coombs, Nicole
Helregel, Daniel Ito, Jonathon Baron, Melisa
Kudeki, Valerie Ross, Tomasz Nilges, Meredith
Nelson, Michael Pitt.

Russian Club
(1-r, t-b): Victor Salov, Stephen Bruce, Sasha
Steinberg, Emily Buss, Ms. Dunatov (sponsor).
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UNI HIGH CLUBS
AND
ORGANIZATIONS
Museum Guild
(1-r, t-b): Brad Goerne, Ms. Suslick (sponsor),
Kinzie Cornell, Caitlin Liss, Alison Liss.

Spanish Club
(1-r, t-b ): Hannah Burgess, Patricia Mathy, Sarah Ackley, Emily Walsh, Ms. Prats (sponsor),
Muneaki Nakamura, Andres Black, Caterina
Gratton, Ellie Goldwasser,
Nicole Betenia,
Katerina Polychronopoulos, Kimmy Wentling,
Traci Ito.

French Club
(1-r, t-b ): Kinzie Cornell, Emily Walsh, Dasba
Nikolaeva, Stephen Bruce, Emily Buss, Mr.
Garvey (sponsor), Christine Cheng, Annie Liang,
Meera Patel, Stevie Schein, Pamela Machala,
Gabby Kogut, Victoria Wang, Madame Lopez
(sponsor).

UMEC
(1-r, t-b): Ashwin Kumar, Nafisah Sheikh, Erin
Lynch-Klarup, Ms. Suslick (sponsor).
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UNI HIGH CLUBS
AND
ORGANIZATIONS

PAO
(1-r, t-b): Ms. Suslick (sponsor), Muneaki
Nakamura, Erin Lynch-Klarup, Kate Causeman,
Althea Loschky.

Agora Committee
(1-r, t-b) : Erin Bazar, Valerie Ross, Ma'ayan
Weinberg, Meera Patel, Priya Iyer, Pamela
Machala, Patricia Mathy, Alisa Modica, Anita
Chary, Mrs. Laughlin (sponsor), Dan Pleck.

SFAC
(l-r, t-b): Ben Leroy, Ms. Kovacs (faculty rep.),
Ms. Micele (faculty rep.) Mr. Carubba (faculty
rep.), Jonathon Baron, Mr. Vaughn (faculty rep.),
Roveiza Irfan, Kimmy Wentling, Leslie Van
Buren, Elaine Wah.

RifRaf
(l-r, t-b): Ms. Harris (sponsor), Rivkah Cooke,
Emily Bruce, Emma Marshak, Sara Sligar, Althea
Loschky, Melanie Carter, Erin Bazar.

;>
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UNI HIGH CLUBS
AND
ORGANIZATIONS
Music Club
(1-r, t-b ): Frances Sun, Rachel Kaplan, Elizabeth
Ford, Mr. Murphy (sponsor), Paige Martin,
Stephen Bruce, Krista Olson, Bradley Goerne,
Emily Bruce, Muneaki Nakamura, Stephen
Buzard, Laura Book, David Kaplan, Eric Loui,
Gregory Colombo.

Gay-Straight Alliance
(1-r, t-b ): Dan Hedin, Skye Isard, Mr. Vaughn
(sponsor), Sarah Bial, Ariel Cascio, Mr. Bild
(sponsor), Jack Liebersohn, Will Griscom, Max
Schnuer, Cordelia Loots-Gollin, Kathleen
Reutter, Sara Sligar, Caitlin Liss, Alex Johnson,
Sarah Ackley, Ariana Brodsky, Tess Garvey, Batia
Snir, Alison Liss, Emily Kamm.

Art Club
(1-r, t-b ): Rivkah Cooke, Nicole Helregel, Dasha
Nikolaeva, Maria Boca, Althea Loschky, Bob
Monahan, Emily Walsh. (Not pictured: Ms.
Guthrie, sponsor)

Star Trek Club
(1-r, t-b ): Andrew Ian Chen, Rachel Kaplan, Ellen
Rockett, Elise Lauterbur, Jack Liebersohn, Rachel
Sandretto, Emily Climer, Sasha Steinberg, Sarah
Ackley, Paul Kory, Nathaniel Gottlieb-Graham,
Mr. Russel (sponsor).
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UNI HIGH CLUBS
AND
ORGANIZATIONS
Lounge Committee
(1-r, t-b): Mr. Butler (sponsor), Alex Ivanova,
Asbwin Kumar, Alyssa Digges, Umair lrfan.

Subbie Buddies
(1-r, t-b): Matthew Freeman, Kris Coombs, Kate
Peisker, Pamela Machala, Stephen Bruce ,
Ayesha Saied, Kinzie Cornell, Michael Green,
Bradley Goeme, Betsy Domer, Hugh Monahan,
Patricia Mathy, Emily Floess, Sasha Steinberg,
Catherine Wah, Nuole Chen, Roveiza Irfan,
Elaine Wah, Kathleen Reutter, Stevie Schein,
Rose Keams, Valerie Ross, Angelina Liang, Josie
Chambers. (Not Pictured: Sue Kovacs, advisor)

Anime Club
(1-r, t-b ): Shang Jiang, JohnMark Lau, Ben Sands,
Nick Gooier, Udara Cabraal, Ike Uzoaru, Robbie
Robinson, Cameron Cropek, Allison Darmody,
Michelle Johnson, Songtao Feng, Sam Smyth,
Robert Boyce, Tomasz Nilges, Rabun Palekar,
Tiffany Cox, Yun Luke Chiang, Meredith Nelson,
Jobnathan Baron, Kris Coombs, Nobuyuki
Fukushima, Ito Sensei (sponsor), Alex Cahill,
Nathan Domier, Dan Zuo, George Gu, Eric Barr,
Abby Sobb, Josh Mitchell.

Body Image Club
(1-r, t-b): Sarah Ackley, Sara Sligar, Skye Isard,
Kathleen Reutter, Kinzie Cornell.
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UNI HIGH CLUBS
AND
ORGANIZATIONS

Chess Team
(1-r, t-b): Daniel Moser, Benjamin Schaapp,
Tobin Bettivia, Marquis Wang, Shang Jiang,
Yuv Chandra Pathuri, David Kaplan, Mr.
Garvey (sponsor).

Students For A Better World
(1-r, t-b): Ms. Linder (sponsor), Umair Irfan,
Elaine Wah, Jackie Pateguana, Teresa Sonka,
Emily Walsh, Dasha Nikolaeva, Hannah Burgess, Leslie Van Buren, Anna Abrams, Melanie
Carter, Ms. Yi (sponsor), Nicole Gong, Victoria
Wang, Rose Kearns, Kate Causeman, Sarah
Klein, Suraiya Rashid, Roxanne Chow, Alice
Li, Emily Buss, Erin Bazar, Rivkah Cooke.

Teen Awareness Club
(1-r, t-b): Mr. Sam Smith (sponsor), Varun
Chalivendra, Justin Park, Al Renner, Henry
Pollock, Gerry Shih, Andy Seth, Sarah LeRoy,
Molly Smith, Sangita Sudharshan, Traci Ito,
Nicole Betenia, Sara Smith.

Thespians
(1-r, t-b ): Max Schnuer, Will Griscom, Anita
Chary, Kimmy Wentling, Bob Monahan, Tera
Levin, Ma' ayan Weinberg, Ali sa Modica,
Karen Hughes, Val Ross, Rivkah Cooke,
Hannah McConnaughay, Kate Causeman,
Sasha Steinberg, Kelly Schwenk. (Not Pictured:
Mrs. Ridenour, sponsor)
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UNI HIGH CLUBS
AND
ORGANIZATIONS
HISSS
(1-r, t-b): Antoine Dejong, Farid Zaghloul, Daniel
Moser, Kyle Braghini, Shang Jiang, John Li,
Tobin Bettivia, Mr. Butler (sponsor), Yi Ding,
Alex Cahill, Emily Climer, Eric Barr, Anthony
Philipp, Yun Luke Chiang, Tomasz Nilges.

ICA
(1-r, t-b): Yi Ding, Ms. Suslick (sponsor), Althea
Loschky, Erin Lynch-Klarup; Katerina
Polychronopoulos, Natalie Prochaska. (Not pictured: Patricia Mathy, Sarah Ackley, Frances Sun.)

Improv Club
(1-r, t-b): Will Griscom, Henry Pollock, Hannah
McConnaughay, Matt Sutton, Ms. Ridenour
(sponsor), Sebastian Wraight, Alisa Modica,
Kelly Schwenk, Amirah Nelson.

Amnesty International
(1-r, t-b ): Will Griscom, Cordelia Loots-Gollin,
Batia Snir, Sara Sligar, Patricia Mathy, Natalie
Prochaska, Mr. Bild (sponsor), Jackie Pateguana,
Tess Garvey, Emily Kamm, Ariana Brodsky.
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UNI HIGH CLUBS
AND
ORGANIZATIONS
Football Club
(1-r, t-b): Eli Otto Shenk, Mr. Sutton (sponsor),
Tobin Bettivia, Sebastian Wraight, Tianyu Qi,
Andy Renner, Michael Socie, David Marshak,
Maddy Brechin, Matt Sutton, Lawrence Han,
Althea Loschky, Sangita Sudharshan, Hugh
Monahan, Bo Li, Umair Irfan, John Sapp, Varun
Chalivendra, Jeremiah Methven.

Enviromental Club
(1-r, t-b): Jack Liebersohn, Mr. Stone (sponsor),
Jackie Pateguana, Leah Imlay, Elise Lauterbur,
Rachel Sandretto, Ellen Martinsek, Melanie
Carter.

Asian-American Club
(1-r, t-b): Mr. Carrubba (sponsor), Tianyu Qi,
Andy Seth, Lawrence Han, Michael Belmont,
Varun Chalivendra, Priya lyer, Anita Chary,
Roxanne Chow, Sangita Sudharshan, Gerry Shih,
Triet Vuong, Daniel Ito, Jonathan Baron.

Peer College Counseling
(1-r, t-b): Lisa Micele (sponsor), Bob Monahan,
Varun Chalivendra, Nafisah Sheikh, Roxanne
Chow, Nicole Betenia.
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UNI HIGH CLUBS
AND
ORGANIZATIONS

Science and Engineering Club
(1-r, t-b ): Mr. Carrubba (sponsor), Ash win Kumar,
Jon Weissman, Andy Seth, Max Rich, Cameron
Cropek, Terence Crofts, Triet Vuong, Umair Irfan.

Punkk Rockk Kklub
(l-r, t-b ): Maria Meyers, Mark White, Costi
Yannelis, Ben Erickson, Austin Berger, Bo Li,
Ben Sims, AI Renner, Eugene Ashton-Gonzales,
Mr. Sutton (sponsor), Max Schnuer, Ike Uzoaru,
Daniel Jacobs, David Martinsek, Lauren Wingo,
Alex Ivanova, Yoon-Jung Hyun, Henry Pollock,
Ashwin Kumar, Sara Smith, Matthew Sutton,
Anthony Philipp, Hannah McConnaughay,
Lawrence Han.

Jazz Band I
(1-r, t-b): Gerry Shih, Traci Ito, Michael Socie,
Drew Coverdill, Melinda Fricke, David Slichter,
Jacob Hertzog, Sam Smyth, Drew Hauffe,
JohnMark Lau, Michael Green, Max Goldberg,
Pamela Machala, Kris Coombs, Andr s Black,
Eli Otto Shenk, Greg Colombo, David Grayson.
(Not Pictured: Mr. Murphy, sponsor)

Jazz Band II
(l-r, t-b ): Elizabeth Ford, Sam Klein, Jimmy
Huggett, Matthew Freeman, Scott Sapp, Robert
Boyce, David Grayson, Kyle Braghini, Krista
Olson, Henry Beberman, Tiffany Cox, Ariel
Cascio, Jacob Hertzog, Nicole Gong, Katy
Easley, Lucas Ecker, Brett Clark. (Not Pictured:
Mr. Murphy, sponsor)
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Student Council
Student Council is dedicated to making a difference in students' everyday lives. Each class elected three officials,
a president, a vice president, and a secretary/treasurer, to represent their interests. They met every Thursday with
advisors Rick Murphy and Marilyn Upah-Bant. Student Council worked hard this year, buying a new stereo for
our school dances and appropriating funds for each class to bond. They also approved new clubs, including
Improv club, Punkk Rokk Klub, and Amnesty International, as well as planned the always successful Howdy
Hop, X-Week, the Orientation and Disorientation picnics, and the Student Hunger Drive.

Subfreshmen (1-r): LydiaAnsermet (secltres),
Scott Sapp (pres), Michael Belmont (v-p).

Freshmen (1-r): Nuole Chen (secltres),
Angelina Liang (v-p), Hannah Snyder (pres).

Sophomores (l-r): Betsy Domer (v-p), Hugh
Monahan (pres), Molly Smith (sec/tres).

Juniors (1-r): Gerry Shih (sec/tres), Pamela
Machala (v-p), Catherine Wah (pres).

Seniors (l-r): Tobin Bettivia (sec/tres),
Jonathan Weissman (v-p), Nick Smith (pres).

Executives (l-r): Sasha Steinberg
(parlimentarian), Bob Monahan (pres) Stevie
Schein (sec/tres), Varun Chalivendra (v-p).
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Orchestra

(1-r, t-b): Stephen Bruce, Zachary Dorman-Janes, Leah Imlay, Nuole Chen, Bethany Hutchens, Alice Li, John Li, Nathan Domier,
Jake McGinty, Udara Cabraal, Zhe Gao, Max Rich, Alex Cahill, Daisy Hassani, Emma Anselin, Ben LeRoy, Hannah Kinney, Sarah
LeRoy, Ayesha Saied, David Kaplan, Batia Snir, Marquis Wang, Yuv Chandra Pathuri, Rohun Palekar, Monah Haibullah, Emily
Climer, Yuki Mitsuhashi-Acs, Martin Geiger, David Slichter, Mo Kudeki, Katie Carmody, Terence Crofts, Daniel Zuo, Emily Buss,
Martin Granick, Cameron Cropek, Yuzuko Nakamura, Julie Chen, Emily Bruce, Laura Book, Frances Sun, Angelina Liang.

(1-r, t-b): Michelle Johnson, Michael Socie, Ike Uzoaru, Robbie Robinson, Abby Sobh, Sam Smyth,Rachel Cascio, Michael Green, Drew
Coverdill, Nick Gooier, Kyle Braghini, Nobuyuki Fukushima, Rose Kory, Ariana Brodsky, Lillian Soong, Devin Johnson, Robert Boyce,
Melinda Fricke, Aria Collopy, Caitlin Liss, Cordelia Loots-Go/lin, JohnMark Lau, Max Goldberg, Stephen Buzard, Benjamin Fu, Victor
Salov, Sam Klein, Maciek Swiech, Henry Beberman, Luca Ecker, Jimmy Huggett, Eric Loui, Liz Reese, Amirah Nelson, Henry Pollock,
Tess Garvey, Anna File, Yoon-Jung Hyun, Patricia Mathy, Jennifer Kim, Pamela Machala, Victoria Wang, Allison Darmody, Hannah
Burgess, Kate Peisker, Greg Colombo, Kris Coombs, David Grayson, Meredith Nelson, Tiffany Cox, Tomasz Nilges, Nicole Gong,
Krista Olson, Anne Dixon, Erin Bazar, Emily Rosengren, Rachel Kaplan, Ariel Cascio.
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(1-r, t-b): Laura Book, Emily Bruce, Stephen Bruce, Bob Monahan, Robert Croisant, Anna File, Sarah LeRoy, Hillary Proctor, Dan
Hedin, Stevie Schein, Martin Geiger, Valerie Ross, Nicole Gong, Pamela Machala, Aria Collopy, Emily Floess, John Li, Colette Dejong,
Stephen Buzard, Victoria Wang, Alice Li, Sarah Walczewski, Madeline Sylvia, Frances Sun, Brett Clark, Justin Park, Eric Barr, Drew
Coverdill, Jacob Hertzog, Nick Smith, Maddy Hamlin, Devika Bagchi, Annie Liang, Nicole Helregel, Stefanie Austin, Elizabeth Ford.

(1-r, t-b): Michael Green, Rebecca Alper, Ariana Brodsky, Jackie Hedeman, Emma Marshak, Kate Peisker, Emily Buss, Rose Kearns,
Emily Walsh, Hannah Burgess, Ben LeRoy, Hugh Monahan, David Slichter, Emily Kamm, Lucas Ecker, Noam Roth, Ellen Rockett,
Sasha Steinberg, Roxanne Chow, Molly Smith, Traci Ito, Annie Fehrenbacher, Ellie Goldwasser, Alison Liss, Bethany Hutchens, Daisy
Hassani, Caitlin Liss, Emily Sha, Lillian Soong, Rose Kory, Bianca Zaharescu, Beckaa Wallig, Amanda Grill, Amelia Breault, Paige
Martin, Lydia Ansermet, Tess Garvey, Yuzuko Nakamura, Alyssa Digges, Shruti Purkayastha, Kelly Schwenk, Sarah Klein.
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Madrigals
Aside from their performance at Uni's annual Winter "Surprise" Party, the Madrigals made many
other appearances throughout the year. From singing at the Champaign Country Club to performing at
Clark Lindsey, a nursing home in Urbana, they spread good cheer wherever they went. These multitalented students also sang at an Engineering Party at the University of Illinois, performed at the Baroque
Artists of Champaign-Urbana at Holy Cross Church, and went caroling at Uni faculty houses.
I

(l-r, t-b ): Pamela puts the finishing touches on
Emily s outfit; Stevie is amazed to see Val smagic
candle; Emily getting herself gorgeous; Bobletting his inner woman out; Hugh is such a
handsome devil; Watch out Jacob--with those
soulful eyes, Stichter could be competition!
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(l-r, t-b ): Umair washes down his lunch with some whip cream-how nu-

tritious!; Kelly chomps on a piece of her delicious lunch; Emily wakes up
from a nap in the lounge; Matt takes a nap underneath Sara :S comfy knitting; Andrew flashes his pearly whites for the camera; Alex shows off her
shirt; Priya shows her anger at her homework with a frustrated grin;
Henry forces Josh to smile for the camera.
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(l-r, t-b ): Molly scares the cameraman on the stairwell; Stevie obviously does not like having her picture taken; Muneaki takes a break
Vrom his busy study schedule; I
wouldn't want to meet Amelia in a
dark alley-she might eat me; Why is
Josie so sad??; Nicole looks up wearily from her studying; Ian and Spencer smile suspiciously; Max shows ofj
his stylish sunglasses; Erin and Nick
show their affection in the Mac Lab.
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Uni students
REMEMBER...

Wfi

en We Were Young

Roxanne Chow and Stevie Schein met initially through the Champaign-Urbana Theater Company. They were in Annie together,
and later were in C-U Kids on Broadway at
the Sunshine Dinner Playhouse. The picture on the left was taken during the summer after Roxanne 's subbie year, before
Stevie came to Uni. "It was nice knowing a
few people coming into a new school,"
Stevie said. "Roxanne was even nice
enough to lend me the books she used
Subbie year." Roxanne and Stevie still share
their interest in music, both having been in
Chorus while at Uni. These days they hang
out together when their busy schedules allow, which isn't as often as they'd like.
"Stevie's a great person, and hopefully we' ll
stay close for a long time," Roxanne added.
Molly Goldwa ser and David Stichter
have been tight ince they attended Country ide, like many Uni students. A slew
of common interests, including Illini basketball, occer, and volunteering at the
Crisis Nur ery together have kept them
close friends. Getting lost together on a
camping trip and debate on product testing on animal are just a couple of their
great experiences. "We' ve always been
friend , and I love his mom and his whole
family," Molly said.
Nafisah Sheikh and Ravi Solter have
known each other since they were toddlers,
even though up until Uni they never went
to school together. Their mothers worked
with each other and their families got together often, which resulted in Ravi and
Nafisah becoming friends. Fun times were
had on days spent playing board games and
with Ravi's cats or trick-or-treating together on Halloween. They remember a
fight they had at Curtis Orchard when they
went to go buy pumpkins. "Ravi and I both
wanted the same pumpkin, so we spent
most of the time fighting," Nafisah commented. For the record, Nafisah ended up
victorious. Recently, they were partners
in Driver's Ed and now they hang out together after school and on weekends. This
year, they celebrated Nafisah's birthday by
going sledding together. "Nafisah 's just a
great person, and I love spending time with
her," Ravi said.
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I'm a model you know what I mean
And I do my little turn on the catwalk
Yeah on the catwalk on the catwalk yeah
I do my little turn on the catwalk - Right Said Fred (c. 1992)

4D

(l-r, t-b): DevikaandBianca sport theirfavorite brands; Sangita
can handle anyone in that suit; Sasha knows that a little muscle
is ALWAYS fashionable; Sue takes some style tips from Lila;
Eli loves the way Hugh dresses; Robert is so GQ on game
days; Avril.. .I mean, Kelly, and Suraiya chill with their cool
style; Anthony and Nafisah are excited to be at school!
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WHO VA GONNA CALL????????

by Alt L, E A-G le, & supppaaaafine P. Kumar

AlRO~HY HAlH B~~~ SlOl~~
WE NEED JC AND BRETT

With your powers combined, we are

Excuse me, ma'am. We're
going to need to confiscate
that TROPHY.
I've been found ...

by BRETT
AND JC?!?!?!
And I would've gotten
away with it if it
weren't for those
meddling security
guards and that

pesky DOG.

*GRUMBLE*

CRIMINAL
In the next few frames , the trophy is
recovered and the Criminal is
apprehended and put behind BARS .

PESKY DOG? WHAT PESKY DOG?

s
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Girls' Cross Country
(1-r, t-b): Stefanie Austin, Nicole Helregel, Aria Collopy.

s
u
B
B
I

E
Girls' Basketball
(l-r, t-b ): Krista Olson, Victoria Wang, Rebecca Wallig, Bianca
Zaha rescu, Rachel Cascio, Coach Chris Wickens, Devika
Bagchi, Arianne Collopy, Amanda Grill, Annie Liang.

Boys' Basketball
(l-r, t-b): Marquis Wang, Coach Rick Murphy. YunLuke Chiang, Ben-

jamin Schaap, Robert Croisant, Scott Sapp, Michael Belmont, Robert
Boyce, Jake McGinty. Sam Klein, Jonathan Baron, Devin Johnson,
Daniel Ito, Tomasz Kalbarczyk:, Alexander Cahill, Rohun Palekar,
AbderRalvrum Sobh. Not Pictured: Benjamin Fu, Martin Granick,
Jonathan Kuck, Jack Liu, Yztv Pathuri.
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Subbie Cross Country had only three runners,
so it was not large enough to officially compete in meets as a team. While they were able
to participate, the three ladies were not allowed
to place. The trio was led by Aria Collopy who
worked hard throughout the season and will
be a valuable addition to next year's team.
Teammate Stefanie Austin described the season as, "'tiring and painful because of my knee
problems, but I had a lot of fun." The girls all
improved their times by the end of the season,
and Nicole Helregel commented, "'by the end
of the season I had improved my time by four
or five minutes."
The Girls' team did not finish the season with
a record as good as they had hoped, ending the
season 0-11. Only nine girls went out for the
team, so they were only able to have one squad.
None of the girls had played basketball before
this year, so it was a new experience for all of
them. The team was led in scoring by Amanda
Grill and Rebecca Wallig. "We didn't do very
well, but it was fun," said Rachel Cascio. They
all agree that they not only improved over the
course of the season, but that they also bonded
as a group. Krista Olsen thought that "Subbie
basketball was a great experience. We had fun
and we learned a lot."

The Boys' A-team finished with a (6-13)
record, and the B-team also managed to 2 wins.
Numbers were not a problem this season for
Head Coach Rick Murphy as 23 of the 31
subbie boys participated. The team improved
a lot through the season, being led by Michael
Belmont, Robert Croisant, and Scott Sapp. Several team members said that the high-point of
the season was the team's 51-40 win over
Ludlow. Robert Croisant considers the team's
best overall game to be their defeat at the hands
of St. John's Lutheran, because even though
they lost, they played a great game against a
good team. In reflection, Sapp felt, "The season was terrific and we had a lot of fun."

(1-r, t-b): Aria gets some water and
catches her breath after a race; Stefanie smiles while she waits to run;
Aria always like to cool down with a
good stretch.

(l-r, t-b): Victoria burns a defender for afastbreak; Aria
akes out a defender before inbounding the ball; Mandi
attempts a difficult fade away jumper; The team lines up
to rebound for Rebeccasfreethrow, even though they have
confidence in her shooting ability; Coach Wickens shares
his valuable insight with the team; Mandi gets fouled as
she turns to the basket.

( l-r, t-b ): Jake shoots a
jumper over his defender;
Daniel tries the difficult
eyes-closed shot; Robert
powers up and over the
Countryside defender;
Scott takes charge and
brings the ball down the
court.
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SCOREBOARD
Girls' JV Volleyball
Danville Baptist
LeRoy HS
Blue Ridge
Decatur Christian
Normal Baptist
Tri Valley
PBL
Judah Christian
Pi her HS
Gibson City
LeRoy HS
Blue Ridge
Judah Christian
Tri Valley (Downs)
FisherTourn. (GCMS)
FisherTourn. (PBL)
Gib on City
PBL
Fisher

W, 15-10, 15-2
L, 14- 16, 6-15
L, 3-15, 9-15
W, 15-9, 15-9
L, 15-12, 11-15,7- 15
L, 1- 15, 3- 15
L, 2-15 5-15
L, 13-15, 2-15
L, 5-15, 15-5, 7-15
L, 7- 15, 11-15
L, 2-15, 6-15
L, 1- 15, 9-15
W, 15-7, 8-15, 15-11
L, 10-15, 8-15
W, 9-15, 15-13, 15-9
L, 4- 15. 8-15
L, 1- 15 15-13, 14- 16
L, 8-15,3-15
L, 5-15 , 2-15

Killer lnsti
"Go, fight, win, huh!" This chant could be heard by this year's very spirited
Junior Varsity Volleyball players while wearing their trendy orange, blue, and
white hair scrunchies. The addition of Colleen Madera as a coach made a huge
difference in their performance. She had the girls' working very hard, beginning
with difficult summer practices, including weight lifting, intense abdominal workouts, drills, and scrimmages where communication was key. The hard work paid
off as the team had a fun and successful season, despite several problem with the
recording of statistics. The girls were competitive throughout the season, winning four games, including defeating GCMS in the Fisher Tournament.

(l-r, t-b ): Hillary and Hannah block; Dawn poses by the
net; Josie shares valuable insight; The girls record their
stats; Maggie and Hannah are ready for the return.
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SCOREBOARD
Boy's JV Soccer
Opponent

The Junior Var ity boys finished the season (4-7-3), while holding
own against many good teams. Sophomores Hugh Monahan and Jack
. ,. . . . . ., .......... ,.., . . . . . . provided the team with a great defense while Justin Park and John
attacked the opponents on the offensive end. Hugh Monahan was the named
N team MVP. The N had everal good games, of which included two
by sophomore goalie Robert Ratcliffe. The boys were regular attendat the Evo Internet Cafe, and the team's coach, Jenni Falk, even hosted a
to reward her players. Although they had a mixed season in terms of
they worked hard and also had a lot of fun.
.........,J ...........

Judah Christian
Mahomet -Seymour
Fi sher HS
Decatur Chri tian
Sullivan HS
Iroquois West (Gilman)
Central HS
Warrensburg-Latham
Danville Schlarman
Urbana HS
Unity (Tolono)
N Tournament, Monticello
JV Tournament, Mahomet
Monticello HS

Uni-Opp
W,4-1
L, l -4
L, 0-3
L 1-5

W,4-1
W,2-0
L, 0-5
T , L- 1

T, 0-0
L, 0-5

W,2-1
L, 0-4
L, 0-1
T, 1- 1

( l-r, t-b ): The team gathers for a huddle prior to their
Saturday matinee with rival Urbana; Brett gets ready to
cross the ball to a teammate; Ashwin prepares to strike
the ball in practice; Sam shows his competitors that he
is no push over as he skies for a header; Ito dribbles
past many defenders and prepares a shot.
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(l-r, t-b ): Anna takes on the block with a hard spike; Veronica
skies on a jump serve; Tera and Annie lie in wait; Melinda
and V: to infinity and beyond!;

SCOREBOARD

Girls' Varsity Volleyball
Opponent

Uni-Opp

Danville Bapti t
LeRoy
Blue Ridge
Decatur Christian
Normal Calvary
Tri Valley
PBL
Judah Christian
Fisher
GCMS
Buckley Christ Lutheran
LeRoy
Blue Ridge
Buckley Christ Lutheran
Judah Christian
Tri-Valley
Gibson City
PBL
Fisher
Watseka
Hoope ton
Milford

L, 4- 15, 6-15
L, 15-11 , 8-15,9-15
L, 5- 15,5-15
w, 16-15, 15-6
W, 8-15, 15-12, 15-6
L, 10-15, 9-15
L, 2-15, 10-15
W, 15-12, 13-15, 15-5
L, 9-15, 6-15
L, 15-7, 7-15, 11-15
W, 15-13, 6-15, 15-13
L, 15-10, 5-15, 9-15
L, 0-15, 8-15
w, 4-15, 15-11, 15-11
W, 15-3, 15-5
L, 10-15 9-15
L, 8-15 13-15
L, 6-15 3-15
L, 4- 15 2-15
L, l-157-15
L, I 1- 15 6- 15
L, 4-15 2-15
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(l-r, t-b ): Assistant Coach Susan Mynatt, Molly Smith, Annie Fehrenbacher, Anna File,
Sarah LeRoy, Tera Levin, Melinda Fricke (captain), Sara Smith, Head Coach Colleen
Madera, Sarah Walczewski, Roxanne Chow, Maddie Sylvia, Veronica Zych (captain)
and Maggie Quirk

A new era in Uni High Volleyball
spawns a commitment to

Team
"Watching them play volleyball was The coaches and Colleen's husband put an
so much fun this year!" exclaimed Andrew amazing amount of time into us as a team,"
Ito, faithful fan and long time lover of the said Sarah Walczewski, senior, 4-year
girls' volleyball team. For the first year player and one of the team's two setters.
Both of the co-captains, Melinda
since the creation of the Uni High VolFricke and Veronica Zych,
leyball program, the girls
were placed on the 2ndwon a school record six
••
Team All-Conference and
matches, defeating Judah
left side hitter Madeline
Christian and Buckley
J
Sylvia received Honorable
Christ Lutheran twice,
··~·Mention honors.
while also beating Decatur
r'ii~
~,
New faces such as
Christian and Normal CalMolly Smith, Anna File
vary.
and Annie Fehrenbacher
This year the team was
lucky enough to have Coach Susan Mynatt soften the blow of losing six seniors to
back, along with new coach Colleen graduation. "I think they'll be more than
Madera. "I never could have achieved half able to handle it," says Madeline Sylvia
the things I did without Colleen's help. confidently of next year's squad.
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(l-r, t-b): Varsity underclassmen Molly Smith, Annie Fehrenbacher, Anna File and
Sarah LeRoy share the love; Sarah concentrates on her wann-ups as Melinda prepares for her tum; Nothing like that gym floor smell to get you ready for a match.
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This year's Uni High Boys' soccer
season continued its series of ...

Tough Breaks
The Uni High Boys' Soccer Team
had a tough season this year. A new coaching staff had been hired due to the retirement of Bill DeJarnette.
Jake Isserman (Noah ' s
brother) and Chris Milka
co-coached the team this
season. Both of the coaches
had previous experience in
soccer which helped the
team greatly. The season
started off in exciting fashion by winning their own
Soccer Shoot-out Tournament. For the next seven
games U ni High recorded wins and losses
but the team was constantly improving.
The team's emotions and depth then

( l-r, t-b ): Andy looks to advance the ball; Marshak
fights for the ball with the player from Blue Ridge;
Bo attempts to unleash a little "Psycho Bo " on the
St. Teresa def ender.
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took a hit in the match against Decatur St.
Teresa when captain and team leader, Noah
Isserman was injured. Isserman broke hi
collarbone and did not return to
action until the final game of the
year. From then on the team
never truly recovered it' energy
and belief in itself.
At the IHSA Regional U ni
played against Her cher and lo t
a close match 2-1. Next year Uni
looks to improve their record,
with the help of strong junior and
sophomore classe including:
Andres Black, Terence Crofts,
Gerry Shih, Ravi Solter, Andrew Renner and
Henry Pollock.

(l-r, t-b): Varun shows off his skills, Smitty breaks his
ankle, Ravi clears the ball from the defensive third.

SCOREBOARD
Boys' Soccer

Rantoul
Blue Ridge
Fisher
Judah Chri tian
Mahomet-Seymour
Georgetown Ridge Farm
Fisher High School
Sullivan High School
Danville Baptist
Iroquois West
Decatur St. Tere a
Central High School
Warrensburg-Latham
Danville Schlarman
Urbana High School

CoachJenniFalk, Head Coach Jake Isserman, Henry Pollock, Jon Weissman, Jack Unity (Tolono)
lerlJer:whn. Austin Berger, Noah Isserman(captain), Andy Renner, Varun Chalivendra, Nick Hoop~st~n ~~e~ s h
1
00 1
(captain), Head Coach Chris Milka, David Marshak (captain), Bob Monahan, John Li, ~~n:~ ~ ~
Kumar, Bo li, Andrew Ito, Umair lifan Hugh Monahan, Justin Park, John Sapp, Andres
eg!Ona s
w· . bold
Shih, Chris Beitel, Terence Crofts, Triet Vuong, Andy Seth, Ravi Softer.
ms m

c

W,2-1

w, 7-0
W,5-0
L, 0 - 4
L, 0 - 1
W,5-2
T, 3-3
L, 3-5
W,2-1
W,3-0
L, 2 - 6
L, 0 - 3
L, I - 2

L, 0 - 4
L, 0-6
L, I - 4
L, I - 3

L, 0-6
L, I- 2
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(l-r, t-b): Erin and Leah sprint to the finish;
And they're off, the ladies are ready to dominate again; Maria drafts behind Alison in
preparation for a strong finish.

SCOREBOARD
Girls' Cross Counrty

Meet

Place

Kickapoo Kickoff Cla sic
Chrisman Cowchip Clas ic
Twin Citie Meet
Peoria Woodruff Invite
Homev .PBL
Tuscola Invite
Clinton Tri-Meet
St. Joseph Invite
Monticello Dual Meet
Mahomet-Seymour Invite

2nd
8th
2nd
7th
1t
4th
2nd
lOth
1 t
7th

SIA Conference Meet
PBL Prep Meet

2nd
2nd

Regionals at Kickapoo
Sectional at PBL

2nd
8th
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r, t-b ): Emily Floess, Lillian Soong, Alison Liss, Alejandra Collopy,
Burgess,
Goldwasser, Maddy Brechin (captain), Erin Lynch-Klarup, Caitlin Liss, Nicole Betenia (captain),
Maria Boca, Meera Patel, Anita Chary, Pamela Machala, Catherine Wah, Clarabelle DeVries,
Elaine Wah, Molly Goldwasser (captain), Hannah Snyder, Kimmy Wentling, Leah Imlay, Emily
Climer, Mukta Vaidya, Teresa Sonka, Hannah Imlay, Alexandra Ivanova.
: ..
:.~

..

Another exciting season makes
the Girls' Cross Country team ask,

Got ·
The runners are crouched in anticipation,
their muscles taut. Crack! The gun goes off in a
burst of smoke and noise. The runners are off.
They stride fmward, passing runners from the
other teams, working to their limit until they sprint
to the finish.
The girls' cro s country team
had a huge turnout this year, with
over twenty runners, including
many new faces. The team had a
blast organizing team-bonding activities, such as pasta parties before big meets, team dress-up days,
ice cream runs, ecret buddies, and locker decorating. The girls encouraged each other during
workouts and meets, and by the end of the season they felt like a big team of sisters.
The team lost several key runners from last

year, due to graduation and extracurricular activities, but several members of the team stepped
up and showed a strong and unified front to other
teams. The team did not advance to State this
year, but junior Clarabelle DeVries was two
_---......,_- places off from advancing individually. The transition from two
and a half to three miles this year
did not deter the dedicated team,
and they ran their way to a great
season.
The team was quite young,
but will lose five seniors this year
due to graduation. Luckily, the seniors taught
the underclassmen how to bond, and even though
the seniors will be sorely missed, the team looks
forward to a great season next year too.

(l-r, t-b): The team dresses up for '80s day;
The Hannahs, Burgess and Snyder, run as hard
as they can; Doug inspires the team before the
race; Go, Ellie, go!

UN\VERS\TY H.S. LIBtiAiit

The Boys' X-Country Underclassmen
Step Up and Show That. ..

Youth Rules
This year the Boys' Cross Country team, led by senior captains David
Slichter and Eugene Aston-Gonzalez,
made great improvements over last year's
team. Although the varsity
team lost three runners from
last year's team, the addition
of sophomore Drew Hauffe
and junior Skye Isard, the
team's number two and
three runners, helped the
team to an excellent season.
·The rest of the varsity, sophomores Chris
Breault and Andrew Zukoski, and juniors
Mark Savignac and Michael Green, also
improved greatly over last year.
The varsity runners were not the
only ones who contributed to the teams

success . A young JV, which included
freshmen runners Robbie Robinson,
Nathan Domier, and Cameron Cropek,
sophomores Jeremiah Methven, Eric Barr,
and Kirill Lagoutchev, continued to compete for the 6th and
7th spots on varsity .
The high points of the season included an 11th place finish at Chrisman Cowchip Classic and a 3rd place finish at the
Regionals meet. Although the
team did not advance any runners to State
this year, optimism for next year is high.
As senior captain David Slichter put it,
"Next year, with so many returning runners, the team should have a good chance
of qualifying for State."

( l-r, t-b ): Mark claims victory with over half
the race left to run; Slichter pushes his limits
to be a champion; Domier sports a smile for
the camera; Green sprints in front ofa crowd
of onlookers; Drew finishes out of breath.

(l-r, t-b): Chris leads Andrew and Mark to the finish; Jeremiah powers through a corner and heads
for the finish, leaving his competition in the dust;
Eugene leads Kirill to victory.

SCOREBOARD
Boys' Cross Country
Meet

(l-r, t-b): Nobuyuki Fukushima, Jeremiah Methven, Drew Hauffe, Mark
Savignac, Michael Green, Cameron Cropek, Chris Breault, Eugene AshtonGonzalez (captain), Nathan Domier, Robbie Robinson, Eric Barr, Kirill
Lagoutchev, Andrew Zukoski, Tianyu Qi, and David Slichter (captain).

Kickapoo Kickoff Classic
Chrisman Cow chip Classic
Twin Cities Meet
Peoria Woodruff Invite
Home vs. PBL
Tuscola Invite
Clinton Quad Meet
St. Joseph Spartan Classic
Monticello Dual Meet
Mahomet-Seymour Invite
SIA Conference Meet
PBL Prep Meet
Regionals at Kickapoo
Sectionals at PBL

Place
4th
11th
4th
11th
2nd
lOth
3rd
18th
2nd
9th
6th
2nd
3rd
lOth
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(l-r, t-b): Ann backs her stroke up; Anna shows
her elation at Uni's victory; Patricia works
hard at flying; Uni girls get a head start into
the water!

SCOREBOARD
Girls' Swimming

Opponent
Stanford-Olympia
Centennial Invite
Charleston
Danville
Centennial
Central
Twin City Invite
Urbana
Normal U-High Invite
Varsity
JV
Sectionals
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Place
1t
14th
1st
3rd
3rd
3rd
4th
2nd
3rd
2nd
8th

(l-r, t-b): HeadCoachHowieSchein, KinzieCornell,AyeshaSaied, Casey Roth Patricia
Mathy, Stevie Schein, Assistant Coach Eric Jones, Emily Walsh HannahMcConnaughay
(captain), Kate Causeman (captain), Frances Sun (captain), Emily Bruce (captain),
Rose Kearns, Anna Abrams (captain), Assistant Coach Sarah Hackler, Ann Murdoch
Emily Sha, Alyssa Digges, Julie Chen, Shruti Purkayastha

From pool to school,
the Water Moccasins love to

und
you could hear at Uni swim meets this
year as theWater Moccasins hyped themselves up. Coached for the second year
by Howard Schein, the team was lucky
enough to have two new
assistant coaches, Sarah
Hackler and Eric Jones,
as well. The coaches
worked hard, and the
team really benefited
from the extra instruction
they received.
Despite lo ing six seniors from last
year, the swimmers had a great turnout
and everyone had a lot of fun. ''Even
though we may not have won many
meets this year, we all got along really
well and made great progress as a team,''
said senior captain Hannah

McConnaughay. There were some impressive finishes, including two wins to start the
season and a varsity second place finish at
the Normal Invite, where theN team
brought back a second place plaque.
Some awards given this year
were Most Valuable
(Hannah McConnaughay),
Tough Illinek (Stevie
Schein), Varsity Most Improved (Ann Murdoch), N
Most Improved (Kinzie
Cornell and Ayesha Saied),
and Most Inspirational (Emily Bruce).
Finishing up a great season, everyone ended with at least one personal best
for the year. 'This year was so much fun,"
exclaimed junior Stevie Schein. ''I know
next year will be just as great!"

(l-r, t-b ): Emily Sha comes up for a breath; swimmers have to catch up on their sleep between races;
everyone warms up with a cheer and a dance; Emily
puts her best foot forward as she prepares for the
starters instructions; Shruti tries to possess Julie
as she gets a pep talk from Alyssa.

SCOREBOARD

Boys'JV Basketball
O p pon ent

Uni-Opp

GCMS
Hoopeston Area
LeRoy High
Watseka
Judah Christian
Buckley Lutheran
Danville Bapti t
Blue Ridge
Armstrong-Potomac
Decatur Christian
lroquoi West
CPCI
Tri-Yalley (Downs)
Fisher
PBL
Rossville-Alvin
Fi her
St. Thomas More
Milford

L, 32-47
L , 18-60
L, 31-42
L , 20-63

W,43-34
w, 48-35
L , 30-32
L, 40-42 OT
L , 24-69
L, 26-44
L, 25-37
L , 20-66
L 11 -52
W,41-39
L, 24-51
W, 36-31
L, 34-42
L, 45-49
L, 36-57

Roa

Entering the season with a returning coaching staff and many new faces,
Boys' N team hoped to have a break-out season. Coach Bob Hasty's squad
off rough, but as the holidays approached, the team began to gel. A victory over
and then Buckley helped the guys believe in themselves. Entering the new year
continued its competitive play, but dropped two straight close games before .Llll.l.i,.WJE:J
the season with conference victories over Fisher and Rossville-Alvin. The team
led by sophomores Ben LeRoy and Hugh Monahan, and freshmen Ben Sims
Robbie Robinson. The future looks promising for a team that will return its two
guards, Daniel Jacobs and Justin Park, and a core of post players who will battle
playing time with the incoming group of freshmen.

(l-r, t-b) Eric BarrandDavidMartinsek
watch their teammates from the sideline; Ben LeRoy puts the ball up for a
lay-up through the opponent's heavy
defense; the tired boys listen and catch
their breath during a time-out; Udara
Cabraal gets up after a scramble for a
loose ball; Ben LeRoy makes a quick
pass from the ground.

(l-r, t-b ):Ben Sims, Al Renner, Yang Zhao, Robert Ratcliffe (captain) Max Rich,
Kyle Braghini, Ben LeRoy, Nobuyuki Fukushima, Hugh Monahan, Austin
Berger, Terence Crofts (captain), Nathan Domier, Ike Uzoaru, Robbie Robinson,
Eric Barr, Assistant Coach Bob Hasty, David Martinsek, Daniel Jacobs, Zhe
Gao, Justin Park, Tomasz Nilges, Udara Cabraal, Cameron Cropek.

Fun Times

The Girls' Junior Var ity Basketball finished with an 0-17 record, but
veral of these were clo e. Coaches Elizabeth Murphy and Amanda
tzer helped the young Junior Varsity team learn and improve as the
went by. The team wa led by sophomore co-captains, Zoe Ginsburg
Dawn Spelke, and de pite their many losse , the girls bonded throught a season of hard work. Fellow sophomores Sarah LeRoy and Maria
s provided a strong po t presence which included LeRoy's doublehie performance ver us Judah. Guard Hannah Kinney summed the year
: "We had a lot of fun even though we did not win much."

&DREOOARD

Gir/s'JVBasketba/1
Opponent
Atwood-Hammond
GCMS
Hoopeston Area
LeRoy
Blue Ridge
St. Thomas More
Judah Christian
CPCI
St. Thoma More
Watseka
Arm trong-Potomic
Judah Chri tian
Paxton-Buckley-Loda
Milford
Tri Valley (Down )

Uni-Opp
L,
L,
L,
L,
L,
L,
L,
L,
L,
L,
L,
L,
L,
L,
L,
L,
L,

10-34
4-54
23-26
10-48
15-26
16-25
9-21
15-36
6-35
6-38
18-36
20-25
20-60
20-37
2-35

(l-r, t-b): Maggie brings the ball down the court; Zoe looks for a
pass; The girls listen intently as their coaches describe the next
play; Sarah prepares to run the inbounds play.

(l-r, t-b}· Coach Rebecca Murphy, Jackie Pateguana, Emily Sha, Maria Meyers, Sarah
LeRoy, Alejandra Collopy, Dawn Spelke (captain), Junior Varsity Coach Elizabeth
Murphy, Assistant Coach Amanda Smeltzer, Julie Chen, Roveiza Irfan, Nuole Chen, Zoe
Ginsburg (captain), Hannah Kinney, Maggie Quirk, Amirah Nelson, Colette Dejong.
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(clockwise l-r): David Marshak maneuvers the ball;
Matt watches as Al Renner shoots over his defender;
Matt Sutton dribbles around a St. Thomas More player
with ease; Henry brings the ball down the court.

Uni-Opp

s

c
0
R
E
8

0
A
R
D

Bement

L,

Buckley Christ Lutheran

w, 67-19

St. Thoma More

L, 60-34
W, 62-47
L, 75-65
L , 60-31
L, 76-41
L , 60-52
W, 62-53
w, 73-62
L, 65-46
L, 69-20
w, 69-47
L , 72-37
L, 75-42
L, 63-34
w, 63-56
L, 61 -39
W, 60-51
L, 58-43
L, 78-22
w, 41-35
L, 60-52
L, 47-44
W, 61-53
L, 52-24

Deland-Weldon
GCMS
Hoope ton Area
LeRoy
Wat eka

Judah Christian
Danville Baptist
Blue Ridge(Farmer City)
Armstron-Potomac

Decatur Christian
Iroqouis West
CPCI
Tri-Valley

Deland-Weldon
SVC Toum v . LeRoy

SVC vs.Rossville-Aivin
SVC v . Blue Ridge
PBL

Rossville-Alvin
Fisher
St. Thoma Moore

Milford
Regionals vs.Villa Grove
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46-40

(l-r, t-b): Assistant Coach Bob Hasty, Austin Berger, AI Renner, Ben
Sims, Andy Renner, Ben LeRoy, David Marshak (captain), Andrew Ito,
Head Coach Joel Beesley, Farid Zaghloul, Robbie Robinson, Baz
Wraight, Hugh Monahan, Henry Pollock, Matt Sutton (captain), Michael
Socie, Bo Li (captain), and Andy Seth.

An influx of young talent
and few returning
upperclassmen led to some

Growing
For the first season in recent memory, the Boys' ers, and we lost the other games." Fellow sequad entered the season with no dominating nior David Marshak stated that his three favorpost presence and a lot of unanswered questions. ite games were: "Since Judah's our rival, it alSome of the e questions were answered in their ways feels good to beat them. Rossville-Alvin
was tough because we were
two victories in the Thanksgivmissing Matt and Bo, and it
ing tournament and the emerwas
nice to beat Milford be- .
gence of freshmen Austin
' cause it was Uni' s last SVC
Berger and Alex Renner. As
game ever." Senior Matt
the season progressed, which
Sutton had an excellent seawas also their last sea on in the
son, setting the school record
SVC conference, the squad
for career steals with 207
worked to merge the young
steals, as well as the school
with the old. Fellow underclassrecord for steals in a season
men Henry Pollock and Andy
Renner provided solid play this season and with 88. Sutton is also second in number of
merged with tri-captains Bo Li, Matt Sutton, and assists in a career with 177, and fourth in points
David Marshak as the nucleus of the team. Se- in a career, with 824. Other highlights of the
nior Sebastian Wraightsaid, ''We won the games season included being named Q96 Basketball
we were supposed to win, and maybe a few oth- Team of the Week.

-r): Bo Li makes a 3-pointer as the St. Thomas More student section heckles him; Andy Renner skies in the air for a one-handed

p; Austin Berger keeps the ball away from his opponents while finishing in the post; Al Renner and Matt Sutton demonstrate the
mghness that they both play with, fighting each other for the rebound.
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With an 11-win season, the varsity
girls basketball players fulfilled their

Hoop
''This was an outstanding season," says senior tri-captain Sangita Sudharshan (below), "because we worked well as a team and earned the
respect of the Sangamon Valley
Conference."
Outstanding is no exaggeration.
The girls' team chemistry led them
to a very successfulll-win season,
including winning the inaugural
Uni High Thanksgiving Tourney
and a win in an lliSA playoff game
vs. Blue Ridge.
"Beating Blue Ridge was the
highlight of my season," says senior
tri-captain Traci Ito. Ito also had
great success both times she played
LeRoy High School, nailing two three-pointers
and making several assists each game. However,
Ito was not the only player on the team to have

(l-r, t-b ): Senior Traci Ito busts out some
serious skills vs. Fisher; Basketball? or Interpretive Dance ?... you decide; Erin and
Anna listen intently to Coach Merf; It takes
three girls to even slow Veronica down.
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personal success.
Sophomore Molly Smith was the team'
MVP, making huge contributions in every
game. Junior Natalie Prochaska
regularly scored in the doubledigits, a did senior tri-captain
Veronica Zych.
"The seniors contributed immensely to the team this year,"
says Prochaska. "Hopefully some
young people will step up and fill
their shoes."
The future looks bright for the
lllineks. Prochaska and Smith
were an integral part of this year'
team, and will return next year as
the nucleus of a group of younger but talented players. Succes is bound to follow the
girls as they look forward to next year.

(l-r, t-b ): Junior center Natalie Prochaska
makes a jump shot as Traci Ito and M oily Smith
wait for the rebound; Head Coach Rebecca
Murphy gives the girls some important tips during a time out; seniors Erin Bazar and Veronica
Zych speed down the court with the ball.

Top Row: Head Coach Rebecca Murphy, Manager Madeline Sylvia, Erin
Bazar, Emily Walsh, Natalie Prochaska, Sarah LeRoy, Assistant Coach
Amanda Smeltzer, Assistant Coach Elizabeth Murphy. Bottom Row:
Maggie Quirk, Sang ita Sudharshan (captain), Traci Ito (captain), Molly
Smith, Veronica Zych (captain), Anna Abrams, Hannah Kinney.

Atwood-Hammond
Deland-Weldon
Judah Christian
PBLJV
GCMS
Hoopeston Area
LeRoy
Deland-Weldon
Blue Ridge
St. Thomas More
Fisher (SVC Tourney)
Hoopeston Area (SVC Tourney)
Judah Christian
Watseka (SVC Tourney)
CPCI
Watseka
Armstrong-Potornic
Judah Christian
PBL
Milford
Tri-Valley
Fisher
Iroquoi West
Blue Ridge (IHSA)
LeRoy (IHSA)

W, 56-51
42-15
45-13

w,
w,
w,
L,
w,

38-22

45-53
47-41
L, 43-50
L, 32-37
52-40
44-34
L, 41-49
W, 47-35
48-16
L, 32-50
L, 18-36
L, 32-48
L, 33-49
W, 46-30
L, 40-57
L, 43-49
L, 33-50
L, 37-46
L, 21 -66
41-29
L, 40-53

w,
w,

w,

w,

s
c
0
R
E
B

0
A
R
D
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Opposite Page (l-r, t-b): David dribbles down the field, ready
to take on any defender that comes his way; Drew makes a
move to pass his opponent; Traci looks perturbed; Sarah eagerly awaits getting in the game; Uh-oh Doug is surrounded
by the crazy cross country girls; Al puts the ball up for a
basket; The swimming girls are focused on the meet. This
Page (l-r, t-b ): Hannah and Stevie celebrate after a race;
Matt looks for a pass; Molly helps Colleen lead the warmup; Umair nervously ties his shoe before the game; Mark
Savignac displays his affection for Chris Breault.
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ANNOUNCERS: EUGENE ASHTON-GONZALEZ, ASHWIN KUMAR, & ALTHEA LOSCHKY

sue-pursue

yoyoyoyoyoyo
l'ue purloined your n!
Rnd now ...
I'm going to eat it!!!!
HArdy HaR HRr HRR!!

pi protector

Curses! RAIIR. Quit
testing my limits,
you diuergent
nincompoop!!!
*roar*

First, I'm gonna run you through
the ~nte)Grater ~~U~. Then,
I'm gonna take your parts to
the l'Hospital!!!!!
C'MON, DOGG, LET'S
TALK THIS OVER. I ATE
YOUR PIE... I'LL MAKE
IT UP TO YOU BY:
A) BAKING YOU ANOTHER PIE
B) TAKING YOU TO PERKINS
TO TASTE THEIR DELICIOUS
CHERRY PIES
C) NONE OF THE ABOVE

Err... OK. I suppose that's
acceptable. Promise me
that you will never steal
or .. borrow.. my stuff
without asking me.
Pinky swear???

HEEHEE! I'VE

FOILED

Neverm Now I have singled-footedly
evaded "certain" deathttt To add
insult to injury, I will not repay you
for that magically delicious PIE!

YOU THIS TIME!

Barb Aschenbrenner

Marilyn Upah Bant

Joel Beesley

David Bergandine

Secretary/Receptionist

Director of Development
Alumni Relations
Student Council Sponsor

Computer Literacy I & II
World-Wide-Web
Yearbook Advisor
Boys' Basketball Coach
Subbie Buddy Advisor

Chemistry(Intro, A, B, C, D)

Gene Bild

Agnes Bolesta

Algebra I Statistics
Math II
Mathcounts Team
GSA
Amnesty International
Subbie Buddy Advisor

Catherine Dade

Calculus 1
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Sophomore English
Subfreshman English

Brett Doney
Kenney Gym Security Guard

Chris Butler

Jim Carrubba

Interim Department Head,
Social Studies
World Since 1945
Modern His tory
HISS
Lounge Committee
Big Show Sponsor

Physics- (Intra, A, B, C)
Asian-American Club
Science and
Engineering Club

Mark Drevlow

Katya Dunatov

Latin (I, II, III, IV)
Latin Club

Intensive Russian 1
Russian Club

Cathy Eads

Lisa Evans

John Garvey

Pat Guthrie

Secretary

(Second Semester)
Studio Art II
Interrelated Arts
Art Club
VIA Fest

French I & III
Computer Literacy I & II
French Club
Chess Team Coach
Chess Club
Subbie Buddy Advisor

(First Semester)
Studio Art I
Interrelated Arts
Art Club

Frances Harris

John Hedeman

Hiroko Ito

Elizabeth Jockusch

Librarian
Computer Literacy I&II

Director and Principal
Subbie Buddy Advisor

Japanese (1, 2, 3, 4)
Japanese Club
Anime Club
Sophomore Class Sponsor

Advanced Topics
Accelerated Calculus 1
Calculus 2/3
Junior Class Sponsor
Jr.-Sr. Math Team

Sue Kovacs

Rosemary Laughlin

Assistant Director
Admissions Director
Student Services Coordinator

Junior English
Subfreshman English
Junior Class Sponsor
Agora Committee
VIA Fest
Subbie Buddy Advisor

Suzanne Linder

Freshman English
Soc. Advocacy 1 and 2
Freshman Class Sponsor
Habitat Trip Sponsor
Unique
S4BW
Amnesty International

David Lindsey

Custodian
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Ellen Lindsey

Lynda Lopez

Secretary/Registrar

French II, IV
French Club
Subfreshman Class Sponsor
PFO Faculty Representative
Subbie Buddy Advisor

Lisa R. Micele

Patricia Morris

Director of College
Counseling
Peer College Counseling
Coordinator
SFAC Faculty
Representative

Department Head, Science
Nature of Science
Earth Studies
NCA Steering Committee
Subbie Buddie Advisor
SWAT

Melissa Luffman
Special Assistance

Rebecca Murphy
F. E./Fitness

Freshman Class Sponsor
Girls Basketball Coach

Elizabeth Majerus

Acting Department Head
English
Sophomore English
Creative Writing

Rick Murphy

Department Head, Fine Arts
Music Theory, Chorus
Jazz Band I & II, Music Club
Orchestra, Madrigals
Interrelated Arts
Student Council
Subbie Boys' Basketball

Doug Mynatt

Susan Mynatt

Susan Plisch

David Porreca

P.E./Fitness
Cross Country Coach
Track and Field Coach
PFO Faculty Representative
Habitat Trip Sponsor

Account Technician
Assistant Volleyball Coach

Calculus I
Geometry /Trigonometry
Accelerated Geometry!
Trigonometry
Sophomore Math Club

Journalism
U'n'I Editor
AlumUni Editor
Gargoyle Advisor
PFO Faculty Representative
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Laura Prats

Robert Reifsteck

Barbara Ridenour

Craig Russell

Intensive Spanish I & II

Custodian

Theatre Arts I, II
Film Study, VIA Fest
Interrelated Arts
Introduction to Radio
Improv Club, Thespians
Theatre Festival
Sponsor of Student Productions

Department Head, Math
Accelerated Algebra III
Trigonometry
Statistics, MatJi III
Freshman Math Club
Star Trek Club
Subbie Buddy Advisor

J<ENIU:Y
SLCURITY

John Seckman
Kenney Gym Security Guard

Runelle Shriver

Greg Smith

Samuel Smith

Library Technical Specialist

Department Head,
Ed Tech & Computer Science
Computer Literacy I & II
Computer Technology
Computer Programming

Guidance Counselor
Subbie Buddy Director

David Stone

Pamela Stynchula

Biology- (Intra, A, B, C, D)
Explora Vision Coach
Sophomore Class Sponsor
Environmental Club

Adele Mazurek Suslick

Bill Sutton

Office Manager

Subfreshman English
Senior English
Senior Class Sponsor
PAO, UMEC, ICA

American History Seminar
US History
Punk Rock Club
Football Club
Baseball Assistant Coach
Habitat Trip Sponsor
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Billy Vaughn

Sally Walker

Paul Weilmuenster

DeeDee Wright

Intra Philosophy
Eurasia
Cultural Anthropology
Subbie Buddy Advisor

Department Head,
Physical Education
F. E./Fitness

Department Head,
Foreign Languages
German (I, II, III, IV)
German Club
Subbie Buddy Advisor

Health
Jr. & Sr. Health

Jenny Vi

Maurice York

Ancient Cultures & History
Modern History
S4BW
LIFE Group
Subbie Buddie Advisor

Graduate Library Assistant

(l-r, t-b ): Miss Plisch says,
"Math VIA Fest VIA Fest
VIA Fest isfun!!!!" while
grading a mountain of
homework; Mr. Russell
lives his dream of
basketball stardom at the
Subbie Retreat; Sally
strangles Farid after he
didn't try in fitness; either
Mrs. Harris is showing off
her cute pajamas or she
forgot to change before
coming to school again.
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(l-r, t-b ): Lisa Micele, Sue Kovacs, Sam

Smith, and Robin Bedwell dress up as the
four seasons (literally)for Halloween; Mrs.
Laughlin smiles above a pile of work; Herr
W relives his "glory days" while playing
football during Agora Days; Marilyn UpahBant and Dr. J. show off their pearly whites
at the girls' senior night basketball game;
Mr. Sutton gets the coffee going before
American History Seminar.
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GREAT SCOTT! LOOK DOWN BELOW!
T HERE IS AN UNDERCLASSMAN IN ...

GRAVE PERIL!

*cackle*

*squeal*

~~/~

~POW!-

~I~

>

I 1' '
BIFF!
II~// I.
WHAM-0!

I l t\

>, I
/

I I/V

KAZAAM!!!

\

Wea,re Jn no way prom011ng &enool
~A.ctloo•portrayedhefe

were perbmod !)y litvnl
professlooata..Donottrythlsat
homeOf'MthOutadui!SUpervtSH)f'l

Atlewn\Sandl)etl0r'\$dep1Ct8d
areOOUonat-anyresambltncelO
,Jnythlng, reaJ, dead or lmegined, it
poro!ycointldonl8l. Eatyour

groons and wogl.e.s. AdditJoru~:l!y,
""""' W!1htn 7 d4yo ol purcnaself
unsa:l$1iedforlullrofut'ldo1

unopened merdlandiM Do not

~------'

be kool!!!
Shucks!! We've been had.
We've learned our lesson ...
Don't mess with the best.
Don't mess with the Underclassmen.

*groan*

stay in skoal!!!

8JtP058:081Uremelemperatures.
Use as cifeded U6ten 10 mother.

""
"""

(l-r, t-b ): Beckaa gives us a tired smile after P.E; Sapp
and Belmont hang out with an M &M; Chandra can't
believe what is going on behind him; Ian looks cool in
the hall.

Emma Anselin
Lydia Ansermet
Stefanie Austin
Devika Bagchi
Jon athan Baron

Henry Beberman
Michael Belmont
Robert Boyce
Amelia Breault
Alex Cahill

Rachel Cascio
Andrew Ian Chen
Christine Cheng
Yun Luke Chiang
Aria Collopy
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Tony Costa
Robert Croisant
Anne Dixon
Katy Easley
Songtao Feng

Elizabeth Ford
Benjamin Fu
Martin Geiger
Nicole Gong
Martin Granick

Cole Grieshop
Amanda Grill
Monah Haibullah
Maddy Hamlin
Daisy Hassani

Jackie Hedeman
Nicole Helregel
Jimmy Huggett
Bethany Hutchens
Daniel Ito

(l-r, t-b ): We can 't imagine that

Granick is very comfortable; His
celebrity life-style makes Robert used
to the camera; We're not sure what
Jonathan is mad about, but we
don't want to get involved.
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(l-r, t-b ): Mandi, Nicole, and Amelia enjoy each
other's company; Benjamin gives us a shy smile;
Tomasz takes a break from his busy day to pay
attention to us.

Devin Johnson
Tomasz Kalbarczyk
Emily Kamm
Sam Klein
Tanya Kostochka

Jonathan Kuck
Alice Li
Annie Liang
Jack Liu
Paige Martin

Jake McGintyJosh Mitchell
Krista Olson
Rohun Palekar
Yuv Chandra Pathuri
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Mihai Petracovici
Spencer Pokorski
Liz Reese
Emily Rosengren
Scott Sapp

Benjamin Schaap
AbderRahman Sobh
Beckaa Wallig
Marquis Wang
Victoria Wang

(1-r, t-b): Belmont and Jonathan test each

other 's strength in a ferocious arm wrestle; Liz
and Amelia are best friends forever; Rohun
shows us his vast musculature.
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(l-r, t-b ): Stefanie arui Bianca try to ignore the cameraman; Jake is a
little dazed by all this activity; Jimmy is happy to be here; Alice didn't
realize that someone was about to take her picture until it was too late;
Abby and Chandra are deeply engaged in a ferocious battle; Elizabeth
!flashes her pearly whites; Katy graces us with her beautiful smile; Ms.
Kovacs is the subbie guys 'favorite superhero; Aria andAnnie are happy
they took a break from homework
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(l-r, t-b ): Devin watches the hubbub in the hall; Rachel is not amused;
Tony looks up at the very tall cameraman; Bethany has some silly fun;
If looks could kill, we would be dead, buried, and on our way to the
hereafter from Granick's deadly stare; Mandi and Anne are the best of
Vriends; Oh my! Emily is reading comic books in class!
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(l-r, t-b): The girls can't get enough of Michael Pitt (it must
be the juggling); an apple a day keeps the doctor away from
Noam; Josie shows off her angelic smile; Annie gets in her
daily quota of vegetables via cup 'o' noodles.

Rebecca Alper
Austin Berger
David Boyle
Ariana Brodsky
Stephen Buzard

Udara Cabraal
Katie Carmody
Josie Chambers
Julie Chen
Nuole Chen

Kangway Chuang
Brett Clark
Alejandra Collopy
Cameron Cropek
Colette Dejong
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Alyssa Digges
Nathan Domier
Lucas Ecker
Ben Erickson
Annie Fehrenbacher

Emily Floess
Matthew Freeman
Zhe Gao
Tess Garvey
Max Goldberg

George Gu
Leah Imlay
Roveiza Irfan
Daniel Jacobs
Alex Johnson

Rachel Kaplan
RoseM. Kory
Mo Kudeki
J ohnMark Lau
Angelina Liang

(l-r, t-b ): Austin and Ben show the love; Alex displays her radiant and metal filled smile.
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(l-r, t-b ): Alyssa, Shruti, Katie, and Al Johnson are so cute (although Allooks
a little too happy there ... ); Udara ponders his geometry; Melissa displays her
incredible bottle balancing skills.

Cordelia Loots-Gollin
Emma Marshak
David Martin ek
Yuzuko Nakamura
Amirah N el on

Dean Nguyen
Justin Park
Michael Pitt
Sergei Pourmal
Shruti Purkayastha

Alex Renner
Max Rich
Robbie Robinson
Ellen Rockett
NoamRoth
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Victor Salov
Lucy Schiller
Ben Sims
Sara Sligar
Sam Smyth

Batia Snir
Hannah Snyder
Lillian Soong
Maciek Swiech
Ike Uzoaru

Tom Wiltzius
Farid Zaghloul

(l-r, t-b ): Alejandra intently reads a book before class; Brett
enjoys his Ramen noodles; Al Renner relaxes during his free
period.
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(l-r, t-b ): Lucy, Julie, and Hannah chill on the
floor; Justin enjoys his Powerade; We interrupt
Max, hard at work; Matt relaxes on Ms. Kovacs '
couch; George is adorable; Daniel avoids looking directly into the camera; Tom tries to scare
small, unsuspecting children; Sam is actually
reading in the library.
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( l-r, -t-b ): Emily stares at the computer intently; Lillian :SO always ready
for a yearbook candid; Rebecca catches up on lost sleep; Robbie
enjoys a quiet pregame moment of contemplation in the Mac Lab;
Coach Farid takes time out from practice to pose for a picture; Ellen
gets cozy in between the door frame.
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(l-r, t-b): Gabby is having way too much fun with the
Heimlich maneuver; Betsy chills with a good book;
Molly pretends to like homework, but we know otherwise; Zuke monkeys around.

Eric Barr
Max Beshers
Sarah Bial
Kyle Braghini
Chris Breault

Ariel Cascio
Kris Coombs
Kinzie Cornell
Tiffany Cox
Allison Darmody

Antoine Dejong
Betsy Dorner
Lauri Feldman
Anna File
Nobuyuki Fukushima
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Zoe Ginsburg
Bradley Goerne
Ellie Goldwasser
Nick Gooier
Nathaniel Gottlieb-Graham

Drew Hauffe
Yoon-Jung Hyun
Alexandra I van ova
Michelle Johnson
Atul Kale

Agatha Kim
Jennifer Kim
Hannah Kinney
Gabby Kogut
Kirill Lagoutchev

Ben LeRoy
Sarah LeRoy
Ali on Liss
Caitlin Liss
Eric Loui

(l-r, t-b ): Mickey and Drew show off their
pearly whites; Mark looks da zed after
sticking his finger in the electrical socket;
Josie is too busy cramming to look up.
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(l-r, t-b ): The troublemakers are lined up for their

headshots; aww, it's cuddle time with Zoe and
Hannah in Kovacs' office; Robert and Andy show
off their equine strengths in the chariot races;
Maria does her best 1-Lo dance impression in
the hall.

Jeremiah Meth ven
Maria Meyers
Yuki Mitsuhashi-Acs
Hugh Monahan
Meredith Nelson

Tomasz Nilges
Andre Philipp
Henry Pollock
Hillary Proctor
Maggie Quirk

Robert Ratcliffe
Andy Renner
Abraham Robinson
Greg Roginsky
Casey Roth
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Ayesha Saied
Ben Sands
Emily Sha
Molly Smith
Dawn Spelke

Josephine Wiegel
Lauren Wingo
Mark Yates-White
Yang Zhao
Andrew Zukoski

(l-r, t-b ): Atul says "Watchu want?" with an evil glare;
Jeremiah can't quite remember what he s supposed to be
smiling about; Nate uses his calculator as his shield.
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(l-r, t-b): Chris, what are you looking at?;
Ayesha plots how to make sure this isn't in the
yearbook; Sarah and Anna wear their hearts
in their mouths, not on their sleeves; Henry
tries to look cute, but does he succeed?; Lauren
daydreams about math; Antoine misses his
chance to smile for the camera while Tiffany,
Kris and Ariel try not to choke on their lollipops; Zuke give Ben a big bear hug; Nick does
NOT want his picture taken; Kinzie pretends
to be a model; Jennifer makes me a beautiful
necklace; Caitlin's sick of the same old lunch.

(l-r, t-b ): Alex practices her deer-in-the-headlights
pose; those aren't cheat sheets, are they, Max?;
Lauri's philosophy: life is but a dream; Kirill sings
his heart out to Ellie and Alison; Ellie and Alison
love Kirill s serenade; Tomasz is too shy to look at
the camera; Emily was seen as a dead prom queen
on Halloween (ahh! rhyme); and our winner
is ... Sarah!; Casey and Dawn are attracted to Yangs
magnetic personality; aww, thats so sweet: Allison
and Meredith are too cute; Sarah faces the wrath
ofspam.
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Ju.,iors

(l-r, t-b): Emily and Clarabelle smile for the camera;
Isn 't Terence adorable?? Ravi sure thinks so; John the
lflowchart wizard; Caterina, Mukta, and Teresa can't
wait for soccer to start.

Sarah Ackley
Chris Beitel
Andre Black
Stephen Bruce
Hannah Burgess

Emily Buss
Anita Chary
Lauren Chin
Emily Climer
Gregory Colombo

Drew Coverdill
Terence Crofts
John Croisant
Clarabelle De Vries
Caterina Gratton
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David Grayson
Michael Green
Daniel Hedin
Hannah Imlay
Umair Irfan

Skye I ard
Priya Iyer
Shang Jiang
Rose Keams
John Li

Jack Liebersohn
Pamela Machala
Patricia Mathy
Alisa Modica
Ann Murdoch

(l-r; t-b ): All Jackie needs are some bananas;
John Li is angry at having his lunch interrupted; Dan is distracted by Jackies monkey
impression.
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(l-r, t-b ): Hannah and Catherine look so cute!; Me era
and Priya take a break from knitting; Eli tries to finish
his math homework before the bell rings; Sasha and
Stevie have lunch together.

Dasha Nikolaeva
Jackie Pateguana
Meera Patel
Katherine Peisker
Daniel Pleck

Katerina Polychronopoulos
Natalie Prochaska
Tianyu Qi
Kathleen Reutter
Valerie Ross

John Sapp
Mark Savignac
Stevie Schein
Max Schnuer
Andy Seth
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Eli Otto Shenk
Gerry Shih
Michael Socie
Ravi Solter
Teresa Sonka

Sasha Steinberg
David Stolarsky
Mukta Vaidya
Triet Vuong
Catherine Wah

Elaine Wah
Emily Walsh
Ma' ayan Weinberg
Kimberly Wentling

(l-r, t-b ): Don 't ask what Stolarsky 's doing; Triet takes
a pumpkin off his head; Elaine works industriously on
the next Gargoyle article.
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(l-r, t-b ): Andres has Gerry in a half-Nelson; Mark looks
intimidating; Michael Green aka Hannibal Lecter;
Natalie, Alisa, and Anita have a group hug; Grayson
cuts cabbage during Agora Days; Meera strikes a pose;
The junior girls get pretty; Dasha loves having her picture taken.
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(l-r, t-b): Teresa and John enjoy the yummy
treats they're making in Hannah and
Catherine's cooking class; Dan Pleck gazes
wistfully off into the distance; Elaine and
Caterina hide their cards from each other
and the other card players; Rose wishes everyday was pajama day at Uni; Clarabelle
smiles for the camera, unaware that Pamela
is about to hit her with the spatula.
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Find the last names of each member of the Class of 2003 in the grid below. Words can go
horizontally, vertically, and diagonally in all eight directions. Let the fun begin!
D M J I R D R U B R E T U A L N Y K R E S 0 M J T R
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Abrams
Ashton-Gonzalez
Bazar
Betenia
Bettivia
Boca
Book
Brechin
Bruce
Carter
Causeman
Chalivendra
Chow
Cooke
Ding

Dorman-Jones
Eckstein
Fricke
Goldwasser
Griscom
Han
Hertzog
Hughes
Isserman
Alto
T Ito
Kaplan
Klein
Kory
Kumar

Lauterbur
Levin
Li
Loschky
Lynch-Klarup
Marshak
Martinsek
McConnaughay
Monahan
Moser
Nakamura
Philipp
Rashid
Sandretto
Schwenk

Sheikh
Slichter
N Smith
S Smith
Sudharshan
Sun
Sutton
Sylvia
Van Buren
Walczewski
Weissman
Wraight
Yannelis
Zych

Uni High Cl ss of 20

Anna Abrams

Kournikova, SuverAnna, SuJZacube, A-Dawg

Have you guys seen rVt ike Hunt? - Anat.:Phys
Study shows that people who listen to fast music while they drivt
have more accidents . However, people who listen to slow musk
have more sexier accidents. - Weekend Update
Take me away from this big bad world and agree to marry mel so wt
can start all over again . - Blur
I'm a forward? I thought I was a post! - Natalie
Just go up and kick him in the junk ... it's the universal solution. - Brian ~
So there's this cell , with this big-ass nucleus, riii iiiight? - Leila
Annachu , I choose you!- Kate and Hannah
I love watching this, but now I'm 9onna have to kill it, becaust
sometimes if you really love someth1ng, you have to kill it. - Ray
I like my coffee black, like my men . - little girl in Airplane !
As long as you 're alive/ here I am -The Used
Anna , I never took you for such a bargain bee! - Kate
No one ever quotes me ... l want someone to quote me and make 1111
look stupid. - Leslie
I wanna taste love. - Howie Day
All I wanna do is have a little fun before I die. - Sheryl Crow
And maybe you just need a friend/ as clumsy as you 've been , there'1
no one laughing/ you will be safe with me.- Our Lady Peace
Until next time ... take care of yourself, and each other. - Jerry Springe
I, Anna Abrams, being of sarcastic mind and chiseled body, leave stuff to orne people: Andy Renner-my brother, Al-knee fun and a permanent elevator
key... both get Mahomet (represent!). Lauri-Stephanie and tons of 6:30 therapies. Justin Park-a "JP13! Countin it up in da hizouse!," some tellar birthdays,
and good thoughts every Sept 24. Annie-a good ankle and no more club volleyball. Robert-ownership of Marketplace, an employee discount at KB Toys,
and some hours at Cozy's. My 3 sophs-Elizabeth, 11-man, and chinchillas. Hannah gets Ben, Zoe gets a static hair color and Berkeley, and Maggie get
some inches, stellar hops!, and a cure for ringworm. Triet-Leslie, his own Speedo calendar so he can show off hi meaty legs, and to be more like a white
person. Natalie, you get another fun year as editor, love taps, more days with my hair down, TEXT WRAP, orne normal layout ideas, and I got my eye on
you. Drew Hauffe- a voicebox and directions to his house. Henry- some gum and a swift kick to the junk. Ann-MSHS and her driver ' license. Mo,Hv-nae:s1
down the block for candy and Za's to split. Ray G-a middle name, quality Jabs, and my new keyrack. Swimming, ba ketball, and occer teamsthe past 4 years, keep the spirit alive. Teachers and staff (esp. LM, DS , RGC, EJ, CD, BS, RM, SW, and Parkland taff), thanks for all I am now. To
I forgot, holla ... haha, you gotta stay here and I get to LEAVE! See ya round.

Eugene Ashton-Gonzalez

Blooge, Huge (Euge), Ugie- Woogie

A closed mind is a good th1n9 to lose. -Anon.
Blessed in the man who has learned to laugh at h1mself for he will
never cease to be entertained.- John Powell
Dude, all your girls have really long crotches! -Weissman
WOULDJA, 'round the clock???-me/ashwin on quad/in campustown
We come to love not by finding the perfect person but by learning
to see an imperfect person perfectly. -Anon.
Maybe when the room is empty/Maybe when the bottle's full/
Maybe when the door gets broke down/Love can break in/Maybe
when I'm done with thinking/Maybe you can think me whole/Maybe
when I'm done with endings!This can begin. -Punk Rock Princess,
Something Corporate
The supreme happiness in life is the conviction that we are loved -loved for ourselves, or rather, loved in spite of ourselves. -Victor Hugo
Sounds right, except replace 'pee' with 'piss' and you'll have much
more Unity of Impression. -Weissman
My headphones, they saved my life. -bjork
When you're going through hell, keep going. -Churchill
It is good to have an end to journey toward, but it is the journey
that matters in the end. -Ursula "@shwin" K.Leguin
Spare us what we can learn to endure. -Yiddish proverb
I, Eugene Ashton-Gonzalez, being of hyphenated name and breathlessly angular face, spread the wealth thusly: XC gets some immaculate doin ' it in the
road, the discipline to do it, my h ugeness, and more brinksmanship jokes than you can shake a Mark at. Zuke/Bro: some alone time and auto parts ( pare
tire?). Green: the willpower to suppress your annoying shortcomings, and the skillz to let your good side shine, and a beater so you can jock Eminem right.
Drew: my overflowing pittoon, SefiorTaz, and that hottie from Chrisman. Q1: many quality conversations about video games, smuggled Chine e merchandise, and trips to my house. Cangivas(s)Kram: some special K panting, a new Ia t name, and some !acto e. Track gets my dead-sexy eagles, and a new 'field
marshal'. Jockush gets at least one class that doesn 't begin the year with uncalled for apprehen ion, Sutton gets a great country... or what?, Laughlin receive
a coffee-grinder, the rest of my various teachers and mentor receive my deepe t gratitude. The new ophomore Latin cia get my apologies for leaving
them. All of my other worldly possessions, real or imagined, are hereby bequeathed to TESS GARVEY, for no reason in particular. Peace.
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Erin Bazar

Ernie, Er-Dude, Basil, Bayzar, Frage
Frau, Rin (Tin-Tin)

If I were to get cheesy fries, how would they be different from ,
say, regular fries? -Laura E.
HEBREW KOSHER LAGER: Challa for it! -SRA Cast
Every time that i look in the mirror/All these lines on my face gettin'
clearer!The past is gone/It went by like dusk to dawn/Isn't that the
way/Everybody's got their dues in life to pay. --Aerosmith
'd rather laugh with the sinners than cry with the saints. Sinners
are much more fun ... - Billy Joel
69? Now I could go for that! -Mr. Sutton
here's something wrong with the world today/ 1don't know what
it is/Something's wrong with our eyes/We're seeing things in a
different way/God knows it ain't His/It sure ain't no surprise/
Something right with the world today/ And everybody knows it's
wrong/But we can tell 'em no/Or we could let it go/But I would
rather be a hanging on . --Aerosmith
Winners win ancf losers lose-Merf
I am the Duke of York Retch! -Laura, Kelly, and I
The th ings we're gonna see in the next couple of years are
gonna be amazing. -Mike Metzger, backflip god
at I meant was, JS the cheese on top of the fries, or inside?- Laura E.
I, Erin Bazar of gorgeou , godde -like body and no mind whatsoever, leave this tuff to the e people: 1D: Ellen, an empty spot where my "flute or clarinet or whatever
it is" used to sit; Barb my apologi for late note and call ; Lisa, orne unu ed map of Texas and thanks for putting up with my indecisivenes ; Merf, everything I
leave behind (probably orne trash, receipts, and inhalers), thanks for putting up with me, and courage to put up with others like me; Sally, the power to create a softball
team- Amirah, tople paint-roller washing in toilets on the econd floor; Andy, a strip club and a harem of girls who think he's really hot; Herr W, a bumper ticker
and some stylish shirt that AREN'T PLAID; Kimmy, making fun of Elsa and Dave, baseball without me, hotel mints, and yellow goop in the sink; Emily, a dinner
at McDonalds, Mr. Sutton, 'The Twelve Disci pies and the Prodigal Son" and thanks for the greatest semester of history ever; M . Laughlin, thanks for in piring me
to write; and to everyone I didn't have pace for, I apologize profusely and give you my undying love.

Nicole Burciaga Diaz
Espinoza Campos Betenia
My biggest fear in life ... is that you will become a sunbather -mom
I'm in the middle of one of my lesbian dreams and he's
STARING at me like im supposed to INCLUDE HIM!
-the mirror has two faces
They're doing an independent study of Koperteil -Herr W
Pee on him?! -Sarah Jessica Parker, Sex and the City
Look!. .. EIIie, look! -Ellie
My affections and wishes are unchanged , but one word from
you will silence me on this subject forever. -Mr. Darcy
Down through the centuries in an unending tale of sorrow,
blood, and love ...... barrabas came to us by sea. -Isabel
Allende , House of the Spirits

I, Nicole Betenia, being of lender frame and delicate body hereby bequeath the fo llowing to my QTn ' s: AI, a real sport, Henry, social skills, CaitlinBrittany Spears!, Priya- Sex and the City, Ellie- Everything I own, HI-a strip tea e, Katerina-my inhaler, Ali i on-ob tac le cour es, Ellen-a purple
kitten prr.. ., Doug-a track thru Beckman, HerrW-einen Nabel Ring, Stephanie-102% and note , Little Nicole- my name, Davika and Bianca-quesadillas,
French I QT7t s-lot of laugh , Anita-quirks, Kimmy-A wonderful year filled w/ fun and love, and to my XC and Track team -cont. success, lots of fun ,
love, and boys.

UNlVERSlTY H.~. t..Jcnnr\ 1
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Tobin Bettivia
If you meet me, have some courtesy, have some sympathy and
some taste. Use all your well learned politesse, before I lay your
soul to waste.- Rolling Stones
And though you have had, and may have, many mightier and
wiser princes sitting in this seat; yet you have never had, nor shall
have any that will love you better. - Elizabeth I
Boy, I got vision and the rest of the world wears bifocals
- Butch Cassidy
I should get saddled up and go look for a woman, shouldn't take
more than a couple of days. I'm not a picky man.- Sundance Kid
Men have called me mad; but the question is not yet settled
whether madness be or be not the loftier intelligence.
- Edgar Allen Poe
One day Alice came to a fork in the road and saw a Cheshire cat
in a tree. Which road do I take? she asked. Where do you want
to go? was his response. I don't know, Alice answered. Then , said
the cat, it doesn't matter. - Lewis Carroll
Tobin, when the revolution comes, you'll be the first to go.
-Mrs. Jockusch
I've told you once before, ladies and gentlemen, now take my
advice, pull down your pants and slide on ice. -Allen Arbus
I, Tobin Scott Betti via, being of fizzle mind and inflammable body, hereby bequeath the following to my following acolytes. To Colombo I leave a harem
and all of his dreams coming true. To Zuke I leave the ability to buy golden eggs. To Barr I leave a good lawyer and the title jailbait. To Amelia I leave what
is left of my pride and a can of mase. Kangway gets two pot bellies and a double chin and VD gets a clue and some culture. To all my teachers I leave
apologies because nobody should have to put up with me for four years. And finally I leave Bergie my gratitude and the promise that I will name an element
after him.

Maria Boca
I seek among you judges, but I can only find accusers.
-Romain de Se ze
Why, what is pomp, rule, reign, but earth and dust?
And live we can, yet die we must.
-Shakespeare
May your sins be strong, but may your faith be even stronger.
-Martin Luther
Your cruel love doth pain my soul,
My heartstrings ache so deeply,
Your bright eyes take their heavy toll,
They burn me up completely. -M. Eminescu
Alea iacta est. -Caesar

~

I, Maria, of reasonably sound mind and body, do hereby solemnly bequeath my most beloved possessions, aspirations, and other tuff to the following
people: To Ellie, Kimmy, Alejandra, Ann M. , Emily W., and Katerina- many more fun days doing HW and other stuff during PE. To HI-a date with her beau,
whomever he may be by the time this comes out. To Zuke-stop mumbling to yourself in Chern class! To my "long runs" group-don't forget to keep up your
mileage! To Bianca and Mihai- sole posse sion of the most honorable title of "Romanian." To all the uper-cool people on math team--fust at State! To the
whole XC team, Doug and Laura--my never-ending gratitude and lots of luck! (Honk! Honk! I'll miss the ice cream!) My thanks to all my teachers,
... especially Ms. Laughlin, Mr. Sutton, and Mr. Bergandine.
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Laura Book

The soul can split in two, And let the face of God shine through
-Edna St. Vincent Millay
Ew, baby's head. -Ted Powers, Psych
Some people talk about the meaning of life. I've just come to talk about
how to fix a motorcycle. I think what I have to say is of more lasting
value. -Robert Pirsig, Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance
Venereal diseases are my middle name. -Siichter
We should have a Mormon-theme prom! -Noah
The only thing preventing a life of crime is sheer laziness. -Ray
It's time for irresponsible bidding. -UC
Eternity is very long, especially near the end. -Woody Allen
How wonderful that we have met with paradox. Now we have some
hope of making progress. -Niels Bohr
Das Sommerreich ist dort , wo der Sommerkonig residiert. Es wartet
nur darauf, daB dues einfordest. -Stephen Lawhead, Merlin
Ve are such stuff as dreams are made on, and or little life is rounded
with a sleep. -Hamlet

LLaura Book, do hereby bequeath this stuff: Stevie Schein, glitter and lip gloss, 'boing' -y hair, Garrett, and INTERLOCHEN, of course! Greg, Sleigh Ride, orchestra, IMEA,
and lots of big clarinet solo ! Drew C., whistling in the hallway and Mads, which you'11 have to share. Dan H, quantum in weights, shiny pants and falling off the ab machine.
Stephen Bruce, pigs! Pamela, a mile and someone to always call you PAM! Emily Aoess, nice early morning bus rides and a bus driver who does not wait at the comer! To David
Martinsek, I leave rowdy rides to school and ab tract rabbits. Schwesti, I leave you everything and my love. To Mrs. Laughlin I leave more great Halloween costumes, music club
recitals, and my thanks for your enthusiasm and creativity. Stephen Buzard, music club, mads, and bow ties. To Max, Fred,Ayesha, Ben, and Sarah I leave the viola section. Youj
rock, viola pride! To Ray I leave working apparati, psychedelic drugs and Newton's third law. Mrs. Jockusch, I leave you supportive and enthusiastic calc ll students and my
~ for two great years. To Mr. Murphy, I leave enunciation, fiercely loud violas and thanks! Lastly, to all of you I leave my love and regards. Have a great time!
\,.

~
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Maddy Brechin

Mad, Mad-dog, Maddie
Life moves pretty fast. If you don't stop and look around once and
awhile, you could miss it. -Ferris Bueller's Day Off
Fantasy is a necessary ingredient in living. -Dr. Seuss
Aww nah that's just tunnel vision; we all know how that works. -Ito
Ok for all you "normal" people who said blue hammer, I said
yellow wrench. If this is supposed to be one of those things that
tells you what your inner soul is like, I'm scared. -Marshak
"Here's to the nights we felt alive, here's to the tears you knew you'd
cry, here's to good-bye tomorrow's gonna come too soon." -Eve 6,
"Here's to the night"
Life isn't a matter of milestones, but of moments. -Rose Kennedy
Just nail it. -Claude
If we don 't change , we don'tgrow.lfwe don't grow we're not really
living . -Gail Sheehy
May the road rise up to meet you/May the wind be always at your
back/May the sun shine warm upon your face,/ And rains fall soft
upon your fields/And until we meet again, May God hold you in the
palm of his hand-Irish Blessing
It's something unpredictable but in the end is right, I hope you had
the time of your life. -Green Day, "Time of your Life."

LMrl:ly Brechin,dohereby leavethefollowingthings:TomybelovedRebelGeese: Hi getshealtbyknees,anuyucy-freeseniorseason, andalltheextra runjun sheaccumulatedthis year; Cbelle
getsacarrideanytimeanywhereandbothherandTeresagetbreakt:hroughseniorseasons;Pamelagetsabigole hugandaslowclancewith adifferentseniorguyeachclance(winkwinknudge
mx:lge.. .)" Anita gets extra whippxl cream for her Panera hot chocolates and fondue; Mukta gets the self conficknce to realize what a oool girl she is, and Mukta, Elaine, and Catherine get more
ga;sipsessionsonmykitchenfloor;Kimrnygetsahugandathanksforawesomeseniorgifts;Meeragetsan unbelievableseniorxcseason; Priyagets tostartrunningatthebeginningoftheseason
andathanksforcountlesssmilesandhappyemails; Elliegetsahug,akiss,a triptoUtbanOutfitters,aHalloweencostumethatactuallyfits,infiniteShaneWestclose-ups, allthe irecream
ll::r little heart desires and most im[xxtantly an amazing final two years at Uni and a plane ticket to visit me anytime she wants! I love you, little sister:) The entire xc team gets numerous
dinoo:s, a kick-ass season filled with many victories over SaltForlc, and a big hug, kiss, and thank you for some of the best times of my life. Lisa gets my OOmiration and a big thanks;My teachers
a thank ou· Mr Mtuphy, Mrs. Bant, artd Stevie get a smile and thanks for all the ''attempts;'' Everyone else gets a hug. It's been fun. Enjoy it!
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Emily Bruce

Emmy, Em-Em

I enjoy it when you think. - Mrs. Jockusch
Protestants don't go to Mass? - Mr. Maher
No one who can read is ever successful at cleaning out an attic. -my house
When one starts thinking seriously about moral and ethical issues,
there are certain truths that come out in every culture. - Mr. B.
Life is like a grapefruit. It's orange and squishy and some people
have half a one for breakfast. - Douglas Adams
In pictura est puella.- Ecce Romani
I know not with what weapons World War Ill will be fought, but
World War IV will be fought with sticks and stones. - Albert Einstein
A chapel ceiling screaming one man's ecstasy -Titanic (the MUSICAL)
From the first night when you overthrew me on my horse, I was
forever overthrown. - Jane Eyre
I kissed her on her lips and whispered, "I love you , Googie." Then I gave
her back her pictures and walked out of the room. - George Bums
But if my silence made you leave/ then that would be my worst
mistake/ so I will share this room with you/ and you can have this heart
to break.- Billy Joel
Emily giVesgenerous
Kathleen, thanks for being SO cute; Rose, musical poetry & poetic music (& thanks for being a stellar friend); Patricia, an utterly smooth back & a shoulder to de-stress on;
Kate P., late night talks & love for being a terrific person; Kathleen, birdies & serious gos ip; Val, giddiness beyond her wildest dreams; Stevie, a big smile & a bigger hug;
Emily Walsh, a much better secret buddy & a promise to learn more Espaiiol; Val, Sara S., & Rose, some creative boys; Ma'ayan, hope that you will always be my little
brownie; Kinzie, je t'airne beaucoup; my French I class, vous etes hyper-chouette!; Kate & Kinzie, sizzling tape; Rachel K. & Stephen Buzard, Music Club; Spoon lliver
& crew, thanks for the best show; my wonderful, wonderful teachers, more thanks than I have room for; the best baby brother in the world- I love you more than life & will
more than words; Uni High, my love, a firm promise to visit, &
There's no more
the road rise to meet
!

Melanie Carter
Sometimes you just have to say what the f***.
-Tom Cruise , Risky Business
Life's a banquet and some poor bastards are starving to death.
- Roselyn Russel , Auntie Marne
If you don't know where you 're going ,
any road will take you there .
-Franklin Covey

Kate Causeman
Casey, kk

Your face's mom! -Hannah
Shucks yo! -Lawrence
Now, if I were to order cheesy fries, how would they be different
than regular fries? -Laura
I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me. -Philippians 4:13
For God did not give us a spirit of timidity, but a spirit of power, of
love and self-discipline. -2 Timothy 1:7
Falling in love is when she falls asleep in your arms and wakes up in
your dreams- Unknown
This is cologne! I asked for colognee!- Ty and Alex
Do you ever want to freeze a moment in your day and say ... this is
not my life. -Mrs. Doubtfire
Have you seen Mike Hunt? -Anat Phys girls
Oh I love to draw amoeba ... -Mr. Stone
If there ever comes a day we cant be together, keep me in your
heart, I'll stay there forever. -Winnie the Pooh
And when the night is cloudy!There is still a light that shines on me/
Shine on til tomorrow, let it be. -Beatles, "Let it Be"

·-

I I, Kate Cau eman, give the following people the following stuff... Eli gets a Japanese harem ... oh wait, he already has one! Alisa gets her Shakira CD back andmidnight dance les on in our underwear. Val gets to bitch about boys and as many Three Musketeers as she wants. Henry gets a little respect for his elders and
a story that he can actually flllish. Ma' ayan get squeaks, a bug, and a promise to visit. Stevie gets fly and a ride to school (take care of the team next year!). Casey
gets her really hot boyfriend. Alex I. gets Johannes, even if she doesn't want him. Drew gets to be the only male swimmer, and some hot upperclassmen girls to
see him swim. Ann gets a Mustang ... obviously. Sara gets mean card and a Jewish "h" at the end of her name. Emily S gets someone else to carpool with. Rose •
get weetnes and people to distract her when she's working too hard. The swim team gets Queen and a butt dance. Finally, all of my teachers get thanks for
,_making my five years here great. To anyone I forgot, I'm sorry! I love you guys!
~.....

~

J

Varun Chalivendra

Detroit, Henry, qt3.1415, Varuny Toons
It's plain to see we're over/ and I hate when things are
over/ because so much is left undone. - Deep Blue Something "Breakfast at Tiffany's"
Yes they're sharing a drink they call loneliness, but its better
than drinking alone.- Billy Joei'The Piano Man"
no drugs or alcohoV so i can get the signal clear as day/ put my glock
away/ i gotta a stronger weapon that never runs out of ammunition/ so
I'm ready for war. - Outkast, metaphor for his mouth
Life is pain , princess. Anyone who says differently is
selling something. -Westley , "The Princess Bride"
Rufus , Brent, and Micus were like brothers to me. And
when I say brother, I don't mean like an actual brother, but
I mean it like the way black people use it, which is more
meaningful I think. - Derek Zoolander. (A model. Idiot?)
I know ... I know you can fight. .. but it's our wits that make
us men.- Malcom Wallace "Braveheart"

I·~I, Yarun ChaJivendra, leave the following behind. Ray get

-

~

~

physics labs and my valentines. Mr. Sutton gets more football club and the realization that 8th
hour hi tory 2002 was really the best. Mr. Butler gets a clean lounge and some props for being a great teacher. Mrs. Laughlin keeps her passion for teaching
English. Mr Bergandine gets more awesome jokes and a thank you. Ellen and Lisa get new PCCs, not quite up to our standards. Ravi get a bad touch and
orne more sick soccer moves. Henry you get a word you can't spell, a good story, and the qt girl in your class (CR) that you like. Gerry you get to keep your
column name, Shih's All That, the same. Triet gets a bug because no one can resi t hi charm. Terence you get a car or maybe just a bike with brakes. The~
1-- Renner get even bigger, if that's possible. Hugh, I will allow you to be around me. Jpark13 gets the Gilmore Girls and some nice chats about soccer
~.l!.ll!Yers. Someone gets locker 36. Finally, I leave all my classmates a wonderful future and memories of the best days of their lives.
_j..._
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Roxanne Loh-Sze Chow
Foxy Roxy, Rox, Roxy-anne
Be a first rate version of yourself, not a second rate version of someone
else.- Judy Garland
Intelligence without ambition is a bird without wings.- C. Archie Danielson
This is where I fell asleep. It's rendezvous! - Anna
Isn't French reggae awesome? Thong-thong-thong-thong-thong .. .Let me
see that thong ... - Lucie
Ego sum elephantus! - Ray
When I was young , I thought the world was my oyster.- Mrs. Newman
Fear less, hope more; eat less, chew more; whine less, breathe more;
talk less, say more; hate less, love more ; and all good things are yours.
- Swedish Proverb
I am the Alpha and the Omega, the First and the Last, the Beginning and
the End. - Revelation 22:3.
Love does not delight in evil , but rejoices with the truth. It always protects,
always trusts, always hopes, always perserveres.- 1 Corinthians 14:4-7
I have fought the good fight , I have finished the race , I have kept the faith.
- 2 Timothy 4:7

Rivkah Cooke

Rivvie, Pivvle, Rivcage

It's hard enough for me being a star and I'm forty. - Isaac Mizrahi
It smells like cardboard paper. Kari Its jell-a. Its a dessert. Yummy! - Michael T. Weiss (The Pretender)
This is where I fell asleep. It's Rendezvous! - Anna
Deep into that darkness peering, long I stood there wondering,
fearing/Doubting, dreaming dreams no mortal ever dared to dream
before ;!But the silence was unbroken, and the stillness gave no token,
- Edgar Allan Poe
Janet forever! - Sam
Fashion is what one wears oneself. What is unfashionable, is what other
people wear. - Arthur Goring (An Ideal Husband)
This is true. - Dan Pellant
God is the strength of my heart and my portion forever. - Psalms 73: 26
Forward and phiyaaka, mannapple and bengosaka. - Daddy
Sorry, we thought you were hot. - Some Random Guys
You're psychedelic! - Roxanne
I do have feelings. I'm an actress. I have all of them. - First Wives Club
BANGO RANG!
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Yi Ding

Zachary Dorman-Jones
Zach, D-1, Josh
Look, if I were building a chemical weapons factory, I wouldn't make
it /ooklike a chemical weapons factory.l'd make it look like a chocolate
chip factory or something. - Saddam Hussein on South Park
What is this 'Uni-High' and how can we destroy it? - Mr. Butler
You should always be wary of friends. Friends have access to your
private parts. - Mr. Smith
Anything that lasts more than three hours should be sleep. - Mr. Murphy
Pot! Pot! What is Pot?!- Mrs. Newman
Win if you can, lose if you must, but always cheat.
- Gov. Jesse Ventura

I, Zachary Dorman-Jones, being o lazy that I can barely be bothered to type, and having put off doing my senior will for a long as humanly po sible,
will and bequeath the following: to Henry Pollock I give my incere a urances that despite all evidence to the contrary, Moser and I are NOT trying to
force you to engage in wanton acts of carnality with us. To Alex Cahill and Batia Snir, my esteemed partner in Tuesday and Thursday (and sometime
Friday) orchestra e ion , I pre ent two perfect double ba ses, both equipped with strings and even endpins. To any new bass players coming in, I will
and bequeath our current in truments: one with a hole, one missing an endpin, and the other mi ing a string for the time being. To future Calculus I
tudent in the cia s of 2004, I will and bequeath M . Pli ch. To 'anyone who can guess my password I will and bequeath the file that have been piled on
Goddard and Mork drive ince Subbie year. Thank you.
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Laura Eckstein
el-dog, el-vis, lola

The future belongs to those wh o believe in the beauty of their
dreams. - Eleanor Roosevelt.
Oh , God of dust and rainbows, help us see/ that without dust the
rainbows would not be. - Langston Hughes
the people who gain the world and lose their soul/ -- they dont
know/ -- they cant see-- - George Harrison
Angry words won't stop the fight/ Two wrongs wont make it right- U2
Does it seem like I'm looking for an answer/ To a question I can't
ask! I don't know which way the feathe r falls/ Or if I should blow ,
it to the left. - Norah Jones
You push and you pull it Struggle with the knot thats tying you up
while youre fading. You give and you take it. Take what you got
round and round till it breaks you. - Nikka Costa
And it all boils to the same old th ing. Just a yin and a yang anda
couple of pipe dreams. - Travis
All I really wanna say I can't define its love I need but my soul
will have to wait. - Sublime
What was that noise? rrrrrrrrrrodents. It is a pity your sister
could not join us. NNNNYessss. - Wishbone
~~

~

I, Laura Eckstein, leave the following poop to the following people. Ma' ayan gets, of cour e, the Notebook, a big hug, and an awe orne senior year. Max gets
a lifteime upply of more predictable pants. Sasha gets: to watch Wishbone and Dirty Dancing (diRRty ahaha) without me interrupting every 5 minute . to
~ ask his Secret Crush out, and to own the entire J. Crew menswear section. Val gets a nice boy who has a crush on you and foUows you around wherever you
go ..... wait. Amirah get HOMIECLOWNS!!!! Mar-teeeen gets a fabulou and legendary career in Uni theater, i nt that good enough for you? Sam Klein
get the sack to bust out those AWESOME dance moves I know you have. John Li get the morning carpool, ince Roxanne and I wont be there anymore.
Herr W. bekomrnt eine neue Talfrau nachstes Jahr. Ray gets a real middle name. JV soccer girl get lenni's drills and good times in Ci co, Ill, with the crazy
.._ bu driver. Spoon River people get another Spongebob Squarepants Pinata, and my eternal and undying love. Bye guys, I love you!

J

Melinda Fricke
Since my house burned down /1now own a better view /Of the
rising moon - Masahide
We have loved the stars too fondly to be fearful of the night.
-Unknown
Life is what happens to you while you're busy making other plans.
- John Lennon
I hope that someday we will be able to put away our fears and
prejudices and just laugh at people. - Jack Handey
Pressing her face between my shoulder blades, she mumbles
something, and soon we are laughing, wrestling like children
among piles of old rags . . . . - B. H. Fairchild
Les enfants seuls savent ce qu'ils cherchent. lis perdent du
temps pour une poupEe de chiffons , et elle devient trEs
importante, et si on Ia leur eniEve, ils pleurent. lis ont de Ia
chance. - Le Petit Prince
And in the end, the love you take is equal to the love you make.
- The Beatles

I, Melinda Fricke, being of reasonably sound mind and body, do be tow the following things upon the following people: To Anna, Molly, Maggie Sarah.
Annie, and all of my other wonderful volleyball girls, I leave a winning sea on a the heathens in the God Conference, all of the Seven Minute Ab your little
tummies can take, and my never-ending love and thank ; To the Madrigals, I leave the red velvety dre with the leeves that devour human flesh, a rea onable
ratio of males to female , and a French tutor to make tho e dastardly carols omewhat comprehen ible· To Jazz Band, I leave orne more female hom players
posing a trumpet player to keep Socie and Henry in line; To my darling and copiou horn section-- Caitlyn, Cordelia, Aria, and Tony-- I leave the knowledge
that hom are clearly the coolest, and from them I take away all of the pieces with remotely oom-pah-like undercurrent ; Aria get a horn that actually work ;
To Mr. Murphy I leave a rehear al with 100% attendance, an alto section that doe n't take U of I courses, and my thank for being o understanding and
exible· n to the rest of ou I leave a wonderful school a reminder that life i what ou make it and a bi ol' ·n.
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•

Molly Goldwasser

Obviously! - Courier Crew
God has given me the ability. The rest is up to me. Believe.
Believe. Believe. - Billy Mills
They say running is 99% mental. Maybe that's why were so
much faster than you!- Rebel Geese
How can you not feel the love that comes from dozens of people
working side by side ...towards a common , worthwhile goal? Yes we
get sweaty and caked with dirt and paint...but we are taking care of
God's people. What could possibly feel better? - Millard Fuller
You are a champion today.- ND locker room
It dosent matter if you win or lose-it's how you look when you play the game. - Katie
Screw the world and go with your heart. - Ryan
Did you have a bad batch of Cheerios this morning?- Mrs. Wysocki
Some people come into our lives and quickly go. Some stay for
a while and leave footprints on our hearts. And we are never,
ever the same - Unknown

-

~
I, Molly Goldwasser, bequeath the fo ll owing: my Rebel Geese get runjun, "decorations," & Kyle. The Gargoyle staff gets another Pacemaker. My Bottenfield
buddies get auctions and soccer. Zuke gets non-polo running shirt . Robbie gets real LIVE squirrels. Jew Crew gets tikkum olam projects. Ben and Sarah get
functional ice cream scoops & the knowledge that the Dookies will always beat the 'Heels. Eli gets water sound effects. Jake gets lots of Hebrew fun. Habitat
people get kick-booty music & the week of a lifetime. Mukta get a hot older boyfriend. Rav i gets sexy sweatpants. Kris gets Carolina. Hi gets an injury-free
ea on and Duke sweatshirt . Andre get the REAL Barcelona. Val, Pamela, Jackie and Priya get patie nce for dealing with the silly boys in their class. -1
Kimrny gets Habitat and to keep Ellie in line. My darling "little" sister gets pointless 2-mi races, dead jelly fis h, acceptance to med school at the age of 17 and
ISH! Everyone gets a big hug. Thanks for everything, I love y'all!
=4
~)

-

L

-

Will Griscom
Willibear

Everybody knows advice that's given up for free.- Steve Malkmus
The ideal place for me is the one in which it is most natural to live
as a foreigner. - ltalo Calvina
Like so many Americans, she was trying to construct a life that
made sense from things that she found in gift shops.
- Kurt Vonnegut Jr.
one day anyone died i guess
(and noone stooped to kiss his face)
busy folk buried them side by side
little by little and was by was - e. e. cummings
I'm a bomb regardless. -Jeff Tweedy

I, Will Gri com, being whatever the hell I happen to be right now, do thus leave the following stuff behind for you all to deal with: To the school, a
pre cription fo r Paxil and omething to do every other Wedne day during PE. To M ax, any claims I might have had to the label of ''indie kid ." To Dan Pleck,
someone to love you and give you a ride home. To Mr. Sutton, meta-PoMo and all the utopian societies you can cram into rural Indiana. To M ark White,
the new Squarepusher album. Whether or not it actually exists. To Maciek, someone who can actually pronounce your name. And to everybody el e,
omeone who pay more attention to you than I do.
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Lawrence Han

L-dag, Leh, Ren, Hanz, Lolo
They aren't called Newton's balls - Ray
Well, Mr. Murphy is a good human conductor-Bergie
If you don't think you can , you won 't. -Jerry West
*heart* LH + (insert girl's initials) *heart* - Bo
Tell me a story!!! - Kate and Hannah
Wouldja Ashwin? - Ashwin
WOOT! EVO! - Guys
We only speak two languages here--English and profanity.
-Kevin Constantine (NHL hockey coach)
Every time I see you naked , I feel sorry for your wife.
- Jaromir Jagr
I told you not to fall in love with me. - A Walk to Remember
Whoops?!? My insurance does not cover PMS.
- 10 Things I Hate About You
Hey at least I know what third base feels like!
You're still a batboy. -American Pie

I, Lawrence Han, Canadian, Vancouver Canuck lover, leave the following: Henry gets girl and better torytelling abilitie . Al (and hi brother) gets a cheese
head and Derald' fi h andwiches. Baby Ito get to be the onJy subbie named in my will and new door locks so that Bo can't barge in to play Diablo. Mar hak'
sister gets thanks for the lovely piano jams. Eli gets hockey sticks so he can be a true Canadian. Mao gets a football and Math III memories. Ravi gets my love.
JP get to be inducted into the football club hall of fame. Savignac doesn't have to do his cherni try project . Greg get ESPN for life. Ali a get a bowling ball
and dirty 5th period story time. Hannah Imlay get a thank you for doing my yearbook page. Mr. Sutton gets my lawn prinkler ince I obviou ly fail to u e it.
Punkk Rok Kklub members get compliments about their clothes. Thank you to all my teacher the past two years, you have done wonder for me. To everybody
el e that I forgot or didn't want to leave in my will, I leave you whatever you want and hope that you have a great time in your Uni year ."

Jacob B. Hertzog
Jake
Picture big ass curves - Stevie
There's a fine line between cute and stupid, I'm cute and you're stupid
-my brother
I like how you're on my bed, you can stay there if you want - Frances
That S*** owns me - Casey
Closing time, every new beginning comes from some other
beginning's end - Semisonic
The impossible is possible tonight, tonight - Smashing Pumpkins
You tell yourself, what you want to hear cause you have to believe
this will be my year - Semisonic
Woot! - everybody including me
Cis B flat's bitch- Greg
Friends don't let friends, suck- Slichter
Lets go do something metal - Casey and Dave

I, Jacob Hertzog, being of mu ical mind and guitar playing body, leave the following thing to the following people: Greg get the jazz band and my
agora days improv class, and every clarinet award possible. Drew gets the madrigal tenor section, I tru t you will uphold the legacy well T power!
Justin and Dan get mad wicked guitar chop . Stevie gets a nice boy with a great voice and the lead role on a Broadway how. Stephen gets omething
to make his voice change, and some 0 car Peterson records. Chri get jazz power and everything that comes with it. Alex get a million awe orne
basslines, and lot of gigs . Sung-min gets ten Grammies and international acclaim for hi talent. To Mr. Murphy, I leave a great expanding music
program, a new drum et, and my eternal thanks for a wonderful five musical years. I wouldn't have wanted it any other way.
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Karen Lee Hughes
Oh, I could think of something worse ... - Daddy
lfs like, hello! They make miniature Eiffel towers! - Mama
.they were all slender, frail creatures with wondering eyes and soft, fluttery
voices. But they were all made out of thin, invisible steel. - Betty Smith
Too much sanity may be madness. - Man of LaMancha
A new moon silvers the sky ... - Marion Conger
You know what you should have done--you should have fallen off.- Emily
The strawberry window, the strawberry window, breathed soft rose
colors ... and filled the mind and the eye with the light of a never-ending
dawn. - Ray Bradbury
Asong will lift as the mainsail shifts and the ship drifts onto the shoreline ...
-Bob Dylan
That's the way to love. You may wear it on your head like a gauntlet
glove ...but in the end it always narrows down to the same thing--vanilla.
- Paul Rhymer
I'm thinking it over! - Jack Benny

I, Karen Hughe , bequeath the following : To Sarah Ackley, mango ice cream. Stephen Bruce, dozens of admiring female hrieking "Lancelot! " Jackie
P., a rain storm and chocolate cake. Kinzie, a beautiful, healthy geranium . Brad, pasteurized grape juice and a portico. Kris , a waltz and a pink dres .
Martin Geiger, ice cream and four more delightful year . Ma' ayan and Anita, a breathfuJ of fairy dust. Amirah, a quare dance. T he rest of my beloved
Spoon River family, a collective Tony award. Emily Walsh, cats and magnetic poetry. My French I subbies, une bourn. Max Rich, a bow and a
Her hey ' ki ss. Mrs. Ridenour, the world ' mo t beautiful theatre and an antiq ue radio to go in the lobby. Merf, something purple and lots of tudents
eager to run. Mrs. Laughlin, lovely poetry recited by a chorus. Mr. Garvey, a game of ten ni . Cara, kbookl . Finally, to my beautiful Ro e, the North
Attic. I love you all so much . Valete.

Noah Isserman
I've learned a lot of S*** from Oprah. - Grandma Elsie
In business, you have to make out like TWO bandits, man. - Uncle Evan
I don't like work ... but I like what is in work- the chance to find/
yourself. Your own reality- for yourself, not for others- which/
no other man can ever know. - Joseph Conrad
Man ... ifs like they've got a Para [machine gun] and we've got a Scout
[bolt-action sniper rifle]! -Terence, on the orgasmic dichotomy
Good entries! Enjoy your homoerotic stories!
- doc maj, on my sophomore year reading journal
The proper function of man is to live, not to exist. I shall not waste my
days in trying to prolong them. I shall use my time. - Jack London
"Life is full of big things, man" - Uncle Erik
Yes , to dance beneath the diamond sky with one hand waving
free ,/Silhouetted by the sea, circled by the circus sands,With all
memory and fate driven deep beneath the waves ,let me forget
about today until tomorrow. - Bob Dylan
There's a great big hunk of world down there with no fences
around it, where two dogs can find adventure and excitement.
And beyond those distant hills, who knows what wonderful
experiences. And it's all ours for the taking ... all ours." - Tramp
I, Noah Isserman, being ofjust about 12- tone in weight and 187I 1OO,<XX> of a furlong in length, have exactly 10 minutes and 36 seconds to complete thi will. So without further
ado, I would first like to give any Uni faculty member, staff, administrator, or student with whom I have the slightest acquaintance an invitation to dine with my esteemed parents
at my home on 3604 S. Vme St, Urbana (in Yankee Ridge-just tum every single right and it's on the left at the dead end). My parents are of superior quality, as is the fare. The
dC is welcome to one of my Evo cards, though I will carry the other with me in my wallet for my entire college career, and quite possibly afterward as well. Pollock, having just
walked through the Mac Lab doors, can have the Uni soccer team, particularly in two years, and the knowledge that in addition to being half-Jewi h he can have a dmrr-ess (Henry
is a greedy bastard). Ravi is charming, Triet cute (and Beesley just yelled at him), Geny ghetto-fabulous, Andres hot-blooded and Mexican, Renner rugged, Robert dashing,
Oarabelle greetable, Priya mercurial, Terence my favorite, Andy [BlackKnight]esque, Ma' ayan artistic, Stolarsky choadish, Barb, Ellen and Lisa get reaffirmation of the
knO\~Yledge that they successfully got me into college. Thanks, guys. Dave P, Doc Maj,Adm. Laughlin, Herr Stone, HRM W, Dr. J, Wild Bill, Sue, and my other teachers-thanks.
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Andrew Ito
Ito, Toe, Donut, D-Jap, E-Toad
ANIIIIIIRRRUUUUUDDDDHHH
Hank, Andy Seth is not here.
So? ANIIIIRUUDDDH - Me and Hank
LETS GO TO EVO! - Soccer Guys
D-JAP!! -Andy Seth
That's nice pumpkin . - Bees
Safety - Ashwin
We saw a dead guy's sack his name was Herman - Maddie and V
Evo SUCKS. - Girls
Andy Seth will you take me on the warpath - Me
Ito, you're a woman. - Tera
Hey BUDDY! FA Q!!! - V

Traci Ito
tito, tray

Nothing great was ever adlieved without enthusiasm. - Ralph Waldo Emerson
Yeah, that could really ruin your day- getting raped by a giant sea
turtle.- Mrs. Majerus
Don't have sex. Eat healthy food. - Molly G
I'd smack ya high five if my hands weren't in my pants! - V
Cheerleaders are dancers that have gone retarded - Sparky
We all have our demons and flaws and unfortunately we let them define
us. - Camryn Manheim
I'm so D-U-M. - Mom
There's lots of happy in every life, only sometimes its small and quick.
You have to keep your eyes so you don't miss it. - unknown
CH CH whafs missing? ..... UR!- Veronica and I
I'm an amateur stripper with professional benefits - Anna
While some might argue that monkeys have belly buttons, I think its a
tad far fetched to assume that dogs do as well. - Matt S.
I'm wearing a pink shirt and holding flowers- I feel like I should cross
my legs. - David Slichter
RIIIIGHHT- Anat Phys ladies (Leila)
I, Traci Ito, of American mind and Asian body leave to my QTn's: cousin DanieUa (rnini-me):a uper-duper4 years, a swarm ofladies, and head of the household. MoUy: bigger
fan club, a great basketbaU career, and no more V-lips! Gerry: cris, MTA, #recap# a year and three months, *hug*. Mag -alicious: bootysmacking power. Zoe: aU the cute
clothes you've ever wanted. Hannah (twitchy): an unforgettable nickname and a poke in the tummy. Andres: a head nod and a pinch in the boot arab L: mad po t moves..
Ellie: a chorus buddy. Henry: no place in my will. Natalie: an amazing last season. Chri B, Meera, Alex, Ann, Grayson, and Jack: a ide-hurting laugh in art class. Alisa: mad
dancing skillz. Pripri: Jots-o-fun and a gossipy talk. Pamela: a guy who won't leave you alone. The Wah's: get to hare a pair of mega-sized pants. Emily: dinner atMcDonalds.
Annie: piano recitals and a mile. Junior boyz: a friend other than a computer at Evo. To aU my teachers and coach thanks for everything- check my last words. Fmally,
Mommy gets to have a quiet house, classical music to AND from school, the use of my room (but you can't move anything), Brian Mcknight, and my love. *muah* I'm outz!
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David Kaplan
Kaplan
.. .the use of Java technology could lead directly to death, personal
injury, or severe physical or environmental damage.
- Microsoft End-User License Agreement
That baby is locked up tighter than Bill Gates at an antitrust deposition! -Stephan Manes referring to a frozen PC
Microsoft is stupid. - Yi Ding
Microsoft is definitely NOT stupid -lan Murdock founder of Debian
lnteresting ... (S second pause) ... Checkmate!- Chris Merli
You know how if monkeys type on keyboards long enough they will
write Shakespeare? You think that's how they got Windows? - Paul
Everyone's a socialist until they receive their first paycheck. - Dad
I've never been so depressed \Nhen something worked out - Prof. Stolarsky
Where do I find the "Any'' key on my keyboard? - Compaq FAQ #2859
~your mouse cable keeps knocking down the framed picture of your dog,
lift the mon~or and stuff the cable under~. Those skinny mouse cables
were designed to have 551bs. Of computer mon~or crushing them.
- \N\NW.sysadminday.c:om
I, David Kaplan, of mathematically sound mind and body do bequeath the following: To Shang, first board on the chess team unless Greg steals it first. To
Greg, a Rico 1.5 reed and a pile of chess opening books. To Brian, a treatise on the theory of theW. To the subbies on the chess team: wisdom, understanding,
and the ability to be quiet. Drew, Dan, and Greg get to fight over my enior Engli h "notes". To Music Club, lots and lots ofklezmer music. To Mr. Murphy,
a viola section without leadership. To Kevin Kelly, nothing! To Ray, the critical step in proving that you CAN cancel the d's. To Mr. Bergandine, a si
inside the hood for tho e reflux reaction . To Mr. Stone, a new Ebola-proof sink. To OIR, the knowledge of how to u e a computer. To the math team, lot
of practice time and lots of trophies. And to my sister, Rachel, all the help that he ever needs with her homework (and then some!)

Sarah Klein
Nothing ventured, nothing gained. - unknown
Hey guess what? Chicken butt- Laura E., Kelly, Suraiya
Hey L-vis! -Kelly. hey Kel-vis! You know what? If we had a
friend whose name started with a P, we could call her Pelvis!
-Laura E.
'Cause I wanted to fly/ so you gave me your wings/ and time
held its breath so I could see/ yeah, and you set me free
- Michelle Branch
Fuhgettaboutit. You don't get what you deseNe in life. You get what
you can tolerate in life. - Grandma Lu, maternal grandmother
Imagination is more important than knowledge. -Albert Einstein
Experience is one thing you can't get for nothing.- Oscar Wilde
Never assume that the guy understands that you and he have
a relationship. - Dave Barry
Friendship is unnecessary, like philosophy, like art ... lt has no
survival value ; rather it is one of those things that give value to
survival - C.S. Lewis
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Paul David Kory
Some fellows you have to hit with a brick to get their attention. Some
you have to hit with a big brick. - Memory by Lois McMaster Bujold
He had other titles , however. Some were purely honorary,
others not so much so. 'Godslayer,' for example, involved
certain duties wh ich were not likely to come up very often . 'Lord
of the Western Sea' caused him almost no concern whatsoever,
since he had concluded quite early that the waves and tide need
little supervision and that fish , fo r the most part, were entirely
capable of managing their own government.
- Guardians of the West by David Eddings
Not that I am bitter. - Dave Barry
.. .with one last look back in his mind at all the happy hours he
had spent in the forest not being pulled up to the ceiling by a
piece of string. - Winnie the Pooh by A. A. Milne

Panganamala Ashwin Kumar
@$$$11111n, A-baby, A-daddy,
captASHW3, Hunger Pangs, P-fart,
P -funk, P arlimentarian-Funkade lie,
Pangea, Pangie, Panguin, Passion,
Shweeny, Shwinster, wouldja?, truck?

It is one of the most beautiful compensations of life, that no man
can sincerely try to help another without helping himself.
- Ralph Waldo Emerson
No woman can resist a man who looks good in a speedo.
-Caviar, Tangerine Speedo
'tis better to be silent and be thought a fool, than to speak and
remove all doubt. - Abraham Lincoln
You boys had better take a tray of ice cubes to the bathroom with
tomorrow when you go to take as***. - guy in Hooters restroom
You have ten minutes. I don't even know what time it is, but I'm
going to count to 600 then I'm going to call missing persons. I'm
going to call 911 telling them you're stuck in a ditch. Alright? - Nick
"Nobody beats a babe with an attitude - Tina Armstrong, DOA 3
I, P. A hwin Kumar, of animal-obsessed mind and cloak-enshrouded body, hereby doth bequeath the following to those who hath tolerated me throughout the
years: Gerry gets to roll in cashmoney and a fleet of SUVs with leopard kin seat while donning hi s thick-rimmed gla e from his fre hman year when we
took chemi try together. Hugh gets fru stration now that hi Indian lovetoy is gone and he gets to uphold the "Glory of Yemen." Stolar ky get better tate in
music and loses his innocence before the age of 35. Anirudh perpetuates the legacy of well-dre ed Indian at Uni. Tianyu quit XC and join occer. Ike
maintaining his status a the "Danville genius." (cripe ) John Li (argh) leads the occer team to VIC-TOR-E. Cameron gets Diaz and keep his Poli h
weeties in line. Andre and Sapp take Alisa out for ice cream. Drew (Hauffe) get Barrymore. JPark, Smyth, and Boyle ettle their difference in LincolnDougla debate fashion. Chris B get Chri B. Al Johnson get an " A." Ray (R-daddy), you ' ve been like a father to me- thank . Henry and Ravi may
remini ce about the good times we had ... And finally, Triet gains a few inche ... Uni, it been both fun and ab olutely rni erable. Thanks.
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Elise Lauterbur
In all things of nature there is something marvelous. - Aristotle
I don't want to lose heart! I want to believe, as he does.
- Braveheart
We mortals are but shadows and dust. - Gladiator
Every man dies. Not every man truly lives.- Braveheart
I'm not going there to die. I'm going there to find out if I'm really
alive. - Cowboy Bebop
There was once a tiger-striped cat. This cat died a million
deaths, was revived , and lived a million lives and was owned by
many people he didn't really care for. Th is cat wasn't afraid to
die. Then, one day this cat became a stray cat, which meant he
was free and he met a white , female cat and the two of them
spent their days together happily. Well , years passed and the
white cat grew weak and died of old age. The tiger-striped cat
cried a million times , then he died too. Except this time , he didn't
come back to life. - Cowboy Bebop
We all end up dead ; it's just a question of how and why.
- Braveheart
Every death diminishes us.- Charles de Lint
Strength and Honor! - Gladiator
Bang.- Cowboy Bebop

Eli e Lauterbur, of animal-ob e ed mind and cloak-enshrouded body, hereby doth bequeath the followi ng to tho e who hath tolerated her throughout the
year : to Emily, No, not The Cat! Thou can t never have her! In tead, thou art given a thoroughly tugged ponytail and the promi e that, on her honor, Elise
halt never tug it again. For a while. To Da ha, Elise giveth the privilege and obligation to tug Emily' ponytail. Sarah doth inherit the Vegetarian Option in
Field Biology, and receiveth, a well, an extra ten pounds on bench pre . Jack, worry not, Eli e standeth not behind you, lurking in the shadows, waiting for
thou to tume t around and ... To Mr. Murphy, Elise giveth her hope that the Uni administration will come to its sen es and buy a harpsichord for the school.
To Mr. Stone, the legacy of the Vegetarian Option in Field Biology. And to Monsieur Garvey, the hope that Chess club schedule will permit him to attend
Thur da night Slow Se ions omeday. Ere he forgets, the rest of the chool receiveth the memory of tin whistle playing outside the North entrance.

TeraLevin
T-rex, Terry Cloth, Tera-bull
That that is, is. That that is not, is not. Is that it? It is.
- Flowers for Algernon
Do not believe it; it is all nonsense.
- Bertrand Russell from 'Why I Am Not a Christian'
Coping with difficult people-a book my mom is reading .
Just keep running. And if that doesn't work, just keep walking.
And if that doesn't work, faint with dignity.- aurora
At last the Dodo said 'EVERYBODY has won , and ALL must
have prizes. - Alice's Adventures in Wonderland
"It is very lonely here . Hello? Hello?" - Hocus Pocus
The champagne was dead. So it goes. -Slaughterhouse-Five
How did I get so *old*?-Siaughterhouse-Five
a time for a parting in spirit was near - no matter how close
anyone held anyone, no matter what anyone tried
- Bagombo Snuff Box

I leave everything to everyone (e pecially Anna File.)
I certainly don ' t need it anymore.

'
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BoLi
Bobo, Beauregard, Bobocatopetl
I'm not a fruit, I'm a nut! - Lucie
Sometimes, if you love something, you have to kill it. - Ray
It's so much fun to blow it up, watch it shrink, and blow it up again.
- Cindy, my Physics RA
Wouldja? - Ashwin
I feel like I'm pulling a rabbit out of my f****** hat.
- Leo my other physics RA after deriving a physics formula
There is no squeezing in physics. - Ray
Put the f****** mic on - Lawrence rapping
Little league Faaannnnnnnntttasssssssssssssyyyyyy. - Bob
Of course I don't have a heart, I'm a Jew! - Zhubin playing cards
I'd like to point outthat instead of paying attention to you the last 5 minutes,
I drew a cartoon. - Ashwin in physics class
All girls should be lesbians except when it comes to me.
- Rami, my physics camp roommate
PEACe. - Lawrence
I'm craving for you; I'm missing you like candy. - Mandy
Lawrence is a stud. - Erin Bazar
I do feel like a drag queen with my wig off. - Ms. Linder on Halloween
L'>!'--.

~ I, Bo Li, being of(sometbing witty goes here) mind and lxxly, leave the following things to these people who I actually like, well maybe orne of them I really do like. Henry
gets the Dirty Dancing tape he tried to steal, and the girl he's been obsessed about the last year (yeeaaa Henry). Andy Renner gets my love and nothing else, well maybe some
rolling on the ground laughing in OG, but that's it Andy Seth gets another whole year of Henry's annoying cheer. Maggie, I leave you the honor of being the only girl named
in my will. Colombo my dawg, you get your own football conference, with which to name any team whatever you want. Ravi Solter fmally tops getting harassed from the
boys in the class above him. Socie, Socie, Socie, I leave you the Uni High Fantasy Basketball League with which you may actually have a chance to win. You also get orne
speed with which to run your little heart out :). To all my teachers, especially CB, DS, DB, JB, EJ, BS and PM (PAT!!!!), thank you all o much! And finally, last but certain!~
not least, DANIEL ITO, gets my love forever. You owe me a hug whenever I see you. Goodbye to EVERYONE, GL GW GJ.

-

~

.....J

Althea Loschky
Al, Aru, Fifi
Much madness is divinest sense/ Much sense/ The starkest madness/
Tis the majority/ - Emily Dickinson
Like everything at Uni, it needs encouragement to start.- Mr. Carrubba
I can picture a world without hate, a world full of love ... and I can
imagine us attacking that world because they wouldn't expect it.
- Deep Thought
"lfs a poor sort of memory that only works backwards" the queen
replied. - Lewis Carol
As long as we're not being followed by the police, it's okay. - Riding in
Angela's car at 4:00 a.m.
There's never enough time to do all the nothing you want.
- Calvin & Hobbes
We are all in the gutter, but some of us are looking at the stars.
- Oscar Wilde
Who is he and why am I strangely attracted to him.- Rivkah

e

Lf,-

-

I , Althea Loschky, having a forgetful mind, free-spirit and aikidoist's body do bequeath the following tuff: To Sarah A I leave vegan chocolate cake plus a trip to an exotic country (paid
by ICA of course). To Brian B. I leave a cool manga To Little Climer I leave a female majority in HISS Club (of which you may be president). To Chang, lots of fun in Latin V and a
trip to Rome. JackL. gets quiddichrobes. Katty gets an endless supply of economics book Natalie gets a cute chauffeur to drive her to and from school. Sasha gets the ability to speak
ill tongues. Stolarsky gets a job offer from Industrial Light & Magic plus a set of head phones. Michael P gets more calls from John telling him to come to class. Collete gets a personal
jet Antoine get painless breakfalls. Mr. Sutton gets green lights when he rides his bike to school and a jellybean fight once he gets there. Mrs. Laughlin gets many more wonderful films
in Via Fest Mrs. Hanis (or Mrs. Jacobson) gets front-row seats at a Sting Concert Runelle gets a pig-decorated planter. Maurice gets perfectly covered books. Mr. Stone gets the uncut
~ersion of Am I Nonnal? Sam gets a handshake. Adele gets an elegant pair of eanings from China To everyone else I leave a creative inspiration and a fun game of floor hockey. ......~

~
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Erin Lynch-Klarup
ELK, Party-Girl
We need a widespread rebellion of women who are tired of
worrying about their weight, who understand that weight is not a
matter of health or discipline , but a weapon our culture uses
against us to keep us in our place and keep us feeling small.
- Loosing It by Laura Fraser
Man cannot live by bread alone. He must have peanut butter.
-Bill Cosby
Classic remorse, as all the moralists are agreed, is a most
undesirable sentiment. If you have behaved badly, repent, make
what amends you can and address yourself to the task of
behaving better next time. On no account brood over your
wrongdoing . Rolling in the muck is not the best way of getting
clean .
- Aldous Huxley

I. Erin Lynch-KJarup, hereby dedicate the following item and ideas. To the x-country chicks: antibacterial hand anitizer. To the ICAers: caffeinated
beverage . Junk food and glitter tattoo to Ellie, colored pen to Emily B . and a good x-country hirt idea to Emily C. To Caterina- Spanish ong and
classe with the underclas men. In pired enior prank ideas to Henry, and horror stories to Abe. Vegetarian meals and water skiing to Kinzie. A rabid
wea el to Eli.

David Marshak
Shak, ShakAttack, Emergency Exit
(courtesy of Farid)
Yes, Marshak, the little brother that barfed on you. -Ito
If there's ever a nuclear war, I'll move to the North Pole. I could get
with Rudolph!- Bo
My sister isn't going to get married until she's thirty and only to a Greek
boy of my choosing. - Costi
No, I didn't drink this moming ... unless one of you put something in
my oatmeal. - Mrs. Laughlin
I thought of myself as hanging in the store, a mote imprisoned by a
shaft of sunlight. - Maya Angelou
Hey Bees. Bobo. - Bo
It's either my inner groin or my left ball, but whatever it is, it's painful!
-Bob
The Shak is back. - Mr. Sutton
Enjoy the wins and handle the losses. If you're relieved by the wins
and devastated by the losses, then you never have a good day.
- Darell Royal
I, David Marshak, leave the following: To Hugh, hony in Bob' car (wait...) and admission to a college without the initial ND. To Ellie, no more big-boob guys in
your life. Henry gets a fi t punch, ache t bump, another roommate to talk to in his sleep, and a carrot- anemia immunization hot. Ben Leroy get to put me at the
top of hi B-Lranking for saying nice thing about him. Emma, you get whatever you want, provided I'm willing to give it to you. To Andres, my ref whistle if you
need to borrow it. Andy Renner gets to outrnu cle everyone. Ike gets to stay cool. Au tin has the right to make fun of Jenni some more. To John Li, an
underclassman to take over occer tats duty. Gray on gets a megaphone. Terence remains a funny guy and a studly goalie. AI gets to hit more clutch basketball shots
and win tate golf in a couple of years. Socie, you get Football Club; hopefully the University will stop destroying our fields. To Ravi, a Brazilian soccer contract to
go along with that cool yellow jer ey. Gerry gets advice whenever he needs it. To my teachers, many thanks for sharing your knowledge. See ya.
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Ellen Martinsek
Orl ando! - me and Hannah B.
It's a little more prosaic than that--you can see it even when
you're sober- Ray
I am an amoeba; I am gray, I am jellylike, I am oozing. - Mr. Stone
Uh-oh , I grew a delta. - Dan Atherton
Despite these seductive vertical strands, the electric field is
horizontal - Ray
This will blow you r mind. - Mrs. Jockusch, when x is a constant
EST-CE QUE CAVA! - Les Breuvachons
Only the ephemeral is of lasting value . - lonesco
If a star were confined into a tomb,/ Her flames captive must needs
bum there;/ But when the hand that locked her up gives room,/ She'll
shine through all the sphere. - Peace, Henry Vaughan
On ne voit bien qu'avec le coeur.. . l'essentiel est invisible pour
les yeux. - Le Petit Prince , Antoine de Saint-Exupery
I have competed well ; I have finished the race; I have kept the
faith . - Saint Pau l

I, Ellen Martinsek, do bequeath the following randomne to variou people in no particular order Ro e, my cheerful friend, receive a unny smile. Sarah Ackley
get crane folding. Hedin get physic lectures. Stephen, a flock of pig . Drew, whistling power. Brad Goeme, a joyful hug. Hannah Burge s, you get early
mornings, block starts, the spikes I never got, and, of cour e, Orlando. Colombo, you get a family-pack of razorblade (be careful!) and comments during bio
videos. Natalie, I leave you a wave in the hallway and bio fun. David (my brother), you get Uni. Mr B. get French trip memorie , cheery smile , and the cute little
muskrat. Ray, you recieve my total randomness, my bur ts of udden understanding, my non en ical explanations that I under tand, and the knowledge that I'm the
oddest per on you'll ever meet, so you're afe now. To Doug I leave my perpetuallightheartedne sand many thanks for making track the highlight of my life every
season. M . Laughlin, I leave to you my vivacious laughter, my ab olute re pect for you, and impromptu poetry. ToM . Jocku hI leave two year of calculu ,
another per on to sit in the front row, and more chalkboard space. I love all you wonderful people!

Hannah Linnea Murphy McConnaughay
Spaz, Bana, Nose, T-Butt, Kate, Tool
Act happy, feel happy, be happy, without a reason in the world.
Then you can love and do what you will. - Millman
You suck! lloove you ... - me and Kate (BFF)
A cubicle - Bo, on his future aspirations
Roll out - Lawrence
You are not superior just because you see the world in an odious
light - de Chateaubriand
The most wasted of all days is one without laughter- e.e. cummings
What the balls? - Laura/Bayzar
I don't have any stories!! - Bo, Lo-Lo, Matt, Scott
Sa-dum, ba-dum. - Hugh, "groping"
Do you ever run out of energy?! - everyone
If you remove the yoke from among you , the pointing of the finger,
the speaking of evil, if you offer food to the hungry and satisfy the
needs of the afflicted, then your light shall rise in the darkness and
your gloom be like noonday- Isaiah 58:10
All I've got are these two hands to make myself a better (wo)man
- Good Charlotte
I, Hannah, of hyperactive theatric mind and equally energetical purple-legged body, leave; to Sasha- lovely elbows/knee , a paper of pin (that is how our love
begins), and that thing that birds invented (KISSING!). BBNal get a wonderful boy, stud prod, love, and winter formal!! All the Thespians get more money,
more boy , and a rousing production of Starmites. Moccas(sin)s get thongs, hisssss, and a punctual Eric. May gets a bite (grr), Patricia gets backstrokah love,
Rose gets the sweet award, and Aly a gets fun talks:). Hugh(bert) get less crack and omeone el e to scare(and grope!). Max ... you re just funny. Henry get
the BEST MOM EVER, story-telling abilities, and an understanding girl. AI gets the Beach Boys, and Henry gets a kick in hi big egos (kidding! ) Emily K.
gets four more years here and my pseudo-sister protection. Ms. Ridenour gets cool button and a The pian pre ident who' quieter than me. Mr. Sutton has
3 super sons (well, 2 at least:)) but al o gets Junior 8th hour forever and a huge thank you. Mr . Laughlin and Mr. Stone al o get that thank you, along with the
other great people who make thi place so fun and wonderful. Everybody gets much love, and now.. . I'm out yo!
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Robert Andrew Monahan
Bob
In hell , the people have chopsticks, but they are three feet
long so that they cannot reach their mouths. In heaven, the
chopsticks are the same length, but in heaven the people
feed one another - Vietnamese Proverb
Your only in high school once - Barb
This ain't Chicago Mofo!- Mad Guy in truck in Michigan
Its getting fat in here - Joe
Bob, somedays you make me want to cry- Mr. Stone
For it is in giving that we receive; It is in pardoning that we are
pardoned; And it is in dying that we reborn to eternal life
- St. Francis of Assisi

I, Bob Monahan, being of ound mind and lengthy body, do leave the following : To next years subbies, someone else to do your fricken election. JP get an approved
club. To Emma, one last "MARSHAK!" Hugh, I leave you a car you can drive yourself in, legacy as the la t of the Mohican , and a kick to the crotch. Anita gets a full
Vu-gil translation. Drew gets a whole lot ofT-Power. Gray on, an orange cone. Rose gets a star role at a Uni play. John Li, an even deeper voice to yell with. Pamela,
a "Pammy" in the hall and a thank from tudco. To Katy Kate, chariot races and experience on sub buds. Val gets a bad big show kit idea, Big Show, an audition
form, and someone to really freak you out. "Mom, I hate you! " Eli gets to carry on the fine Arcola Redneck tradition. Kimmy, you get my baby, the stereo. Take good
care of it will you ? Elaine and Catherine, a time when I can tell you apart. Sapp gets a big ' SAPP!" Steviekins, I leave orange oda and a thanks from studco. Herr
Wan "Oh my Leben." Ms. Laughlin and Magistra my thanks and admiration. M . Bant, a huge thanks and Murphy, someone else to pick on. Ellen gets Dixie Creams.
Barb, thanks, I couldn 't have done it without you . Thanks to everyone el e. Take care and God Ble s.

Daniel Moser
Moser
Sometimes you wake up, sometimes the fall kills you, and sometimes when you fall, you fly.- Neil Gaiman
Everything changes but nothing is truly lost - Neil Gaiman
If you can't learn to do something well , learn to enjoy doing it poorly
- Despair.com
I suppose if we couldn't laugh at things that don't make sense, we
couldn't react to a lot of life - Hobbes
It's not denial. I'm just very selective about the reality I accept - Calvin
I like whoever you're pretending to be - Sara
But you know what? Who cares!?- Ray
You've got to stop sniffing glue in class- Mr. Sutton
But it's ok, we're in America now, we can ALL drink the water
- Mrs. Plisch
I'm not racist, I just think some races are naturally superior to others
-Tobin
But from here, I can pretend ... I can pretend that things last. I can
pretend that lives last longer than moments. - Neil Gaiman

I, Daniel Mo er, hereby leave the following. To Shang, some common sense, a clue, and a somewhat normal life. To Colombo, a little piece of halifax,
and a few well timed "shut-up tobin 's." To Victor, a little coordination and some decent comebacks. To Emilia, a hassel-free bus ride home for a change.
To Mr. Sutton, a clas free of me and Scott' di ruptions. To Mr. B, lots of thanks, I'll never look at history the same way again. To Ray, a hair cut, a
middle name, and a functioning phy ic Jab. To Mrs. Plisch, my apologies and some student who don't think they know everything. To Hedin, an
infinite supply of di gu sting breakfa t and Pep is right before PE. And to Mr. Stone some bio field trips free of tornadoes and as much cheap food a
you can get. To everyone el e, good luck, relax, and take it ea y.
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Muneaki Nakamura
Muni, Muni, Asian Jesus
Education never ends, Watson . It is a series of lessons, with the
greatest for the last. - Sherlock Holmes
We're his biggest fans. - Ellen
That was a squeak. THIS is burning rubber.- Scott
Since when?? - Yi Ding
You know, I'm probably the only one egotistical enough to quote
myself - Muneaki
It's a spoon . A SPOON !
-Jake, waving around an indeterminate object in his hand
Hey, could I have your pants?- Tobin

I, Muneaki Nakamura, being of o tensible mind and body do bequeath the following : to Zuke, a new cour e: Chemi try ElF; to Alii on, a thirtieth degree
black belt, dominion over the kohai , and a two-year upply of Advil to deal with them; to the remainder of that cia , a thank for putting up with me; to
Greg, ten more tons of ownage at music theory and first chair at state; to Drew, a new Speedo and orne hair dye; to the Gab-mei ter, a daily scare from
Mr. Murphy on my part; to the soccer yokels in eighth period, someone else to lap and twenty more pou nds by the time you graduate; to my teachers, no
more trouble on my part and a warning that two siblings are fo llowing in my footstep ; and to the people I didn ' t mention, you were probably ju t too hort
for me to see. Either that or the purple elephant have truck again.

Anthony Philipp
Scott

-

.
~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_,J
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Suraiya Rashid
Siah, Sai-Sai, Princess
A girl's not what she wears, But what she knows- India Arie
I was never satisfied with casual encounters, I can't hide/ my
need/ for two hearts to bleed/ With burning love/ that's the way its
GOT to be - Madonna
I'll have a milkshake, shaken not stirred. - Me and Jucie
I want a boy! - Roxanne , Leslie, Me, and many more
There's an answer to every problem -Anonymous
Do unto others as you'd have them do to you -Unknown
BF- Girls Soccer
Honk, Honk, Honk- Girls XC
They are the ones who examine all words , then follow the best.
These are the ones whom GOD has guided; these are the ones
who possess intelligence. -The Holy Quran 39:18.

I Suraiya Rashid, with adorably innocent mind, do bequeath the following: To all the people whom I was ever a Subbie Buddy, an apology fo r having more fun than
you in all our activitie . To Cordelia and the Freshmen in Amne ty, a lock in and a strong membership for ever more. To my fellow gimp, Alyssa, and all of Uni High
Swim Team, seasons just like always but without injuries, and thank you. Soccer girls get a hearty BF for every game next season. The XC team have my eternal
jealousy, my eternal wi hes of succe s, happines and a honk. Emily gets kind knees, Hannah a poke in the back and all the happiness of injury-free running. Meera
gets the bottie Austin Kimble, Katerina gets a good 20 pounds so she can be normal weight, Teresa gets an adventure visit of the cows in South Farms, Mukta gets
a mirror to let her see that her outside beauty is worthy of a Ms. America Title, although entirely eclipsed by her inner beauty (girls, remember, this is what counts).
· e e s a ood secret budd . Catherine et confu ed with her twin. To all m wonderful teachers a thank ou times ten. Salams/Peace.

Rachel Sandretto

Fork-Wielding, Bunny-Slipper-Wearing,
Chicken- Worshipping, Homicidal Maniac; DM of the Universe

They can call me crazy if I fall/
All the chance that I need/
Is one-in-a-million/
And they can call me brilliant/
If I succeed.
-Ani DiFranco

-

~~

~ I, Rachel Sandretto, being of neuroses-ridden mind and straight jacketed body, was unable to prevent the burly men in the IRS Jackets from taking the following stuff and

selling it to the following people: to Mr. Stone, a state-of-the-art lab, transects that stay up for more than one year, and a live trilobyte. (I'm still looking!) To Mr. Russell,
capes and uniforms and a bug every morning. To Ms. Prats, translations of all of my bizarre questions for next year's students; "Un grupo de ovejas desnudas." To Sarah,
rant se ion by telephone, 1,000 Star Trek episodes, and paddling about in the pool. Star Trek Club gets a new dictator, microwave popcorn, and movies. Sarah, Emily,
and Ellen get the glorious tradition of female Trekkies. Ellen also gets home-baked cookies and photographed teeth. Emily gets random cackling and snatched Star Trek:
conversation in phy ic . Ro e get my stellar quiz taking techniques, (say it with me: "eenie, meenie, miney . . .") and a pillow to sleep on for all her frees. Hannah gets
• maniacal laughter-lots of it. Jack gets the crazed glint in my eye. The school gets a flock of chickens, just to keep things crazy.

-
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Kelly Schwenk
kel (-vel/dog/vis), David, Zoo
When I meet guys called Lawrence I think, "wut kind of name is thaf'
then I forget I'm called Lawrence. - Lawrence
I feel like a giant spoiled dog! ... Isn't that good enough for you?
-Marteen
She finds out, she makes fun of me! I get dissed by my mother!!!
-Hugh
Uhh sorry, my knees are too big. - Flynn
Life's as extreme as you wanna make it!!! - SBSP
Binge drinking's OK, as long as it's in moderation. - Daddy
She doesn't know anything about Star Trek. - Dustin
What was that noise? The rrrrodents! lfs a pity your sister couldn't be
here. Nnyyesss!! -Best Wishbone scene
The day I get tired of this is the day I die- Alex (of theatre)
I don't wanna break your fine face, I can't take the way you wanna
wrap me up inside your smile- Weezer
Rest sweet my angel - Lawrence

I, Kelly, leave these items wnove: Pleck- Shakira. Eli-CMEOS, engri h t- hirts ear-action. Anita- conte t-winning M&M. Max- Mr. Schwenk-Schnuer a hoehom, more
reliable pants! Amirah- shirtle roller washing, a new lunchbox, hug! Stolarski-ez-mac. Marteen! -Mascara, an unholy pillow .. . I n't that good enough for you?;).
Bareri- Hi Val! LOVE ACTION! 2 tickets 2 Japan, a fabulous Sr. year, our club. Brad- even sexier arm (if pos ible), addiction to plays. Hugh- ability to keep a traight
face when stealing show , flirty eye ge tures. Alisa- sweet dream .. .Green- Allen-a-DALE. Ma' ayan-custody of our babie . Ro e- a rose that's beautiful like you. Stevengreat role , a high 5. Henry- an apology for everything. Sam Klein- an award for coolest dancer. Sasha- my elbows&k:nee , elevator rides (w/o interference) Intimate
Rent-a-Mate, kissin ' strawberries, 5th hr. ecret missions, unlimited access to the Ru sian room, a role in dirty dancing, ca t partie that come clo e to the Matchmaker' ,
someone else to do your eyeliner, m odents, a girl who won' t lo e the rings you give her, immunity to all bad thing , thanks 4 everything, all my love! Here Uni I pas you
e to a child. I can no more with ou. Do what ou will.

As rna N afisah Shahnaz Sheikh
fisah, fish

Always Dream - Kristi Yamaguchi
Figure Skating is life...the rest is just details- T-shirt saying
Everyone converted me into a Z-boy - Lawrence
Hope sees the invisible, feels the intangible and achieves the imposible
-Unknown
Whatever doesn't kill you will only make you stronger - Unknown
Do not go where the path may lead, go instead where there is no path and
leave a trail - Unknown
Don't talk to people in elevators. You think they're nice, and then one day
they come to your apartment and kill you. - Dad
When you wish upon a star/Makes no difference who you are/Anything
your heart desires will come to you - Pinocchio
If you believe in yourself enough/And you know what you want/You're
gonna make it happen/Make it happen - Mariah Carey
Don't cry because it's over, smile because it happened - Unknown

I, Nafisah Sheikh, being of sound mind and skating body, leave the following thing to the following people: Alisa gets a trip to the speech contest and more Buffy discu ions;
Roveiza gets a vending machine he can break into, the real lyrics to Kabutar Ja, a plate of burned brownies, and long walks around Orchard Downs; Nuole gets a basketball game
that ends before "dark", ''I hate..." conversations, and everything Michelle Kwan; Jeff gets Mark, a mind debate, and a monkey trap; Ravi gets that pumpkin from Curtis Orchard,
and picture at Carle Park; Andres gets a flea; Julie gets something creative; Michael Green gets a recipe; Terrence gets a mile and omeone else to call lady; Ellie gets a dress
with a functional zipper, a guy with good cologne, and a hug for being so sweet; Mukta gets awesome charades at Indian parties, the be t Kemps signal , a phone/email discus ion,
and the man of her dreams; Caterina and Elaine get 8th hour card games; Annie gets my amazement for being uch a talented skater; and everyone else gets a mile and a
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David Pence Slichter
Slic, Stickler

Gahs, tuhday, we're goin' to Urbana. - Dug
HEY, WHO'S STANDING ON MY D***?!?- Ben at Sectionals
Dude, it was SO hardcore!! It was outrageous.- Guy
Is this a great country, or what? - Mr. Sutton
It better be fast, 'cause it's gonna be ugly.
- Doug to me on my first day of track
We need a gender-neutral model here. Sounds like you, Slichter. - Ray
Number 12, by the way, is a superb problem. - Ray
Shiver me timbers - Ray
1-2-3-4, who do we appreciate? - Lawrence
Some people run to see who's faster. I run to see who has more guts.
- Steve Prefontaine
Every new beginning comes from some other beginning's end.
- Semisonic
You can always come back, but you can't come back all the way.
-Bob Dylan

I, David Slichter, being of dorky mind and runner's body, do hereby dole out the following: XC gets State, Perkins, and a hummed rendition of Dixieland,
Track get F.N.T. Zukes runs 16:19 and no fa ter. Marky Mark gets a hug. Tianyu gets normal leg hair patterns. DRew makes State by 3 seconds. Green
gets a "sweet, dude' and the insane psychics of the Socialist Republic of America. Barr gets benched . Socilicious and Fine Colombian get someone else
to play Euchre with them. Obviously, Meg and Laura F. get to read my yearbook. Skye develops a dirty mind. Kangway gets lats the size of third world
countries and a deadly forehand. Hugh gets an Irish jig and sings even louder in chorus and mads. Stephen Bruce never again has to turn any cello music.
Doogles gets lots of trip to Peoria and Charle ton. Thanks also to CB, J"R"C, EJ, RL, RM, DS , BS , and all the other great people at Uni. I'll miss you.

Nicholas Andrew Smith
Ogem Pinafore Quatrain Henry Goat XVIII,
ge-donk-a-donk-dOn 'ckZ, Princess
The nationalist not only does not disapprove of atrocities committed by
his own side, but he has a remarkable capacity for not even hearing about
them - George Orwell
Dude, can I be a f***ing b****?- Ragged Matt
Never think that war, no matter how necessary, nor how justified, is not
a crime. - Emest Hemingway
Gator boots, with the pimped out Gucci suits/ Ain't got no job, but I
stay shined - Big Tymers
We're here to worship, not to f*** around - Uncle Billy
It's kinda funny, when it rains it pours/ We got money for wars but can't
feed the poor - 2Pac
True terror is to wake up one morning and discover that your high school
class is running the country. - Kurt Vonnegut
This is just like the Hanukkah miracle - Weissman
The 1st Amendment had been revoked - *******-******
And truth goes marching on ...

I~ese,

being of hard par ley and spongy parsley hereby leave the following par leys to those: Molly gets first shower, the phone and the internet, all the Renners, andmy brotherly love. Anirudh gets enough ice to keep welling down and jumbo peach snow; Gerry gets tho-tho-tho-tho-thongz and finance committee; Dr. Ores gets a
scalpel and a big elephant; Terence get b-4-5 and all the ho tages; Umair gets lushies and fermented pig juice. The dC as a whole gets gator boots, new Gucci suits, and
b-4-3. Ike gets a medallion that causes females to avert their gaze. Sfeng hall receive bountiful harvests. Henry gets aniruuuuuudh, something less annoying to say, and
a clean trumpet. The Renners get head-butts, as do DJ dan jacobs and ben sims. Ben Lewah and Hugh Jehorse get Go Down Moses (with funk) and raucousness at
volleyball games. Hannah K. gets a floppy ear, 10 dollars and a sobe to give to devin . Big Ups to Lisa, Robin, Sam, Ellen, and Uncle Billy Bear. Eric Barr gets his own
'
palace and a harem. Everyone el e actually gets the chance to learn by doing, and the rights afforded them by the glorious fust amendment.
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Sara Smith

Sadie, Tusk

SHHH, I may be sick or seriously injured.
DONTTELLANYONE!- Tera
Any friend of the earth is no friend of mine - Sarah W.
He's always been lacking in moral fibre. He knows a lot about Sean
Connery. That's hardly a substitute.- Trainspotting
I'm not really interested in things like prestige or academic excellence, so
much as I am in hot Iatino males. - Leslie
So, basically, I had to lie all the time. It was really irritating.- Lucie
What was that noise?! r-r-r-rrodents. It is a pity your sister could not join
us ... NNNNYES. - Wishbone
Blackbird singing in the dead of night/Take these broken wings and leam to
fly/ All your life, you were only waiting for this moment to arise. -The Bea~es
Summertime ard the IMn's easy!bradleys on the microphone with RAS
M.G ....Oh take this veil from off my eyes/ A buming sun will one day rise-Sublirre
If you don't expect too much from me you might not be let down, cause
alii really want's to be with you, feel like I matter too. Tomorrow we can
just drive around this town - "Hey Jealousy", Gin Blossoms
What I really wanna know (my baby)/What I really wanna say, is there's
just one way back/And I'll make it/My soul will have to wait- Sublime
I, Sara Smith, leave the following pre ents: Ma'ayan, I leave you naughty underwear, a miserable homecoming, and omeone who actually de erve you.
Sa ha baby brother, you get milk and cookie in the park, Transylvanian pride, Chi-Chi, her manly curves, and my love. Max gets a girlfriend, a real one, not
just someone he talks and a hot knit ski cap from abercrombie, you know you think they' re hot. Eli Otto Shank/Shenk gets four bubble foam barbies, in every
ethnicity, omething funny in "here"( dumb@ ). Andres and Gerry get my little brother' girlfriend to play age of king with. Traci and me will find better
thing to do. Jackie P. get Matthew McConaughey. Alisa Modica, you get dirty talk and dark boys. Katerina get a metal detector for beache in Greece, a
promised, Cruel Intention , nutella and 6th grade. Caterina gets extra stats time, caui e I know that what she wants. Dan Hedin gets not a cyber nanny, a
REAL nanny. Henry gets hi amazing sixpack, and feelin 's. Pamela gets an evil ister, and Triet gets Le li e, but has to be a Mexican. Cordelia, bless you my
darling. Brad is left with only my alarm, and how much I like him. My German ubbie get quietne , and Little Ito get ALL the ladie .

Sangita Sudharshan
G; G-ronimo, Gitasan

To play the game is great...To win the game is greater... But to
love the game is the greatest of all
- Plaque in the Philadelphia Palaestra
Let's go 'G' , let's play some ·o·.- Amanda Smeltzer
Go Little People!- Molly, Kelly, V, and Me
I hafta kill it. Cuz when you love something, you just hafta kill it.
- Ray G. Carrubba
What are we? MOBILE, AGILE, HOSTILE. What is pain?
FRESH BREAD. Will we ever quit? NO, WE WANT SUM MO',
WE WANT SUM MO', WE WANT SUM MO, FOO!! - JV bball
sophomore year before every game
Feel the rhythm, Feel the rhyme , Get on up, It's bobsled time.
COOL RUNNINGS!! - Sanka, Cool Runnings

I, Sangita Sudharshan , being of sporty mind and body, leave the following thing to the e people: Natalie and Molly-an awe orne ba ketball team to lead.
Take good care of it. Natalie- a spectacular last season, complete with at lea t one dunk. UHGB- complete domination. Mukta, Caterina, and Teresa-take
UHGS to the next level. Mukta gets to be the senior member of the RMIB and get a big hug. Caterina -drive from occer practice without the radio on.
Meera- a map of her sleeping bag so she won't get lost in it again. Anita gets to show everyone what she really i (meow). My pal Shuchi- monkey , ew
Mexico (with a drought), and everything he could ever want. Maggie, Zoe, and Hannah get to crack everyone up with their awe orne crazine ! Maggie get
to throw her brother out the window in my presence. Atul- a promotion in the RMIB . My awesome fa mily- a qui et house and lots of hu gs. You're the bet
Merf- more hot pink nail s and empty tissue boxe , awesome fut ure ba ketball team , and many, many thank . To all my teachers and coache pa t an
re ent, I leave you thanks and my admiration. Everyone else, thank you for making these five year at Uni o great. It' been fun.

Frances Sun
Francie(kins), Thingamabob(ish), (San)
Francisco, Frances the Librarian
When I say car, I do NOT mean run in front of it! - Rivkah
Frances, PUT YOUR CLOTHES ON! -The Swim Team
An intellectual snob is someone who can listen to the William Tell
Overture and not think of the Lone Ranger. - Dan Rather
Did I just flash myself? - Magistra Newman
Frances, you actually look nice today. - Slichter
I li ke how you 're on my bed , that's okay, you can stay there if
you want. - Me to Jake
You can complain because roses have thorns, or you can rejoice
because thorns have roses. - ZIGGY
The harder you fall , the higher you bounce-unknown
A woman is like a tea bag, you never know how strong she is until
she gets in hot water. - Nancy Reagan
It's easy to play any musical instrument: all you have to do is touch
the right key at the right time and the instrument will play itself. - Bach
Without music, life would be a mistake.- Nietzsche
I, France Sun of hort tature, do leave the following item . Stephen Buzard, you get estrogen o that you keep your lovely oprano voice. Swim Team, you get
a locker-room production of The Little Mermaid. Stevie, you get the power to help you quit, lip gloss that i . Emily Sha, you get a lifetime"s supply of face wash.
Martin, you get an unholy pillow, lots of machine , inc luding a flying machine, and a dove that looks like a chicken. Pamela, you get a vacation in your country
of origin (Mexico) if and only ifl get your brother. Vincent, you get a keg of root beer all to your elf. Drew, you get your own per onal lave to put away choral
folder for you. Hugh, you get anything you want a long as you give me Joe"s phone number. Green, you get ole pos ession of the phrase, "wait, what? Greg,
you get orne a pirin for your oon-to-be-arthritic fmger , and a black shirt and jeans to wear whenever you feel like it. Murphy, you get a summer home in
Antarctica o that you save money on air conditioning, and an orchestra and choru where everyone sits up straight. The male teacher all get wigs. To everyone,
thanks for making my experience at Uni what it was; every ingle one of you made a difference.

Matt Sutton
Phatty Matty, Raggedy, lamppos~ the little prince
God Bless America!
It must run in the family. - Henry
Yo, theres some weird f***** here. - Derek
SHES ETHNIC!!!! !!!! - Doug
No, the real question is, why the F*** do we bring your B**** A**
anywhere? - Nick
What's your sport,son? - Bill Self to me when inquiring about a full ride
Mr. Sutton , will you kindly ask a certain member of this class in
the back row to please SHUT UP? - Sarah Klein
You showed me how to love my God/you taught me that not
everyone knows the truth.- GC
You cant control how fast you are, how high you can jump or
how strong you are, but you can decide whether to be an a-hole
or not. - Slichter
Henry, like it when you call me Bill, but I love it when you call me Big
Poppa- Dad
Love as I have loved.- Jesus
I, Matt Sutton, you know how it goes: Henry (robot #2) gets a free slushie, Natalie Portman and weight room bike rides, another word besides "ill" a new
basketball attitude, storytelling ability, and a whole lot of fun memories. AI and Andy get the sports teams to resurrect, and more "packs" and "kindas" along
with other fun camp tories. Molly Smith gets domination of the new conference, Uncle Bill for a teacher and two more good years. Mark Y-W get Punkk
Rokk Kklub, Avril Lavigne, and another raw yearbook photo. Sim y gets my exquisite taste in music and mad hops. Socie gets a near fist touch in phy ic , a
ki from Emily Climer, and Max Rich. Ben LeRoy gets Coach Church as a best friend and more weird cds. Stolarsky gets omebody el e besides Leslie to
cream at him in art clas . M Guthrie get more awe orne torie , my Dad get everything cuz he deserves it all, Ike and DJ Dan get shout-out and Ike get
a small wang. Runelle gets a kleenex box used only by tudent , Bee get a winning sea on ometime in the next three year along with a 4th stud, and you ,
Luca Ecker, get the world.

Madeline Elizabeth Sylvia
Maddie, Maudlin, Kororin
Nothing takes the taste out of peanut butter quite like unrequited
love.- Charlie Brown
You know, people say high school is preparation for life, but I really think
it's worse. - Mom
There is no 'nevermind' in the game of life! - Erin
On the path to happiness, I think I'm moon-walking. - V
Don't get you knickers in a knot. Nothing is solved, and it just makes you
walk funny.- Kathryn Carpenter

~~-I, Madeline Sylvia, leave this stuff to these people. To Molly I leave a thank you (again) for being

~

-

uch a good ecret buddy, WIXY, a big hug, and a real
kiss. Maggie get ringworm and a toothbrush. To Sarah LeRoy I leave a high five, and a thank you for alway working hard and being really cool. To UHVB
I leave lots of love, a winning eason, and many more Illini women's games. To AI I leave the knowledge that you're cute, but a chicken. Annie get perfect
passes, a thousand kills, and a big smile. Thanks to Lisa for ~eeping u all sane. Su an get a break from people bothering her in the office, 80's hair, and
a big thank you. Betsy gets a thank you for saving my butt so many times. To all my teacher I leave my thanks and appreciation. To anyone I've forgotten,
I leave an apology, and to everybody, have fun!

_j

Leslie NoelleVan Buren
dj scurvy, joanie (loves chachi)
i'm glad that i found somebody who i can rely on- jamiroquai
everything counts in large amounts- depeche mode
the dj's playing the same song/ i have so much to do/ i have to carry on
-sade
i get a crazy feeling/ which paces in my head/ it's nothing that
you do to mel it's nothing that you said! -culture club
i climbed your arms/ you pulled away/ new cavity moved into
my heart today - deftones
oily: hey chester, what's your least favorite emotion?
chester: he he ... itchy ... - sifl & oily show
i've seen what i was and i know what i'll be/ i've seen it all;
there is no more to see/ i've seen it all; i've seen the dark/ i've
seen the brightness in one little spark/ i've seen what i chose
and i've seen what i need/ and that is enough; to want more
would be greed. - bjork & thorn yorke

i, leslie noelle van buren, being of wavering mind and ever-changing body, hereby bequeath the following unto the following. people. TRIET- my weetest meat, gets to Jeep
easy knowing i'm long gone. hedin, aka dan/vincent, gets full custody of allll chill-dren and a rockin church group. anita gets everything he ever wanted (and subsequently
deserves.) andy seth and there t of that stupid dirrty crew, some serious counseling. dan pleck- continued electronic muzak appreciation. mark y-w gets orne inappropriate
name-calling. dasha gets a new ocial ad class full of people almo t as good as we were. david boyle- a free window lab computer ince you seemed SO sad that day. roveizathe fondest SFAC memories phy ically po ible. martin geiger, you fiend you- all the ladayz you could comprehend imultaneously. to jonathan kuck- KEIN ENGLISCH!
robocop, aka ro-behrt croisant, a nametag tattoo. to chandra- my ilent admiration. tolarsky, the renewed knowledge that i am only 9 DAYS older than you, an excruciatingly
loud power tool, and a go-go-joseph. katerina mother-truckin polychronopoulos, may you forever be a year ahead in math. to everyone else who i may or may not have
known, have a depeche mode ong and a wide eye.

Sarah Walczewski
Zews
Somewhere, deep down , there is a part of me that never gets out
of bed in the morning. - Maddie
That which does not kill me postpones the inevitable.- Website
And for dessert, you can have coffee, tea , or me.
- Foppish waiter at The Great lmpasta
Hold on to sixteen as long as you can , changes come around real
soon make us women and men . - John Cougar Mellencamp
Just because you're not perfect doesn't mean you're not perfectly
okay.- Tera

I, Sarah, give things to people, Volleyball girl get a bright future. Maggie gets to become a way better setter than me, Sarah gets thanks for saving my butt
near the end of the eason. Molly i far cooler than I will ever be, and Zoe i really cute. Colleen and Susan get thanks for making my senior volleyball
ea on the best one. Alisa, thanks for being good at Japane e and having the sack to talk to our ho t brother. The girls occer team has been fun, I'll rnis it.
And thank to Bet y and her leg for aving me time and time again. Sara gets a boy who actually plays a boy in her play.

Jonathan Weissman
Suleiman, boat?
Immanuel Kant was a real piss ant, who was very rarely stable.
Heidegger, Heidegger was a boozy beggar, who could think you
under the table. And Rene Descartes was a drunken fart: 1drink,
therefore I am." - Monty Python
Confront the spectacle with its own irrelevance - P_I
McFiurrys be tha macdaddiest, pimpin•est liquid in a cup this
side of Abe Vigoda•s urine - donred
There is no hunting like the hunting of a man , and those who
have hunted armed men long enough and liked it, never care for
anything else thereafter. - Ernest Hemingway
Moles and trolls , work, work, work, work, work. We never see
the light of day. We plan this thing for weeks and all they want to
do is study. I'm disgusted. 1•m sorry but it's not like me, I'm
depressed. There was what, no one at the mutant hamster races
and we had one entry into the Madame Curie look-alike contest
and he was disqualified later. Why do I bother?
- Chris Knight, Real Genius
Moose ... lndianll - Thoreau •s last words
11
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I, Jon Wei sman, being of 1337 mind and ninjish body, do hereby bequeath the following j unk: To iCe deezy, a full time job at Evo, and every frivolity that
would accompany such a position. The dC get all my women. Henry gets his ego stroked by being in another will. 51=31\161 6375 *nlX #4XOI211\151<1112
41\11) IV141\I'/ 4 81_11VII*312 (1201*. S&E Club finally gets something done. Umair gets Kashmir. I hope everyone gets the guts to fight the administration and
break rule .

Sebastian Wraight
Baz, SeaBass
BOY I SURE LIKE MEN !!! - Hedin
Ah yes ... you see , we're here to replace all the misguided notions
you learned in Chemistry - Ray
You see , Baz, one day when you grow up you'll real ize how many
mistakes you 've made in life. - Dad
Something Obvious - Paul
DAMNIT! CRAP! JERK! SCREW YOU! - Lawrence
Is there any brave sole here who has not yet dabbled in the
wretched world of calculus? ... ! see ... l HATE YOU ! - Ray
We don't need no education. We don't need no thought control. No
dark sarcasm in the class room. Teacher, leave those kids alone!
All in all, you 're just another brick in the wall. - Pink Floyd
Dude, Sebastian , I HAVE TACT! Wait, what is tact? - Henry

I, Seba tian Wraight, being of mind and not o ound body, do bequeath, the following thing to the following people: to Sa ha I leave a large bottle of Axe; to
Mrs.Jockusch I leave the knowledge that sarcasm does NOT belong in the cia room ; to Ray I leave orne peace of mind and something thrown out the window;
to the PE department I also leave some peace of mind, and hopefull y some maturity as well ; to Robert I leave the fa te t suicide time ever; to Mr.B I leave a tone
goo e; and finally to Henry-1 leave you the school, my friend. Don ' t take any crap, and get out as fast a you can. K. Peace all, I'm out.

Constantine Yannelis
Costi, Coast of Kosovo
Nonsense! They couldn't hit an elephant at that dist
- Final words of Major General John Sedgwick
If you want to be happy, be.- Leo Tolstoy
Don't regard what anyone says of you, for this, after all, is no concem of
yours. - Epictetus
Seize the end and you will hold the middle. - Greek saying
Unjust it is to ask the world to be just. Blame her not; she was never made
for justice. - Badr al-Oin Hassan
And, seeing that everything eventually disappears, sorrow will certainly not
be the exception to this rule. - Naguib Mahfouz
Clothes make the man. Naked people have a little or no influence on
society.- Mark Twain
Before all else, be armed. - Niccolo Machiavelli
I mean, there needs to be a wholesale effort against racial profiling, that is
illiterate children. - George W. Bush (if anyone knows what the hell our
President is talking about, email me)
It is totally unacceptable in Cambodia that a wife should kill her husband
by smashing his genitals. - Cambodian Judge
All mankind is the natural inheritor of the Earth and all its fr uits. The principle of ownership lies at the bottom of the unjust inequality between the
proletariat and the bourgeoisie that pervade our society. All pre ent form of ow ner hip are based on either force or fra ud, and thus invalid . Th us all
forms of inheritance, including all the wills in thi s yearbook, are null and void.
Let the ruling clas es tremble at a revolution. We have nothing to lose but our chai n . We have a world to win .

Veronica Zych
V, V-ran, Zych, Ronnie

Life is not tried/ it is merely survived/ if you're standing outside the fire
-Garth Brooks, "Standing Outside the Fire"
you have to laugh at yourself, because you'd cry your eyes out if you
didn't - indigo girls
if you're not trying to make something better/ than as far as i can tell you are just
in the wat- ani difranco, 'Wlat if no one's watching''
obstacles don't have to stop you. if you run into a wall, don't tum around and give
up. figure out how to dimb it, go through it, or work around it - michael jordan
don't waste your time thinking about who you ought to be, just be content
with who you're becoming - anonymous
i'll show you yours if show me mine ... aw sh*t- helen
CH CH-what's missing? UR!!- traci and i
she does best who can feed herself - polish proverb
oh, totally. trident is like a gift from the gods. - natalie marshall
wow it's two in the mawwnin if this was a rap video the girls would be
leaving in 4 hours - andrew
seriously guys ... you'd better believe us, 'cause i'm keeping my calender
open for super sex' - colleen
and omer is a tenth of an ephah - Exodus 16:36
there is no fear in love, but perfect love casts out fear, for fear has to do with
punishment, and whoever fears has not read1ed perfection in love -1 John 4:18
that said-with love, and a gentle kick in the butt, you're ok. - merf
i, the
tape,
a new
you sane
thanks
a great coach, the cow clu pres1dency (NOT
cow disease), a basketball player to misdiagnose (THREE times), a big hug, omeone to kick in
butt (and a punching
bag to beat up), and a high five whenever you need it thanks for pushing me o hard. oh yeah ...DAMN! sally-long talks in your office, a "hey sally, how's it goin?" with a
hug, thanks for putting up with me, a tudent you can't get rid of, i guess you get your dog back, weights, alJ the money i owe you, and a huge thank you. mr.susan- a
friendly"what' up", time with your wife, and someone ehe to laugh at And you get my cooties, s-dag ... you kick ass. lunch in the office, pepper, illinois volleyball, a club
for every problem we share, SUE, bad radio mu ic, and a fancy bus-all yours. molly...an insane amount of love, my thanks for being such a great friend, 1000 points, the PE
office, urnmer workouts, THE ball, boys open gym, loud country music, the knowledge that you are beautiful and that i will ALWAYS love you, and my best wishes.
basketball is yours, along with infinite hugs for the bad day , and anythingel e yout want.maggie and hannah-i' m not ure, buti like you. i guess maggie gets a smack in
forehead. al gets some re pect for women. henry gets something to help him with hi cock(y nature). Noah gets a u ed condom. UHGB-be dedicated for me, ok? treat
well, he deserves it. UHGS-re :pect your keeper. thanks to beez for brightening my bad days, giving me permi sion to kick henry in the balls and letting my will be way
long. thanks to teachers hi, sl, cb, and esp. uncle billy bear-you have been an amazing inspiration and I cannot thank you enough. see you at church.

2003 Yearbook Dedication
Mr. Bill Sutton
The Class of 2003 dedicates this yearbook to Mr. Bill Sutton.
He taught the class US History when we were juniors, and
also taught some of us as seniors in American History Seminar. Mr. Sutton's witty comments and offbeat stories made
us laugh all through class. He was more than a teacher to
us though; most of us were friendly with him even before
junior year. Not only has he been there for Matt, he's been
there for us all. Leading us on Habitat trips to Mississippi,
sponsoring Football Club, writing teacher recommendations
for EVERYONE, or just stopping in the hall for a nice conversation, Mr. Sutton was an important part of our everyday life.

We thank you for all you have done and
we will always remember you.
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Senior Ballots
Best Dressed: Suraiya and Ashwin
Oitest: l.aurnEckstein, Kelly Schwenk (tie), and Lawrerre

Craziest: Rivkah and Nick
Most Likely to be Jailed: Nicole and Scott
Most Original: Rivkah and Will
Nicest: Karen and Moser
Biggest Flirt: Hannah and Noah
Loudest: Maria and Nick
Most Athletic: Veronica and Matt
Best Couple: Sarah and Ashwin
Best Imaginary Couple: Bob and Varun
Dirtiest Mind: Frances and Costi
Funniest: Leslie and Tobin
Most Likely to Teach at Uni: Karen and Matt
Cheerleader Wannabe: Hannah and Bo
Best Smile: Maddy B and Lawrence
Most Likely To Be Miss(ter) America: Nicole and Bob
Biggest Pimp: Sara Smith and Paul
Shyest: Karen and Muni
Best Hair: Tera and Weissman
Most Likely to be Head of the Mafia: Leslie, Sara
Smith(tie), and Tobin
Most Artistic: Althea and Will
Teacher's Pet Emily and Noah
Teacher's Enemy: Frances and Baz
Best Dancer: Traci and Lawrence
Laziest: Tera and Scott
Most Sensitive: Suraiya and Jacob
Most Likely to Succeed: Melanie and Stichter
Nicest Ass: Roxanne and Weissman
Biggest Politican: Suraiya and Yi
Most Opinionated: Suraiya and Costi
Spaciest: Sarah Klein and Lawrence
Happiest: Erin L-K and Lawrence
Most Changed: Hannah and Ashwin
Most Likely To Rule The World: Anna and Kaplan
Best Car: Kelly and Scott
Biggest Showoff: Nicole and Noah
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(1-r, t-b): Give me aU ... Hannah and
Bo demonstrate their cheerleader
skills; Melanie and Slichter are
poised to succeed; Introducing Be t
Couple, uh we mean Best Imaginary
Couple; the real Best Couple (aren't
they cute); Karen and Muni come
out of their shells for a picture; Anna
and Kaplan are set to rule the world
(or Texas at least!); Maddy and
Lawrence flash their winning grins.

Anna Abrams becomes a healthy, functioning sports therapist who uses her vast knowledge of injury to
help others. Eugene Ashton-Gonzalez writes for Cat-Fancy magazine and owns 15 members of the feline
species. Erin Bazar win fir tin BMX at the X -games. Nicole Betenia becomes a high-society cardiovascular surgeon. Tobin Bettivia becomes the next Bobby Fisher. Maria Boca goes crazy when she gets
laryngitis for a week. Laura Book becomes the first violin in the New York Symphony Orchestra. Maddy
Brechin marries an ice hockey player with the last name "Superfme." Emily Bruce becomes a professor
of music theory. Melanie Carter debates her way to the Presidency. Kate Causeman wins gold in the
50M Free during the 2016 Olympics. Varon Chalivendra follows in the footsteps of his idol Derek
Zooklader and become a male model. Roxanne Chow fmally gets "the boy." Rivkah Cooke becomes the
next Broadway tar. Yi Ding is the next Chancellor of the U. S. Zach Dorman-Jones learns hexadecimal
coding and becomes the next Bill Gates. Laura Eckstein becomes a top-ranked civil engineer at a California fmn. Melinda Fricke marries Roger and becomes a music professor. Molly Goldwasser will still
know all the Duke b-ball players 20 years from now. Will Griscom lives in a commune and perfects his
Michaelangelo-ian skills. Lawrence Han's muscles freeze up in the permanent form of a smile. Jacob
Hertzog takes over Mr. Murphy's job at Uni. Karen Hughes founds and runs an entire museum devoted
solely to Jack Benny. Noah lsserman breaks the other side of his collarbone and can no longer wear tight
shirts. Andrew Ito runs a doughnut shop and is happy. Traci Ito is still the best dancer in the class. David
Kaplan works for Siebold and has a perfect view of Uni from his office window. Sarah Klein is a psychologist with a weekly newspaper column. Paul Kory is the next Bachelor. Ashwin Kumar is an engineer who really likes punk rock. Elise Lauterbur becomes head recorder player for Michael Flatley's Lord
of the Dance. Tera Levin writes and illu trates little kids' books. Bo Li is an engineer who works in a
cubicle and till wake up at 7 am for each fantasy baseball draft. Althea Loschky is an artist and Aikido
master. Erin Lynch-Klarup opens up a string of vegan cafes across the country. David Marshak is a
world-renowned biologist affectionately known as "Grampa." Ellen Martinsek marries a hot track coach
and works at a daycare center. Hannah McConnaughay is an anthropologist and part-time actress whose
speciality is talking really really fast. Bob Monahan becomes an architect, has 11 kids, and still gets stalked
by girls wherever he goes. Daniel Moser goes back to Spain and becomes a matador. Muni Nakamura
become a great public speaker and the CEO of his own computer company. Anthony Philipp gets arrested
A LOT and gets to know Tony Micele on a personal level. Suraiya Rashid fmds her perfect man and still
complains. Rachel Sandretto heads a national protest against deforestation while dressed as a Klingon.
Kelly Schwenk starts and runs her own nail design company. Nafisah Sheikh teaches six year- olds how
to ice skate. David Stichter runs back and forth across America to raise money for the Stichter wing at
Harvard's library. Nick Smith teaches kindergarten. Sara Smith still doesn't know what she's allergic to.
Sangita Sudharshan starts the women's Chicago Fire team. Frances Sun plays violin at the Met. After his
20 year abbatical in Mississippi, Matt Sutton decides to enroll as a freshman at Clarksdale Community
College. Madeline Sylvia own a Craftmatic Bed. Leslie Van Buren meets a hot Latino male with a mullet
and they live together in Miami. Sarah Walczewski wrestles professionally in the WWE. Jon Weissman
wins a Nobel for his work in Physics and let his hair grow long in celebration. Baz Wraight stars in the
lmprov shows at Second City. Costi Yannelis is a hippie and plays the banjo. Veronica Zych plays for the
WNBA and warms up to Terri Clark music.
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Senior History (1998-2003)
ORIENTATION ...
Subbie Year
We have our Subbie Orientation Day and there are lots of bees. Subbie Retreat at Lake of the Woods, Herr
W's group wins the Subbie Olympics, and it rains a lot . We argue about test points in History class and
delay lecture six days. Ms. Diorio teaches us History as a student teacher and we LOVE her, especially the
boys. Product testing in Science class. Ms. Morris leaves second semester and Ms. Mason teaches us
about ground water, dumpster diving, and sod houses, and brings in her huge dog. We have the only snow
day of our Uni careers. Dr. J's first year as Director. Subbie Girls ' Basketball team has two wins, both
against Ludlow. Cherry Coke Brigade comes to Uni. Our first 5K. Frank Sinatra Day. Subbies win the
Spirit Stick, and the Seniors take it and tape it to the ceiling of the lounge. Yi leads his Subbie Revolt in
retaliation, where Yi and Baz get back at the seniors by unplugging the lounge stereo. Mr. Howie teaches
us Word and Excel and then leaves. David Marshak lives in England second semester. Mrs. Wysocki wins
County Board. Pokemon craze. Verner loses his hat because David and Tom set it on fire. Our first LockIn. Uni plague--everyone gets the flu and 2/3 of the school is out. We all drop our books at the same time
in Algebra for Mr. Pang who grades us harshly. Nicole wears a tiny tube bikini that doesn' t stay on well
during swimming in P.E. Reed Martin loves Kelly. Guys and Dolls is the Spring Musical.
Couples: Ryan x Molly, Verner x Ligia DeRose, Nick x Tera, Nick x Bonnie, Nick x Anna, Nick x Ligia
DeRose, Sara Smith x Dan Hill, David Love x Ilina, David Love x Maria Zych, Scott x Roxanne, Ashwin
x Jackie, Tom x Jackie, Noah x Maria Zych, Tom x Veronica, Jacob x Molly, Marshak x Rachel Smith.

Freshman Year
We lose Maria, and get Erin Bazar, J acey Esler, and Laurie Duncan. Laurie leaves for winter break and
never comes back. Laurie asks weird questions in Health and falls over in her chair laughing. David
Love gets 100% participation points in Warren's Sex Education. There's no "ass" in Geometry class
(which has 42 people in it). Ms. Herman has nice leather knee-high boots. We find our Subbie History
Finals in the recycling bin and we all did really badly. We win the Spirit Competition again. Am I
Normal? Germany Trip. Big Show's cement goose lives in the lounge. Mr. B misses school to have his
appendix taken out and finds he only has one kidney. Hannah and Suraiya get the leads in "Midsummer
Night's Dream." Jacey dumps Noah because he's not Christian. The Subbies buy an inflatable gargoyle
at the Senior Auction and we pop it.
Couples: Kate x Jacob, Nick x Katerina Polychronopolus, Dan Hill x Tal, Nick x Val Ross, Nick x Mela,
Nick x Sara S., Nick x Emily Richardson, Nick x Erin B., Jacob x Lucy, Nick x Roxanne, Verner x Kwai
Schuler, Ryan x Sara S., Scott x Maddie, Scott x Kelly, Ashwin x Molly, Noah x Jacey, Noah x Ginny
Tucker, Weissman x Sara S., Weissman x Anna, Will x Liesel Hess.
Sophomore Year
We lose Bonnie, Jacey, Jackie, Verner, Tal, and Suraiya for a semester. We get Melinda, Eugene, and Erin
Lynch-Klarup, and Mayu stays with Madeline. Tom hits the lounge door while wrestling with Ben Leff
and has to get stitches on his head. The power goes out and we're dismissed early, so everyone goes to
Kate's house. Mr. Breads us Deep Thoughts. Eugene has nasty hair. We win the Spirit Competition again.
Our 2nd Lock-In. Lucie goes to Prom withAmit. Scott gets in a car accident over the summer. AgoragateJV players start the varsity game that week. Derek "leaves" school after calculator incidents. Baz runs into
a locker and half paralyzes himself. Nick B. wins Most Dedicated for Basketball and doesn't even come
to the Awards Ceremony. Lucie's going away party. Scott leaves Ito an interesting present in his locker.
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Rome Trip. Costi bums chee e in the kitchen and the whole school can smell it. Ash win has a sophomore
class party and Jacob and his band play. Crazy for You is the Spring Musical. French Trip.
Couples: Nick x Erin B., Nick x Veronica, Matt x Jacey, Nicole x Devin Kinney, Scott x Kate, Ashwin x
Kelly, Ashwin x Maddie, Will x Liesel Hess.
Junior Year
We get Maddy, Lawrence, Muni, Rachel, and Maria. We lose Ryan, David Love, Nick B., Tom, Dan, and
Tobin and Moser for a emester, and Lucie moves to France. September 11. Uni's 80th Birthday. The first
and la t Homecoming Dance. Mr. Maher comes into our lives. We win the Spirit Competition again.
Mono sweeps the school, prompting Sue to end out a school-wide email. The Prom craze starts early. It
takes us at least 5 meetings to decide on "It's a Wonderful World" as a prom theme. The rotating vending
machines in the kitchen my teriously disappear. Pie Club keeps 4th hour US History (11 :02 !) from going
hungry. 8th hour US History starts a newsletter. Latin State and the infamous Mellings. The Police show
up at Prom to inve tigate a "bomb" outside. We are kept inside the building and have at least 3 "last
dances." Matt and Suriaya are Prince and Princess. The Dan Hill Platform is elected: Nick, Weissman, and
Tobin are officers. Mrs. Newman, Mrs. Ca tellon, and Mrs. Wysocki all announce their retirement. Anna
hurts her knee playing soccer and has surgery in June. Molly and Slichter organize the first summer
Mississippi Habitat trip. The 5k gets rained out. Disorientation Picnic is held at Illini Grove. Japan Trip.
Couples: Jacob x Stevie Schein, Ito x Sarah Klein, Ito x Kate (4), Ito x Hannah, Ashwin x Sarah W., Nick
x Veronica, Frances x Greg Columbo, Will x Aurora Erickson, Hannah x Doug Main (2), Molly x Noah
Zych, Noah x Nicole, Costi x Ma'ayan Weinberg, Matt x Barbie Wolfe, Marshak x Kate, Sara S. x JR
Menz, Melinda x Roger Woodley.
Senior Year
We get Melanie. Moser returns from Spain. Junior/Senior Health is instituted: eating meat equals getting
babies. Ms. Suslick surpa es her yearly copying budget in the first two weeks of school. StudCo gets us
a new stereo for dances. Uni announces it will leave the SVC next year and join the ECIC. College apps.
The administration witches to 2:04pm short days. Melanie wins the Lincoln-Douglas Debate. The water
breaks and school is let out at 10 am on picture day. Ms. America controversy. The Calc I class is split in
two. Sally gives us talks about fluffing and smearing deodorant on people's gym lockers. The soccer boys
start the Evo craze. Beckman Field is turned into a parking lot-> Football Club is forced to relocate to
behind Grainger. Punkk Rokk kklub is founded and picks up where CAC left off. Gargoyle comes out with
the first ever 32 page i ue (and yearbook finally wins some awards too). Girls' Basketball wins their
Turkey Clas ic. Scott pee in hi pants in the middle of the senior alcove and then proceeds to sit in the
lounge->we lose a couch. The Anat!Phys ladies have fun with Leila first semester. Nick is banned from
the lounge until after Spring Break. Suraiya has surgery on her legs, and Tobin on his jaw. We lobby hard
for New Orleans for our senior class trip; it fails, but we end up having a blast in Chicago anyway. Dr. J
battles prostate cancer. We win the Spirit Competition again and remain undefeated. The lice outbreak
closes the lounge for two weeks. Boys' basketball senior night comes down to the wire. A record number
of couples lead to rna ive PDA. Laura and Kelly devote an entire day of their 'Mystery' class to David
Marshak Appreciation. Bianca gets trashed. Traci's Margaret Cho party. Mono strikes again. Mrs. Laughlin
announces her retirement. Dr. J is leaving as well. The juniors threaten to make the prom theme "Farm." A
bunch of girls go out for baseball. Bye Bye Birdie is the spring musical. The graduation countdown
calendar goes up with 58 days to go. Matt, Austin and Al win the Milk Chugg contest. Debates. Our last
5k. German Trip II.
Couples: Matt x Le lie, Kate x Bo, Ashwin x Sarah W., Nick x Veronica, Nick x Erin B., Noah x Nicole, Traci
x Gerry Shih, Frances x Greg Columbo, Jacob x Laura Book, Will x Tera, Melinda x Roger, Sara S. x Varon .

... GRADUATION
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Dear Ashwin,
Abrams, Anna 6, 12, 13, 20, 26, 52, 58, 59, 97, 98
128, 131
Ackley, Sarah 22, 24, 25 , 90
Alper, Rebecca 32, 42, 78, 83
Anselin, Emma 17, 31 , 72
Ansermet, Lydia 21, 30, 32, 72
A chenbrenner, Barb 6, 64
Ashton-Gonzalez, Eugene 12, 20, 29, 51 , 71 , 97,
98, 131
Au tin, Stefanie 32, 40, 41 , 72, 76

B
Bagchi, Devika 8, 32, 37, 40, 72
Bant, Marilyn Upah 30, 64, 69
Barkmeier, Kyle 14
Baron, Jonathan 16, 21 , 23, 25 , 28, 40, 72, 75
Barr, Eric 21 , 25 , 27, 32, 51 , 54, 84, 141
Bazar, Erin 6, 8, 19, 20, 21 , 23, 26, 31 , 35, 58, 59,
97, 99, 131

Here's wishing you the best in
all your future adventures!
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Shilpa

~
-1i......_

Beberman, Henry 31 , 34, 72
Bee ley, Joel 56, 64, 66
Beitel, Chris 19, 45 , 47, 90
Belmont, Michael 28, 30, 40, 72, 75
Bergandine, David 64, 68
Berger, Austin 1, 5, 18 29, 47 , 54, 56, 57, 78, 79
Be hers, Max 84, 89
Betenia, Nicole 6, 12, 13, 21 , 22, 26, 28, 35, 48,
49, 60, 97, 99, 131
Bettivia, Tobin 12, 19, 26, 27 , 28, 30, 97, 100, 130
Bial, Sarah 21 , 24, 84, 89
Bild, Gene 24, 27, 64
Black, Andres 5, 20, 21 , 22, 29, 47 , 90, 94
Boca, Maria 12, 24, 48, 49, 60, 97, 100, 131
Bole ta, Agnes 64
Book, Laura 12, 24, 31 , 32, 33, 97, 101 , 130
Bo ch, Debbie 66
Boyce, Robert 17, 25 , 29, 31 , 40, 72, 73
Boyle, David 43 , 78
Braghini, Kyle 27 , 29, 31 , 54, 70, 71 , 84
Breault, Amelia 32, 35, 72, 74, 75
Breault, Chri 20, 51 , 61 , 84, 88
Brechin, Maddy 12, 13, 20, 28, 48, 49, 60, 97, 101 ,
128, 131
Brodsky,Ariana 11 , 24, 27, 31 , 32, 78
Bruce, Emily 10, 12, 20, 23 , 24, 31 , 32, 33, 52, 53 97,
102, 131
Bruce, Stephen 10, 11 , 21 , 22, 24, 25 , 31 , 32, 33, 90
Burge s, Hannah 5, 22, 26, 31 , 32, 48, 49, 60, 90, 94
Bu , Emily 21 , 22, 26, 31 , 32, 33, 90
Butler, Chris 14, 25 , 27 , 64, 68
Buzard, Stephen 24, 31 , 32, 33, 78

c
Con8ratu(ations to the C(ass

of 2003

~utfi rHoberman and ~ichard syfvia
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Cabraal, Udara 25 , 31 , 54 78, 80
Cahill, Alex 25 , 27, 31 , 40, 72
Carmody, Katie 31 , 78, 80
Carrubba, Jim 6, 23, 28, 29, 64
Carter, Melanie 12, 13, 23, 26, 28 , 97 , 102, 128, 131

Croisant, Robert 17, 32, 40, 41 , 73
Cropek, Cameron 25 , 29, 31 , 51 , 54, 78

D

Congratulations, Hannah
We love you!!!
Mom, Dad, Keith and J.J.
Cascio, Ariel 21, 24, 29, 31, 84, 88
Cascio, Rachel 17, 31, 40, 72, 77
Causeman, Kate 11 , 12, 13, 14, 20, 23, 26, 52, 60,
97, 103, 130, 141
Chalivendra, Varun 12, 20, 26, 28, 30, 47, 97, 103,
128, 131
Chambers, Josie 5, 9, 25, 78
Chary, Anita 8, 9, 23, 26, 28, 48, 60, 90, 94
Chen, Andrew Ian 17, 24, 35, 72, 76
Chen, Julie 5, 31, 52, 53, 55, 78, 82
Chen, Nuole 5, 7, 25 30, 31, 55, 78
Cheng·, Christine 17, 22, 72
Chiang, Yun Luke 21, 25 , 27, 40, 72
Chin, Lauren 90
Chow, Roxanne 12, 13, 15, 20, 21 , 26, 28, 32, 36, 44,
97, 104, 130
Chuang, Kangway 8, 78
Clark, Brett 29, 32, 43, 78, 81
Climer, Emily 24, 27, 31, 48, 49, 60, 90
Collopy, Alejandra 48, 55, 78, 83
Collopy, Aria 21 31 , 32, 40, 41 , 60, 72, 76
Colombo, Gregory 24, 29, 31 , 90
Cooke, Rivkah 7, 9, 11 , 12, 13, 19, 23 , 24, 26, 97,
104 130
Coombs, Kris 1, 10 21 , 25 , 29, 31 , 84, 88
Cornell, Kinzie 7, 10, 11 , 22, 25, 52, 53, 60, 84, 88
Costa, Tony 73, 77
Coverdill, Drew 21 , 29, 31 , 32, 33, 90
Cox, Tiffany 21 , 25 , 29, 31, 84, 88
Croft , Terence 20, 29, 31, 47, 54, 90
Croisant, John 90, 141

Dade, Catherine 64
Darmody, Allison 21 , 25 , 31 , 84, 89
Dejong, Antoine 21 , 27 , 84, 88
Dejong, Colette 8, 21 , 32, 55, 78
DeVries, Clarabelle 20, 48, 49, 60, 90, 94, 95 Digges, Alyssa 9, 25 , 32, 52, 53, 79, 80
Ding, Yi 12, 27, 97, 105, 141
Dixon, Anne 31 , 73, 77
Domier, Nathan 7, 25 , 31, 50, 51 , 54, 79
Doney, Brett 10, 11 , 64
Dorman-Jones, Zachary 31 , 71 , 97, 105
Dorner, Betsy 25 , 30, 84
Drevlow, Mark 64
Dunatov, Katya 21 , 64

E
Eads, Cathy 65
Easley, Katy 16, 29, 73, 76
Ecker, Lucas 29, 31 , 32, 79
Eckstein, Laura 12, 13, 20, 97, 106, 131
Erickson, Ben 29, 79
Evans, Lisa 65

F
Falk, Jenni 43 , 47
Fehrenbacher, Annie 19, 32, 4? 44, 45 , 78, 79
Feldman, Lauri 20, 84, 89
Feng, Songtao 25, 73
File, Anna 6, 31 , 32, 44, 45 , 84, 88
Fitzgerald, Laura 60
Floess, Emily 8, 25 , 32, 48 , 60, 61 , 79, 83
Ford, Elizabeth 20, 21 , 24, 29, 32, 73, 76

Suraiya Jaan,

Weare so
happy and
proud of you!
All our Love,
A bbu, Ammu, Shahid,
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Grill, Amanda 18, 32, 40, 41 , 73, 74, 77
Gri com, Will 15, 24, 26, 27, 97 , 107, 131
Grie hop, Cole 73, 141
Gu, George 25 , 79, 82
Guthrie, Pat 65

H

Congratulations, Bob!
And then there was one.
Joe 91, Tim 95, Jack 00, Bob 03, Hugh 05

Freeman, Matthew 25 , 29, 79, 82
Fricke, Melinda 15, 29, 31 , 33, 44, 45 , 97, 106, 131
Fu, Benjamin 6, 9, 31 , 73
Fukushima, Nobuyuki 21 , 25 , 31 , 51 , 54, 84

G
Gao, Zhe 7, 31 , 54, 79
Garvey, John 22, 26, 65 , 69
Garvey, Te 24, 27 , 31 , 32, 79
Geiger, Martin 31 , 32, 73
Ginsburg, Zoe 20, 42, 55, 85, 86
Goeme, Bradley 10, 21 , 22, 24, 25 , 85
Goldberg, Max 29, 31 , 79
Goldwas er, Ellie 8, 22, 32, 48, 49, 60, 85 , 89
Goldwasser, Molly 12, 36, 48, 49, 60, 97, 107, 130
Gong, Nicole 21 , 26, 29, 31 , 32, 73
Gooier, Nick 25 , 31, 85, 88
Gottlieb-Graham, Nathaniel 24, 85 , 87
Granick, Martin 31, 73, 77
Gratton, Caterina 7, 22, 90
Grayson, David 6, 21 , 29, 31 , 43 , 91 , 94, 95
Green, Michael 21 , 25, 29, 31, 32, 33, 50, 51 , 91 , 94
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Hackler, Sarah 52
Haibullah, Monah 31 , 73
Hamlin, Maddy 17, 32, 73
Han, Lawrence 1, 6, 12, 13, 28, 29, 97, 108, 128, 130
Harris, France 23 , 65 , 68
Hassani, Daisy 31 , 32, 73
Hasty, Bob 44, 54 56
Hauffe, Drew 29, 50, 51 , 60, 85
Hedeman, Jackie 11 , 32, 73
Hedeman, John 65 , 69
Hedin, Dan 21 , 24, 32, 91
Helregel, Nicole 8, 16, 17, 21, 24, 32, 40, 71 , 73, 74
Hertzog, Jacob 10, 12, 29, 32, 33, 97, 108, 130
Huggett, Jimmy 21 , 29, 31 , 73, 76
Hughe , Karen 11 , 12, 20, 26, 97, 109, 128, 130
Hutchen , Bethany 31 , 32, 73, 77
Hyun, Yoon-Jung 4, 29, 30, 31, 85

I
Imlay, Hannah 7, 20, 48 , 49, 60, 91 , 92, 95
Imlay, Leah 8, 28 , 31 , 48, 60, 79
Irfan, Roveiza 5, 23, 25 , 55, 79
Irfan, Umair 25 , 26, 28 , 29, 34, 47 , 61 , 91
Isard, Skye 20, 24, 25 , 91
Is erman, Jake 47
I serman, Noah 12, 20, 47 , 97, 109, 131
Ito, Andrew 12, 14, 34, 43 , 47, 97 110
Ito, Daniel 18, 21 , 28, 40, 41 , 56, 73
Ito, Hiroko 14, 21 , 25 , 65
Ito, Traci 1, 8, 21 , 22, 26, 29, 32, 58, 59, 60,
97, 110, 131
Ivanova, Alex 18, 25 , 29, 48 , 60, 85, 89

Laughlin, Rosemary 23 , 65 , 69
Lauterbur, Elise 24, 28, 97, 113, 130
Lee, Justin 14
LeRoy, Ben 8, 23, 31 , 32, 44, 54, 56, 85, 88, 141
LeRoy, Sarah 6, 19, 26, 31 , 32, 42, 44, 45, 55, 59, 60,

85, 88, 89, 141
Levin, Tera 15, 26, 33, 44, 97, 113, 131
Li, Alice 7, 26, 31 , 32, 74, 76
Li, Bo 12, 13, 15, 28, 29, 46, 47, 56, 57, 97,

114, 128, 130, 141

Iyer, Priya 9, 19, 23 , 28, 34, 60, 91, 92

J
Jacobs, Daniel 29, 54, 79, 82
Jegadeesh, Naresh 14
Jiang, Shang 21 , 25 , 26, 27, 91
Jockush, Elizabeth 65
Johnson, Alex 5, 9, 24, 34, 79, 80
John on, Devin 31 , 40, 74, 77
Johnson, Michelle 21 , 25 , 31 , 85
Jones, Eric 52

.K

Li, John 20, 27 , 31 , 32, 43 , 47, 61, 90, 91
Liang, Angelina 25 , 30, 31, 79
Liang, Annie 22, 32, 40, 74, 76
Liebersohn, Jack 4, 20, 24, 28, 43 , 47, 91
Linder, Suzanne 20, 26, 65
Lindsey, David 65
Lindsey, Ellen 64, 66, 67
Liss, Alison 22, 24, 32, 48, 49, 60, 85, 89
Liss, Caitlin 22, 24, 31 , 32, 48, 49, 60, 85, 88
Liu, Jack 16, 74
Loots-Gollin, Cordelia 24, 27, 31 , 80
Lopez, Lynda 22, 66
Loschky, Althea 4, 12, 13, 15, 20, 23 , 24, 27, 28,

97 , 114, 131
Loui, Eric 18, 24, 31, 85
Luffman, Melissa 66
Lynch-Klarup, Erin 12, 13, 22, 23 , 27, 48 , 97, 115, 131

M

Kalbarczyk, Tomasz 40, 74
Kale, Atul 85, 87
Kamm, Emily 24, 27, 32, 74
Kaplan, David 24, 26, 31 , 97 , 111 , 128, 131
Kaplan, Rachel 6, 24, 31 , 79
Kearns, Rose 10, 20, 25 , 26, 32, 52, 53, 91 , 95
Kim, Agatha 20, 85
Kim, Jennifer 7, 31 , 42, 85, 88
Kinney, Hannah 6, 8, 19, 31 , 42, 55, 59, 85, 86
Klein, Sam 16, 29, 31 , 40, 74
Klein , Sarah 6, 12, 13, 20, 26, 32, 97, 111 , 131
Kogut, Gabby 22, 84, 85
Kory, Paul 24, 97, 112, 131
Kory, Rose 8, 31 , 32, 79
Ko tochka, Tanya 17, 74
Kovac , Sue 8, 23 , 37, 62, 63 , 65 , 69, 76
Kuck, Jonathan 16, 21 , 73, 74
Kudeki, Melisa 21 , 31 , 78, 79, 80
Kumar, Ashwin 12, 14, 20, 22, 25 , 29, 43 , 47, 97,

Machala, Pamela 20, 22, 23, 25 , 29, 30, 31 , 32, 33, 48,

49, 60, 91 , 95
Madera, Colleen 42, 44, 61
Majerus, Elizabeth 66
Marshak, David 12, 20, 28, 46, 47 , 56, 60, 97, ll5 , 130
Marshak, Emma 7, 9, 23, 32, 78, 80
Martin, Paige 7, 24, 32, 74
Martinsek, David 12, 21 , 29, 54, 80
Martinsek, Ellen 12, 28, 97, 116, 131

Congratulations Jacob!

112, 128

L
We are so proud ofyou!

Lagoutchev, Kirill 51 , 85, 89
Lau, JohnMark 25 , 29, 31 , 79

- Mom, Lhtf. Bn.110 .11011
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N
Nakamura, Muneaki 12, 22, 23, 24, 35, 97, 118, 128, 131
Nakamura, Yuzuko 8, 21 , 31 , 32, 80
Nel on, Arnirah 27, 31 , 55 , 80
Nelson Meredith 21 , 25 , 31 , 86, 89
Nguyen, Dean 80
Nikolaeva, Dasha 5, 22, 24, 26, 92, 94
Nilge , Toma z 21 , 25 , 27 , 31 , 54, 86, 89

0
Olson, Krista 7, 24, 29, 31, 40, 41 , 74
Overstreet, Ty 14

p

Mathy, Patricia 22, 23, 25 , 27, 31 , 52, 53, 91
McConnaughay, Hannah 10, 11 , 12, 15, 19, 26, 27,
29, 52, 61 , 97, 116, 128, 130
McGinty, Jake 17, 21 , 29, 31 , 40, 41 , 74, 76
Methven, Jeremiah 19, 28 , 51 , 86, 87
Meyers, Maria 9, 29, 42, 55, 86
Micele, Lisa 23 , 28, 66, 69
Milka, Chris 47
Mitchell , Alex 14
Mitchell, Josh 25 , 34, 74
Mit uha hi-Ac , Yuki 31 , 86
Modica, Ali a 9, 14, 23 , 26, 27, 91 , 94
Monahan, Bob 7, 12, 13, 21 , 24, 26, 28, 30, 33, 43 ,
47 , 97, 117, 128, 130
Monahan, Hugh 1, 10, 17, 21 , 25 , 28 , 30, 32, 33, 37, 43 ,
47 , 54, 56, 86
Morri , Patricia 66, 72
Mo er, Daniel 26, 27, 71 , 97, 117, 130
Murdoch, Ann 19, 52, 60, 91
Murphy, Elizabeth 55, 59
Murphy, Rebecca 55, 58, 59, 66
Murphy, Rick 24, 30, 40, 66
Mynatt, Doug 15, 49, 60, 66
Mynatt, Susan 42, 44, 66
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Palekar, Rohun 21 , 25 , 31 , 40, 74, 75
Park, Justin 18, 26, 32, 43 , 47, 54, 80, 82
Pateguana, Jackie 8, 26, 27, 28, 55, 91 , 92
Patel, Meera 9, 22, 23 , 48 , 49, 60, 92, 94
Pathuri, Yuv Chandra 26, 31 , 72 74, 76
Peisker; Kate 25, 31 , 32, 92
Petracovici, Mihai 75, 141
Philipp, Andre 86
Philipp, Anthony 12, 27, 29, 37, 97, 118, 131
Pitt, Michael 21 , 78, 80
Pleck, Dan 6, 21 , 23 , 92
Pli ch, Su an 66, 68
Pokorski , Spencer 6, 35, 75, 76
Pollock, Henry 26, 27, 29, 31, 47, 56, 86, 88
Polychronopoulo , Katerina 20, 22, 27, 60, 92
Porreca, David 66
Pourmal, Sergei 43 , 80
Prats, Laura 22, 67
Procha ka, Natalie 8, 20, 27, 58, 59, 92, 94
Proctor, Hillary 19, 20, 32, 42, 86
Purkaya tha, Shruti 9, 32, 52, 53, 80

Dear Anna,
We've always been so
~ proud of youl

Kindergarten

Love,
Mom, Dad, Barry &Austin

Traci fJt§~~ r$~:Jo66'"f ~
Good Luck!

5o J

Q
Qi, Tianyu 7, 20, 28, 51 , 92
Quirk, Maggie 1, 20, 42, 44, 55, 59, 86

R
Rashid, Suraiya 12, 13, 26, 37, 11 , 97, 119, 130
Ratcliffe, Robert 18, 20, 37, 43, 54, 86
Reese, Liz 8, 31 , 75
Reifsteck, Robert 67
Renner, Al 5, 26, 29, 54, 56, 60, 80, 81
Renner, Andy 20, 28, 47 , 56, 57, 86
Reutter, Kathleen 20, 24, 25 , 92
Rich, Max 29, 31 , 54, 80, 82
Ridenour, Barbara 27, 67
Robinson, Abraham 86
Robinson, Robbie 25 , 31 , 44, 51 , 54, 56, 80, 83
Rockett, Ellen 8, 24, 32, 80, 83
Roginsky, Greg 86, 141
Rosengren, Emily 4, 31 , 75, 77
Ross, Valerie 10, 14, 20, 21 , 23, 25, 26, 32, 33 , 92, 94
Roth, Casey 21 , 52, 60, 86, 89
Roth, Noam 1, 8, 32, 78, 80
Russell, Craig 24, 62, 63 , 67, 68

s
Saied, Ayesha 25 , 31 , 52, 87, 88
Salov, Victor 21 , 31 , 81
Sandretto, Rachel 24, 28, 97, 119, 130
Sands, Ben 25, 86, 87
Sapp, John 28, 43 , 47, 92, 95

Sapp, Scott 17, 29, 30, 40, 41, 72, 75, 76
Savignac, Mark 50, 51 , 61 , 92, 94
Schaap, Benjamin 26, 40, 74, 75
Schein, Howie 52
Schein, Stevie 11, 22, 25, 30, 32, 33, 35, 36, 52, 61 , 92
Schiller, Lucy 7, 81 , 82
Schnuer, Max 11 , 15, 20, 24, 26, 29, 35, 92
Schwenk, Kelly 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 19, 26, 27, 32, 34,
37, 97, 120, 131
Seckman, John 10, 11 , 67
Seth, Andy 26, 28, 29, 44, 46, 47, 56, 92
Sha, Emily 32, 34, 52, 53, 55 , 87, 89
Sheikh, Nafisah 12, 15, 20, 22, 28, 36, 37, 97, 120, 131
Shenk, Eli Otto 14, 28, 29, 37, 92, 93
Shih, Gerry 19, 20, 26, 28, 29, 30, 47, 93 , 94
Shriver, Runelle 67
Sims, Ben 18, 29, 44, 54, 79, 81
Slichter, David 12, 15, 29, 31, 32, 33, 36, 50, 51 , 97,
121 , 128, 131
Sligar, Sara 20, 23, 24, 25, 27, 81
Smeltzer, Amanda 55, 59
Smith, Greg 67
Smith, Molly 6, 8, 26, 30, 32, 35, 44, 45 , 58, 59,
61 , 84, 87
Smith, Nick 21 , 30, 32, 35 , 47, 121 , 130
Smith, Sam 6, 26, 43 , 67, 69

ah. a~ you open the door to a
new chapter of your life be a~~ured
that God ha~ plan~ for you. Plan~ for
good and not for harrn. Plan~ to give
you hope and a future. Jer 29:1r
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Congratulations
Melinda!!

Thank you for all the joys
you have given us. We
wish you every happiness as you seek to
ach ieve the fulfillment of
your dreams.
All our love and pride,
rf!omm'l & Jimm'l
(jrandma & (./randpa

Smith, Sara 1, 11 , 12, 13, 15, 19, 20, 21 , 26, 29, •
44, 60, 122, 130
Smyth, Sam 25 , 29, 31 , 81 , 82
Snir, Batia 11, 24, 27 , 31, 81
Snyder, Hannah 7, 48, 49, 60, 78, 81 , 82
Sobh, AbderRahman 25 , 31 , 40, 75 , 76
Socie, Michael 20, 28, 29, 31 , 44, 56, 93
Solter, Ravi 20, 34, 36, 47 , 90, 93
Sonka, Teresa 20, 26, 48, 49, 90, 93 , 95 ;
Soong, Lillian 31 , 32, 48, 60, 81 , 83
Spelke, Dawn 7, 42, 55, 87, 89
Steinberg, Sasha 10, 19, 20, 21 , 24, 25, 26, 30, 32,
33, 37' 92, 93
Stolarsky, David 6, 8, 20, 93
Stone, David 1, 18, 28, 67
Stynchula, Pamela 67, 69
Sudharshan, Sangita 8, 19, 20, 26, 28, 37, 59, 97,
122, 131
Sun, Frances 10, 21 , 24, 31, 32, 33, 52, 97, 123 , 130
Suslick, Adele 22, 23 , 27, 67
Sutton, Bill 12, 13, 15, 28, 29, 67 , 69, 127
Sutton, Matt 5, 12, 13, 15, 27, 28, 29, 34, 44, 45 , 56,
57, 60, 61 , 97, 123, 130
Swiech, Maciek 21 , 31 , 81
Sylvia, Madeline 8, 12, 13, 14, 15, 18, 32, 44, 45 , 59,
97, 124, 130

u
Uzoaru, Ike 18, 25 , 29, 31 , 54, 81

v
Vaidya, Mukta 20, 21 , 48 , 90, 93
Van Buren, Leslie 6, 13, 20, 23 , 26, 97, 124, 130
Vaughn, Billy 23 , 24, 68
Vuong, Triet 20, 28 , 29, 43 , 47 , 93 ~
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w
Wah, Catherine 20, 25 , 30, 48 , 60, 92, 93 , 95
Wah, Elaine 7, 20, 23, 25 , 26, 48, 60, 93 , 95
Walczewski, Sarah 11 , 12, 13, 14, 15 , 20, 32, 44, 45 ,
97 , 125, 128, 131
Walker, Sally 68
Wallig, Rebecca 32, 40, 41 , 72, 75
Walsh, Emily 5, 22, 24, 26, 32, 52, 53, 59, 93
Wang, Marqui 17, 26, 31 , 40, 75
Wang, Victoria 21 , 22, 26, 31, 32, 40, 41 , 75
Weilmuen ter, Paul 21 , 68, 69
Weinberg, Ma'ayan 10, 11 , 23, 26, 93 , 94
Weis man, Jonathan 29, 30, 47, 125, 131
W~ntling , Kimmy 8, 9, 15, 22, 23 , 26, 48, 49, 60, 93
Wickens, Chri 40, 41
Wiegel, Jo ie 35, 42, 85 , 87
Wiltziu , Tom 81 , 82
Wingo, Lauren 21 , 29 87, 88
Wraight, Sebastian 12, 27, 28, 44, 56, 71 , 97 , 126
Wright, DeeDee 68

y
Yannelis, Constantine 29, 126, 131
Yates-White, Mark 20, 29, 85 , 87
Yi, Jenny 12, 26, 68
York, Maurice 68

z
Zaghloul , Farid 21 , 27, 44, 56, 68, 71 , 81
Zaharescu, Bianca 6, 8, 17, 32, 37, 40, 75 , 76
Zhao, Yang 54, 87, 89
Zuko ki, Andrew 51 , 84, 87, 88
Zuo, Daniel 21 , 25 , 31 86
Zych, Veronica 7, 8, 14, 44, 58, 59, 97, 127, 13 1

(1-r, t-b): Cole Grieshop celebrates finishing his first
year at Uni; Greg Roginsky apparently hasn't heard
about Uni's bullying policies; Yi Ding and John
Croisant work diligently in the library; Sarah shows
her brother who 's boss; Mihai Petracovici scares others away from his lunch; Kate Causeman and Bo Li
'()nuggle in the lounge.
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our heroes fly off into the sunset ••.
leaving only their memories and
their words of wisdom behind ...

•

•

~

•

• ...

~-

..

...

·~

•

j

id it! I hope you guy
it as we did making it. To the entire yearbook cia
hanks for the memories. To Anna and Natalie, it's
been a blast. Good luck next year Nat! To Bees,
thanks for everything you've taught me, but most
all thanks for all the laughs. Taking this class
·~·w;:~1c::;: one of the best decisions i've ever made. To m
mily and friends, I love you. Take care everyone!

::ban-ee ~he nobody ~ watching,
Jove hhe you ~e netler been hurl,
S;IUJ hfte nobodv ~ bdleni'UJ'
Jive t-ke ild JJeaven on Carlh

UNlVERSITYH.S.LIBRARY

UNIVERSITY H.S. LIBRARY

a, ,
P~

he Disorientation Picnic, despite being almost rained out, proceeded as usual; students and faculty came together at the end
of another long school year to celebrate the beginning of summer.
With grilled meat, veggie burgers (for those with more sensitive
palettes), lemonade and soda, the students slowly began to unwind
after another harrowing week of finals. A soccer game was started
by the underclassmen as the Seniors frantically tried to get all those
faculty who refused to sign yearbooks until their senior year to actually sign (namely a certain athletic coach ... ) The student
body fondly wished its Director and Principal, Dr. John
Hedeman good luck and farewell, and all looked forward
to the lazy summer days now upon them.

T

(l-r, t-b): Ellen helps herself to the Cheetos at the picnic; Alyssa ana
~iz enjoy one last lunch together; Dr. 1 proudly displays

home-cooked
lftamburgers at his last Disorientation; Mr. Murphy and Mr. BerganlrJine stare down the hot dogs to make sure they are not moving.
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~YD0wjtc2003
he bell rang to end classes on the last day of school, and tudents rushed from their cla srooms into
the hallways to celebrate. Binders and lockers were emptied, trash cans were filled beyond capacity,
and the Seniors, led by Nick Smith, went to the lounge to sing the school song and celebrate their
final hours at Uni High. Yearbook signatures and hugs were given freely as everyone ighed with relief that
another school year was over and the summer and freedom were about to begin.

T

(l-r, t-b ): Old homework and tests fill the recycling bin; Mr Stone poses with
his "little buddies" for a hug; Ellie and Roxanne follow Mr. Stone's example;
Dan and Socie walk out of their last Junior English class, arm in arm and
with tears in their eyes; Nick leads the seniors in the Uni High Fight Song as
'Ray looks on from the hall; Costi is obviously sad that the summer has begun.
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(l-r, t-b): The bell rings and chaos ensues;
the juniors share one last hug; Pamela says
"Hi," but Max is too embarrassed; Alice
walks down the first floor hallway for her
last time at Uni; Hannah and Maddie reminisce with Ms. Ridenour; The sign says it all.
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Closer

Conrad Birdie,
(Hugh Monahan)
!,struts his stu!J
in his very fashionable gold suit

Albert Peterson,
( Sasha Steinberg)
has a word with
his mother, Mrs.
Mae
Peterson
(Rose
Kearns).

Mr. Peterson (Sasha
Steinberg) cheers
up a sad young lady
(Paige Martin).

Luckily
Hugo
Peabody
(John
Li) catches Kim
MacAfee (Pamela
Machala) after she
faints upon hearing Conrad's voice.

Bye Bye Birdie

This year's musical rendition of "Bye Bye Birdie," was played by
a very large and talented cast. It follows the story of the manager
(Sasha Steinberg) and secretary (Stevie Schein) of rock sensation
Conrad Birdie (Hugh Monahan), and the love-induced fiasco that
results from their escapades. Conrad Birdie is being sent off to war
and one lucky fan, Kim MacAfee, played by Pamela Machala, gets
to give him "One Last Kiss." The quirky cast of characters, funny
lines, and catchy songs made the lighthearted musical fun to watch as
well as act. As Sasha Steinberg remarked, "It was a good experience,
I got to meet new people and had a lot of fun in the process."

(l-r, t-b): Paige Martin , Annie Fehrenbacher, Molly Smith, Krista
Olsen, Jackie Pateguana , Angelina Liang, Anna File, and Rivkah
Cooke hail Conrad; Mr. Peterson and his secretary, Rose Alvarez
(Stevie Schein), show off a very "Healthy American" Conrad Birdie.
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Big Show 2003

Lots of
Laughs

"I just loooooooovvved Big Show!!!!!!" gushes senior David
Marshak, "Loveditloveditlovedit!! Hehehe!!!! I was sooo imPRESSD." Impressive is right, David; this year's student-run
Big Show was a "Big" uccess. Directors Bob Monahan and
Rivkah Cooke made it all possible; with their guidance and sage
advice the Big Show cast churned out several hi-larious skits. It
ran Friday, May 9th and Saturday, May lOth, from 7:30to around
9:30. A good time was had by both cast and audience as
the politically incorrect show went off without a hitch.

( l-r, t-b ): Eugene is actually going to
Yale, believe it or not; Alisa speaks
while Val listens intently and Ashwin
~hows us why he won Best Dressed; the
white rappers break it down on stage.

(l-r, t-b): Dan Pleck has a little too much fun on the telephone
'harassing people until his mom catches him; Sasha Steinlberg pretends to be a polar bear; Ashwin Kumar, Laura Eck~tein and Eli Otto Shenk admire Sasha Steinberg's uhh ... . .face.
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SCOREBOARD
Girls' JV Soccer
Danville Baptist

L

Urbana High School

L

Monticello

L

Normal U-High

L

Charleston

L

Macon (Meridian)

w

Decatur St. Teresa
Decatur

Christian

L

w

Rantoul

w

Mahomet-Seymour

L

New Faces

The Junior Varsity girls' soccer team had a season full of changes. Jenni
Falk, their coach from the previous two seasons returned to lead the ladies, and was joined by the new boys' coaches Jake Isserman and Chris
Milka. The team responded extremely well to the different coaching
styles which included obstacle courses, hard running, and conditioning
exercises. Returning sophomores Molly Smith (goalie), Hannah Kinney
(sweeper), and Maggie Quirk (center mid) led the team. Freshmen Lucy
Schiller, Roveiza Irfan, and Emma Marshak helped add a spark. The
team had several wins against strong teams, including a victory against
Rantoul--a Big 12 team. They finished with a 3-7 record, and are ready
to really fight next year.

(l-r, t-b): Roveiza sprints down the field,
ready to get the ball; Dasha concentrates
on her dribbling as she warms up for the
game; Ayesha defends the Macon-Meridian
layer; Catherine dribbles down the field,
looking for a teammate so she can pass.

(l-r, t-b): Coach Jake Isserman, Catherine Wah , Emma Marshak, Dasha Nikolaeva, Emily Walsh, Elaine Wah, Coach Chris Milka, JV Coach lenni Falk, Pamela
Machala, Ayesha Saied, Roveiza lrfan, Lucy Schiller, Shruti Purkayastha, Emily
Climer, Hannah Kinney, Maggie Quirk, Molly Smith, Dawn Spelke, and Emily Sha.
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Old Skills

The girls entered the 2003 season with one main goal; to improve on
the best-ever record of 8-8-2 from the 2002 season. To begin with, they
had to figure how to plug the holes caused by the loss of five seniors to
graduation and their coach Bill DeJarnette. The team was led by Juniors
Caterina Gratton, who finished first in goals (13), and Teresa Sonka, who
won the MVP award with 6 goals. Sophomore Lauren Wingo ranked
second in goals and assists, and controlled the midfield. Highlights of
the season included a 10-1 victory against Rantoul and a 1-0 win against
Decatur St. Teresa. The team was unable to surpass the 2002 record, but
did tie it with an 8-8-2 record. Eight seniors will be graduating from the
team this year, and next year's team will be looking for leadership from
offensive powerhouses Sonka, Wingo, Gratton and Mukta Vaidya.

(l-r, t-b): Lauren Wingo shows off her
skills as she dribbles through the delfense; The team strategizes during halftime; B etsy gears up to clear the ball.

SCOREBOARD
Girls' Varsity Soccer
Uni-Opp

Opponent
Judah Christian

w
w

4-0

Urbana

L

0-5

Monticello

T

I -1

Normal U-High

L

1 - 11

Charleston

T

0-0

Macon (Meridian)

3-0

Rantoul

w
w
w

Mahomet Seymour

L

2-3

Mattoon

w
w

3-2

Charle ton
Mahomet Seymour

L

1-2

Danville

L

I -2

Warrensburg Latham

L

1-2

Mt.Zion

L

0-2

Central JV

w

4-0

Manteno (Regionals)

L

3-4

Normal Calvary

Decatur St. Teresa

3-0

1 -0
lO -l

I- 0

(l-r, t-b): Coach Chris Milka, AnnaAbrams(captain), Leslie VanBuren, Sara Smith, Molly
Smith, Madeline Sylvia, Betsy Dorner, Catherine Wah, Emily Walsh, Elaine Wah, Coach
Jake /sserman, Coach lenni Fa/k, Lucy Schiller, Sarah Walczewsld, Kate Causeman,
Lauren YWngo, Dawn Spelke, Caterina Gratton (captain), Teresa Sonka, Hannah Kinney, Maggie Quirk, Veronica Zych, Sangita Sudharshan, Emily Climer, Mukta Vaidya.
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Fleet Feet

The addition of several new runners this year helped boost the boy's track team to a suc-

cessfulseason.Highlightsfortheseasonincluded SVCtitlesforthe4x800mrelay,(Senior
David Stichter, Juniors Skyelsard andRavi Solter, Freshman Kangway Chuang), and an
800m title by Stichter. Sophomore Drew Hau:ffe earned a third place finish in the 2 mile at
the SVCmeet This years sprint team was hindered by alackofnmners, but Junior David
Stolarsky and Sophomore Max Breshers were still able to make a strong howing. With
the help of Juniors Tianyu Qi and Triet Vuong, andFreshmanRobbieRobinson, the team
was able to field a 4x400m relay that improved greatly over the course of the season In
the field events, Robinson (discus and the shot put) and Max Beshers (long jump) added
another dimension to a team dominated by distance runners. The team is losing only one
runner this year-Senior David Stichter-but he will be sorely missed

(l-r, t-b): Kangway,MarkandDavidjocke
or position at the start of the race; Max i
feared for takeoff; Stichter sprints to the
ish; Skye hands off to Kangway unde
the watchful eyes ofDrew;Robbie launches
ther PR in the discus; Terence has h ·
eyes on the prize; Jeremiah andAndrew are
ck and neck in the final stretch.

(l-r, t-b ): Head Coach Doug Mynatt, JeremiahMethven, Tianyu Qi (captain), Michael
Green, Max Beshers, Robbie Robinson, David Stolclrsky (captain), Kirill Iagoutchev,
Terence Crofts, Mark Savignac, David Grayson, Ravi Softer, Andrew Zukoski, Asst.
CoachAlexEldredge, Asst. Coach Laura Fitzgerald, Asst. Coach Meg Zabielski, Nathan
Domier, David Slichter, John Sapp, Sam Smyth, Triet VUong, and Kangway Chuang.
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Although many key runners graduated in 2002, four members of the Uni Girl's 2003
track team qualified for State. The team bonded ve:ry well under the leadership of
captains Nicole Betenia and Ellen Martinsek. The state qualifiers were the 4x800
relay (Priya Iyer, Ellie Goldwasser, Nicole Betenia and Clarabelle DeVries) and
DeVries qualified individually in the 800m. Goldwasser also competed in the long
and triple jump, setting yet another school record. However, it was not only the
returning runners that performed well; newcomers contributed needed fresh talent
to the team. These rising stars included Fre hmen Alejandra Collopy, Leah Imlay,
Emily Floess and Hannah Snyder. Leah Imlay ran well in the 3200m, Collopy ran
strong in the 800m and 1600m and Floess gave her all in various sprinting events.
New addition senior Veronica Zych and returning runner Roxanne Chow became
Uni 's throwing team, competing in hot put and discus.

(l-r, t-b ): Head Coach Doug Mynatt, Hannah Imlay, Alejandra Collopy, Priyalyer, Ellie
Goldwasser, Hannah Burgess, Alexandralvanova, MeeraPatel, Asst. Coach Alexandra
Eldredge, Asst. Coach Meg Zabielski, Hannah Snyder, Leah Imlay, Ellen Martinsek
(captain), Clarabelle De Vries, Roxanne Chow, Emily Floess and Asst. Coach Laura
Fitzgerald (Not pictured: Nicole Betenia (captain) and Veronica Zych).
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SCOREBOARD
Baseball

Uni-Opp

Opponent
Judah Christian

L

0- II

Urbana

L

4- 11

Tu cola

w

12- 1

Heritage

w

9-3

Central

L

6- 13

Decatur Christian

w

14- 10

Normal Calvary

w

14-7

Normal Calvary

L

13- 16

PBL

L

6-7

GCMS

w

10-9

Tuscola

w

6 -5

Decatur Christian

w

6-2

St. Thomas More

w

7 -3

Judah Chri tian

L

1 - II

L

2- 12

Judah Christian

Road Rules
This year's baseball team had an outstanding sea on. Despite having to
travel for all games, due to the fact that their home field was in Rantoul,
the team persevered and finished with a record of 8-7. The team had
a record number of players go out for the team which included several
girls for the first time in school hi tory. After losing their fir t two games
to Judah and Urbana, they bounced back and won their next two game ,
beating Tuscola by eleven and Heritage by six. The team was led by the
pitching of Freshman Al Renner and Senior Matt Sutton, and the catching
of Sophomore Andy Renner. "It wa a good season, but next year I think
we can be even better." says Sophomore first baseman Robert Ratcliffe.

(l-r, t-b): Al watches intently, waiting for
the game to begin; Ben Sims faces ofj
against the opposing pitcher; Ben LeRoy
showes off his famous 90 mph fastball .

(l-r, t-b): Head Coach Bob Hasty, Andy Renner, Matt Sutton (captain), Al Renner, Ben Sims, Andrew
Ito, Robert Ratcliffe, Andy Seth, Ben LeRoy, Catlin Liss, Cameron Cropek, Bo Li, Lawrence Han,
Kimmy Wentling, Asst. Coach Bill Sutton, Henry Pollock, Brett Clark, Katie Carmody, Matt Freeman, Tess Garvey, Ann Murdoch, Michael Socie. (Not Pictured: Erin Bamr, Varun Chalivendra,
Cordelia Loots-Collin, and Farid Zaghloul.)
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(l-r, t-b): The seniors in orchestra are recognized at their last
spring concert; Mr. Murphy leads the chorus; the chorus sings
in harmony; the chorus seniors stand quietly before singing their
last notes at Uni; Emma turns pages as the chorus joins Stephen
Buzard in a beautiful piece; the basses get ready for the last concert of the year.
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t the conclusion of the 2002-2003 school year, Uni High
lost two more members of its excellent staff; Dr. Rosemary Laughlin and Dr. John Hedeman. From saying a simple
good morning outside before the start of school to the new Uni
tradition of Frank Sinatra Day, Dr. Hedeman has made himself a beloved part ofUni High. Dr. Laughlin has been head
of the Junior English class and a Subbie English section for
many years. She taught her classes uniquely, emphasizing
creativity with her musical review quizzes, twenties dance
sessions, and extraordinary enthusiasm, making a dusty Aristotle come to life as much as the raucous society of Gats by's
1920s. There will never be any others like Dr. Hedeman
and Dr. Laughlin, and we will remember them in our hearts
and memories. We said goodbye to these two teachers at the
2003 Awards Ceremony and they both will be sorely missed.

A

The following is an abbreviated list of the awards
received at the 2003 Awards Ceremony:

Kiwanis Vic Shaul Award ...................... Melinda Fricke
Tom Jolly Spirit ofUni Award .............. Veronica Zych
Philip Anderson Award .......................... David Kaplan
Chris Bannister Award ........................... Jacob Hertzog
ill. Science Teachers Assoc. Award ...... Anna Abrams

Junior League of C-U Award ................ Roxanne Chow
Bausch and Lomb Science Award ....... Elaine & Catherine Wah
Ella Leppert Award ................................. Rosemary Laughlin
Wylde Q. ChickenAward ......................Jakliebmdm,
Stephen Bruce, Emily~ Kate Peisker, Sasha Steinberg

June MankAward ................................... Bob Monahan
Principal's Award .................................... David Stichter
Student of the Year .................................. Emily Bruce
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he 2003 Senior Supper was held May 29th, the last full day of Finals. For the first time ever, the event was catered and held in Uni
Gym. Some Uni faculty stopped by to help serve the seniors, who,
after eating went to put their handprints and footprints on the walls
of the lounge for future classes to
admire. The evening was the last
time for students and faculty to
gather before graduation.

T

(l-r, t-b ): Matt and Leslie enjoy their
home-cooked meal; The place settings,
before the rowdy seniors arrive to malign
the lovely silver; Eugene and Jon looking
like kings on a mountaintop, waiting to
place their mark on the Uni High lounge;
Noah salivating as he helps himself to the
food displayed on a v-e-r-y long table;
the lovely Traci putting her finishing
touches on one aspect of her legacy to
Uni; Eugene and Kaplan enjoying themselves over the first course; Rivkah in
the process of putting a footprint on
the wall with Cathy Eads' help; Mr.
Sutton making a venerable Nick Smith
teary-eyed while son and Jon look on;
Melinda cheerfully displays her efforts
in the post-eating part of the evening.
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(l-r, t-b): Maddy Brechin and David Marshak await their Senior
Prom night; Katerina and Melanie
chill before the evening's festivities
begin; Meera and Val are tonight's
local beauties.
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rom this year consisted of red candles in brandy
glasses, sore feet, the Champaign Country Club,
and post-prom activities at Ants in Their Pants
and various seniors' houses. As the night unfolded,
with the guys spending 30 minutes getting ready (if that. .. )
and the girls spending 4 hours (at least. .. ), the students were
looking forward with anticipation of the evening to come. As
people started arriving in the Grand Hall at the Champaign
chaperones
Country Club,
greeted
them
with smiles,
commented on
how nice they
looked, and ushered them into
the ballroom. A
lovely stage
had been set by
the Juniors,
with paper lanterns, lights,
and
elegant
table settings.
Students trickled in slowly
at first, but by 9:00 p.m., mostly everyone was there. The
music created a festive mood, and people lounged, chatted
and danced the entire time. After prom, previously scheduled post-prom activities took place; a sojourn to Ants in
Their Pants to regress back to childhood (for some, anyway-certain people never really left ... ), a nice group viewing
of SpongeBob Squarepants took place at Kelly Schwenk's
house, and Rivkah Cooke lent her house for the breakfast brigade. Most groups did not make it to Rivkah's because of the
late hour, but students overall were highly satisfied with their
prom weekend activities. A lot of effort went into planning
the activities, and they turned out accordingly well.

(l-r, t-b ): The swim team poses
for lovely shot full of lovely ladies; Sara and Suraiya shriek as
they are pelted with plastic balls
at post-prom; Veronica and Anna
are lovely ladies dressed for a
night of fun; Val and Meera are
tonight's local beauties; Nick and
Mrs. Kovacs pose outside the Prom
to show their true feelings for each
other; Marshak and an unidentified
conspirator fool around in the ball
pit; Bo is a little kid again; Awwww! Sto and Ela are so cuuuute!;
Kimmy and Eli look dangerous;
Molly and Sarah have a blast at
the Champaign Country Club.
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n May 30th, the class of 2003 gathered at Krannert Center
to celebrate the end of a five year journey together. The ceremony included speeches by tudents Ashwin Kumar and
Emily Bruce, with more from faculty members Bill Sutton, Rosemary Laughlin, and Marilyn Bant. Former Olympic athlete Rebbeca
Ayars Baker was also presented with this year's Beberman Distinguished Alumni Award. Other highlights of the ceremony included
the graduation video (made by your very own yearbook staff), and the
'Uni'- lumination. Finally, after all the speeches had been given and
all the diplomas handed out, the Class of 2003 flipped their tassels
and officially graduated. They had entered the Tryon Festival Theatre
as Uni High Seniors, and exited into the world as Uni High Alumni.

0

(1-r, t-b): Bob gives the "thumbs up"
o being a graduated Monahan; The
seniors become alums; That 1S really
~ute Jon; Varun gives a shout-out by
tusing his cap and some tape; Hannah
i happy to have her diploma; Everyone listens attentively to Mr. Sutton as
he gives his spin on the last five years.
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